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Foreword

This is a book about change. Indeed, in many ways, it’s a manual 
on change; a “how to” guide to social media and its impact on 
business and business communication.

If Jed had wanted to, and his publisher had allowed him, he could 
have expanded the scope to include politics, arts, social activisim 
and, even, sex and religion. This thing called social media, like 
the internet on which it rides, has quite an appetite. There are few 
parts of life it leaves un-nibbled.

It is, however, to Jed’s credit that he stuck to a tighter brief. 
Wherever possible he has avoided generalisations and extrapola-
tions. Instead he offers examples and practical advice to anyone 
who is wrestling with how they adapt their organisation to a newly 
socialialised reality. Moreover, in the tradition of the great “how 
to” books of yesteryear, Jed has clearly given plenty of thought to 
how his readers will use the book, which bits will be of most inter-
est depending on their requirements and, therefore, how it can be 
most easily and fruitfully navigated.

On top of all these splendid qualities, this is also a book that, like 
a fat kid taking up weightlifting, starts with a big natural advantage 
in that it concerns an inherently interesting subject.

When I started in advertising back in the 80’s, one of my fi rst 
bosses, a pipe-smoking Yorkshireman, would often mutter disap-
provingly about the tendency for everyone to approach advertising 
with an open mouth. Those days are gone. No-one talks about 
advertising any more, it’s merely “a tax you pay for being boring”. 
Now it’s social media that gets everyone yacking. More pertinently, 
it doesn’t just get them yacking. It IS them yacking. And that’s why 
it’s gold dust. For the fi rst time ever we can measure it. We can 
monitor it. We can interact with it. We can even shape it. And we 
can do all these things better once we’ve read this book. Indeed, 
I would go so far as to issue a guarantee that you will change at 
least 5 of the ways your business communicates as a result of read-
ing this book, or the publisher will give you your money back.

Another advantage of social media is that it arouses strong 
opinions. Some love it, some hate it. It has its champions and 
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its detractors, its victims and culprits. And whilst sometimes, 
 despite all the billionaires it has created, old fogies like me can be 
tempted to think its importance, in time, may slacken—that the 
 pendulum may swing back, not to where it used to be, but where 
the frantic over-sharing of everything (imho) begins to wane— 
despite all this, what emerges from Jed’s book are three incontro-
vertible trends;

– The way customers communicate about and with brands/
companies/institutions is changing beyond recognition

– Therefore the way companies/brands/institutions communicate 
with customers must change by a similar order of magnitude

– Therefore the way companies/brands/institutions communicate 
internally needs to change fundamentally

I could write at length on each of these three subjects but the good 
news is that Jed already has. So I won’t. Not least because I would 
give a rather amateurish perspective, whereas Jed provides expert 
analysis and practical guidance on what these changes entail and 
their implications (not least the importance of Gephi, and open 
source graph visualisation platforms in general) in terms of what 
you need to do next.

However, where I think a little refl ection is in order is to do with 
a wider point regarding the nature of change, because sometimes 
its symptoms can get muddled up with its causes—and nowhere 
more so than in the world of social media. One of the peculiar 
qualities of social, converged technology is the massive contradic-
tions inherent within it. Commentatotors, including Jed, are quick 
to point out how it spells the end of business as we know it, that 
the rule of tyrannical brands is over. But the problem with this 
assertion is that it goes hand in hand with a dramatic rise in exactly 
what is supposed to be disappearing, namely vast, all conquering 
global brands that exercise something close to a monopolistic hold 
on their categories. Anything much over 35% market share tended 
to be viewed as anti competitive before the advent of the internet, 
nowadays it is not uncommon in online markets to see brands with 
well over 75% market share. Despite the internet’s ability to create 
unprecedentedly favourable conditions for small, niche, specialist 
brands (the famous long tail), it also creates perfect conditions for 
“default settings” where it simply becomes more convenient for 
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everyone, apart from the most initiated, to adopt the dominant 
protocol, often on the illusory basis that it’s free.

It is true, then, that the internet is great for small brands, social 
enterprise and collaborative consumption. What is less often 
stressed is that it is also great for the corporate colossi, where power 
seems to be increasingly concentrated into a smallish number of 
global super brands which operate both on and offl ine. Whether 
this fully represents progress is to be debated.

Similarly, the internet is widely associated with greater fl uid-
ity, a breaking down of hierarchical structures and loss of con-
trol. Yet many of the greatest exponents of the online world are 
immensely controlling, trying to coral users into a single operat-
ing system, continually requiring the customer to submit to vari-
ous terms and conditions (which, to be honest, none of us but Jed 
understand) and, it has to be said, exerting remarkably tight con-
trol over the levels of tax they pay to foreign governments and cus-
tomers. There are some marvellous exceptions to the new control 
freaks, there are some fantastic open platforms, and some visionary 
business leaders who are determined to create a truly open system. 
But, ironically, these often come from more traditional industries, 
with more traditional and transparent business models.

Another aspect of the new era of control is Big Data. The rise 
of the CDO, the CIO and the CTO does not entirely sit happily 
with the idea of a more fl uid, unregimented business style. In fact 
in many ways it feels Orwellian. This is another of the great con-
tradictions of the internet, whilst at one level we are much freer, we 
are in other ways ever more trapped and more surveilled.

A similar point could be made about the nature of sharing over 
social networks. This is something that has been brilliantly covered 
by Sherry Turkle in her thought provoking book Alone Together, 
so I will simply paraphrase her argument, which is that the type of 
sharing that we associate with social networks isn’t really sharing 
at all, in that it creates the illusion of companionship when in fact 
much of the world is becoming a lonelier place. Thus the rise of the 
micro network, which is likely to offer more depth and meaning than 
the scattergun social graph. But then micro networks aren’t hugely 
different from coffee mornings, and they’ve been around for ages.

Which brings me to my fi nal point about technological change. 
The most successful technologies tend to help us be more like we 
already are, they tend to go with the grain of human behaviour, 
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because human behaviour is close to constant and not even the 
mightiest online brands can change that. This means that where we 
see technology adopted it tends, ironically, to leave things as they 
were, only more so. We can be a judgemental and resentful species, 
social media allows us to air more of our resentments and squab-
bles (ask any Premiership footballer). We can also be altruistic and 
consensual, which is why we are seeing the rise of collaborative 
consumption, micro fi nance and task sharing.

Organisationally, the impact of a converged, internetegrated 
(™) world cannot be underestimated, and Jed’s book is a brilliant 
manual on how to respond. But have things truly changed? To say 
that we are more beholden to our customers, our staff, our stake-
holders is irrefutable. But are we any more so than when George 
Cadbury built Bournville as a model town for his employees? It 
is conceivable that what we are witnessing is surface change, and 
that the fundamentals of business, society and branding remain 
permanent. If you want to succeed in the long run, be good to your 
customer, be good to your staff, and be good to your community. 
There are plenty of corporate goliaths who forgot this recently and, 
like Oxymandias, king of kings, are now face down in the dirt. 

If there is one thing I take from Jed’s book, it is a re-affi rmation 
of classic marketing principles; listen to your customer, learn and 
adapt accordingly, communicate this to your staff and then begin 
the process all over the again. Only this time with bells on. As 
Tancredi Falconeri says to his uncle Don Fabrizio Corbera, Prince 
of Salina in Prince Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa’s posthu-
mous and melancholy masterpiece Il Gattopardo (The Leopard); 
“Everything must change so that everything can stay the same”. 
Try tweeting that.

Charles Vallance
Founder of the VCCP Partnership
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Introduction

The premise of this book is simple: it should provide a brief intro-
duction into the changes that have taken place in business over 
the previous 15 years, it should outline why “social media” is not 
about technology but human insight, and fi nally, it should clearly 
illustrate how you can use this insight to develop an innovative and 
competitive business. The way in which I have pieced this book 
together makes it part short essays and part pragmatic guide to 
using this changing landscape as an opportunity to turn your busi-
ness into a social business. 

You will be presented with a detailed breakdown of how human 
insight can be used across your business and an insight (I believe) 
into the next ten years backed up by some of the fi nest economic, 
technological and strategic thinkers of the last one hundred years 
(obviously not me). Also, where possible, I have referenced best-
practice case studies to help illustrate the potential that becoming a 
social business represents.

While some of the points I make may seem academic, please bear 
with me, I will get to the actionable stuff in good time, but fi rst it 
is important to give a macro view of what has happened to create 
(as my friend and mentor Stephen Waddington coined as the title 
of his excellent book) Brand Anarchy. 

This book is about how and why business has changed, and 
how you can use this change to build a stronger, more profi table 
business.

***

My research for this book began a few years ago. I was in Paris 
for a week ahead of moving to London, I left with no plans and a 
stack of books—one of those books was Nassim Taleb’s The Black 
Swan. I bought it on the recommendation of a friend, but thought 
it bore little relation to my day to day work, as it was about fragil-
ity and economic instability in the fi nancial markets. In the space of 
two days I read the book cover to cover, and what struck me most 
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pertinently was how the unpredictable behavior Taleb was describ-
ing in action in the fi nancial markets was also being replicated in 
a more micro-level in different markets—namely, how many busi-
nesses were struggling to understand how the infl ux of consumer 
data from social media and the increase in availability of commu-
nications would affect their business. The level of complexity of 
business had increased, as had access to technology. Taleb talks a 
lot about the mistakes that many traders make in being too close 
to the markets, news and information and how micro-analysis of 
data caused massive issues on a macro-scale. In short, the fi nancial 
markets had always been complex, but traders had become more 
simplistic in their approach, due to technology—the parallels with 
branding and business building were uncanny. The industrial revo-
lution gave way to mass production of products, the division of 
labor coined by Adam Smith (and later developed by Karl Marx) 
ensured that businesses could produce huge quantities of the same 
product—which had a knock on effect in the late 1950s and 1960s 
when the rise of advertising and “branding” lead many of these 
businesses to use advertising and branding as a way to create sali-
ence in stagnant, identikit markets—hundreds of identical products 
lined the supermarket shelves, distinguished from each other not by 
the products themselves, but from the branding wrapped around 
them by advertising agencies. Technology had made mass pro-
duction easy, and businesses lazy. Consumers obviously discussed 
products and services, giving advice to their friends and family, but 
this was kept within small networks of people— location ensured 
word of mouth had a limited impact, and it was easy for brands to 
mass-broadcast messaging into millions of homes through televi-
sion and radio advertising. As the Internet began to gain critical 
mass, 40 years later, and access became cheaper, we saw a prolif-
eration of online journals and IRC (early versions of chat rooms 
and forums), platforms for people to discuss any subject without 
boundaries. This gave the everyday consumer a voice that could 
be potentially heard by anyone with a modem, breaking those 
 geographical word of mouth boundaries that had existed for thou-
sands of years. Then, as Gordon E. Moore predicted, technology 
became cheaper, more prolifi c, and today more people have mobile 
telephone access than have access to clean water. This has fl attened 
any notion of geographical boundaries, aided by platforms such 
as blogs, Facebook, YouTube and Twitter. Everyone with access 
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to the Internet can have a voice, and if their voice is compelling or 
interesting enough, people will listen. Just ask Justin Bieber, whose 
career was launched from a YouTube page. 

This increase in consumer power (let us call it that for argument’s 
sake) through technology has increased the levels of complexity 
wrapped around businesses, and this complexity makes stability 
and prediction virtually impossible. Prior to Taleb’s work in The 
Black Swan, Louis Bachelier, the founding father of fi nancial math-
ematics, wrote about the role of complexity in relation to markets 
in the opening to his 1900 thesis, Theorie de la Speculation:

The factors that determine activity on the Exchange are innumer-
able, with events, current or expected, often bearing no apparent 
relation to price variation. Beside the somewhat natural causes 
for variation come artifi cial causes: the Exchange reacts to itself, 
and the current trading is a function, not only of prior trading, 
but also of it is relationship to the rest of the market.

The point that Bachelier made (and was subsequently snubbed by 
academia and economists for—at least initially) is that the stock 
market is a complex organism that develops from multiple sources 
that are almost certainly not predictable. In the past century we 
have seen numerous market crashes, and yet very few people have 
been able to predict them. Yet for the last century we have tried to 
minimize this complexity with mathematical models, boiling down 
incredibly complex events into processable inputs to be fed into the 
fi nancial “black box” as Benoit Mandelbrot calls it, so that we can 
predict the outcome. 

The same “reductionism” is at play in business too, and we 
have degenerated in our understanding of business, from the early 
days of mercantilism (in which businesses and merchants were 
forced to understand the buyer, less they not eat that night) we 
have increasingly tried to force human (or market, even) behaviors 
into systems, models, processes and technology. In trying to bet-
ter “scale” our businesses, we have looked for shortcuts to make 
more money, at the expense of people (and usually, what follows, 
our businesses).

So why, if on a macro-fi nancial level we have invested a century 
of thinking from Nobel prize-winning economists, mathematicians 
and physicists, were we not able to predict the crash of 2008? Or 
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the dot-com bubble? Because people are unpredictable, and there-
fore the markets and businesses that they operate within become 
unpredictable. 

For thousands of years philosophers have studied the human 
condition, trying to capture our motivations, our morals, pre-
dicting and theorizing around our behavior. Taking the complex 
 system (our brain) and trying to explain it within simple words so 
that our brains can understand it. A great artist can capture this 
human condition in a painting, a poem or a thought. A musician 
can generate a similar effect with music or a lyric. Yet economists, 
scientists and businesses (outside of a few outliers) repeatedly fail 
to understand the human condition. Since the advent of the “busi-
ness consultant” (the anonymous Norwegian who wrote The Kings 
Mirror in 1250), we have collectively spent millennia trying to 
understand the “human truth” to help businesses better craft mes-
saging around a product to sell more of that product—ignoring the 
fact that that the moment we actually capture that “human truth,” 
it is just as likely to have evaporated. Humans are complex ani-
mals, with unpredictable behaviors, and empirical evidence helps 
us to only prove what has happened before, rather than what is yet 
to come. In one of his many aphorisms in The Bed of Procrustes, 
Nassim Nicholas Taleb states: 

What made medicine fool people for so long was that its suc-
cesses were predominately displayed and its mistakes (literally) 
buried.1

How many businesses have you seen spend years crafting a product 
around a need or human truth from a specifi c point in time, only 
to launch it months (or years) later and fail? It is widely suggested 
that nine out of ten start-up businesses fail, yet we continue to use 
sterile, clinical methods, models and research to create products for 
people. People are complex, fi ckle and unpredictable. 

What has slightly altered the game on human unpredictability, 
however, is technology. The effect that this has is very simple—
with greater access to technology and the Internet comes wider 
networks of communication. The best way of explaining this effect 
is by using some simple network terminology—a network is a col-
lection of people with shared connections (imagine listing out all 
of your friends and then drawing lines between each for how they 
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know (or do not know) each other). A network with a high density 
of connections between friends is a strong network, and usually 
this can be assumed to be based on either location or a shared 
interest. Now imagine a much wider network that features many 
different characteristics and many “weak ties” into other, new, net-
works (for example I have one friend who is an Olympic skier)—
these new networks are classed as your “weak ties,” your way into 
new friendship circles and your point of exposure to new infor-
mation. What the Internet has done is create a giant “weak tie” 
network where it is now possible to stay connected and make 
connections to almost anyone in the world—thus exposing your 
exposure to new information too. The effect that this has on busi-
nesses is that customers that may have once been unable to  connect 
with one another can now easily fi nd each other and discuss your 
 company—for the better or worse. (One key thing to note is that 
“word of mouth,” “viral” and negativity around brands is not 
new—it is just that the ability to share this information with the 
wider world is new.)

This new level of connectivity allows for symmetrical dialogue 
between brands and its consumers (and employees, but we will 
come on to that later)—providing a huge volume of new data, or 
Big Data as it is now commonly referred to as. Pulling this back to 
Bachelier, if we can identify more sources of data (or inputs into 
Mandelbrot’s Black Box) then we can begin to build a bigger pic-
ture of unpredictability, helping us to defi ne the known unknowns, 
and in turn, the unknown unknowns. Umberto Eco stocked his 
library with endless books he never read so that he could narrow 
down the unknown unknowns; if we can do the same with Big 
Data then we can at least begin to challenge human unpredictabil-
ity, rather than throwing more mathematical models at it. There 
are two fundamental changes to the business landscape, and they 
are both inextricably tied to each other; technology and complex-
ity. Throughout the next 14 chapters, I will hopefully explain how 
you can use both technology and complexity to improve your busi-
ness, rather than let both of them erode your profi ts. There is a 
single-minded message to this book, and that is that humans are 
complex, not because of technology but because of our nature—
if, as businesses, we can begin to understand the complexity that 
this produces, and react to it appropriately, our businesses can be 
stronger.
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This is not a book for the modern MBA student, or a tick list of 
things to do with technology, or even a handbook for building a 
social business, in many ways. This book aims to highlight that if 
we understand humans better, we can build better businesses that 
provide products that people want to buy, that make people’s lives 
better, and that (ultimately) help to build sustainable, conscientious 
and profi table businesses. The use of technology is merely a means 
to understand humans and markets more comprehensively. 
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CHAPTER 1

The Death of “Brand”

Michael Wolff and Wally Olins pioneered the concept of brand-
ing, setting up Wolff Olins in Camden in the 1960s and since then 
they have continued to push the boundaries beyond packaging 
and design and into new spaces—including digital spaces. In 2011 
Wolff worked with Intel to produce a piece of content for Intel’s 
Visual Life project. The video is fi lled with great sound bites from 
Wolff, who talks mainly about design, aesthetics and the concept of 
brand, but one of the standout comments from the video is:

A brand is really a way of remembering what something is like, 
for future reference. Something you value, something you feel 
attracted to.

On the surface, this comment is purely about the aesthetics of a 
brand, but I think Wolff is being much broader than design. In a 
world of increasingly visual communications (not from a design 
point of view but from the point of view of being able to actually 
see communications) it is important to realize the impact that this 
has on the brand—we can see the logo, the marketing materials, 
the advertising, but now we also see the conversations going on 
around a brand. This has an interesting effect, if we are to believe 
Krugman’s theory of Effective Frequency (in which he believes 
that there is a certain number of times someone has to see some-
thing before they remember it), which would now have many more 
inputs than before the digital evolution. Conversation is part of the 
fabric of the brand, and we can see it everywhere.

So the big question resting over the future of brand perception is 
who is responsible for it? In the old world of one way communica-
tions it used to be the public relations and advertising department 
(both of which would produce the only “visible” brand commu-
nications on behalf of the business), but in a world where your 
potential and existing customers are talking more frequently and 
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having greater access to people across your whole organization, 
that is simply not the case any more—which begs the question, 
“how do we control our brand perception?” Well, the best way 
to shape your brand perception has not changed, your brand has 
to listen to its customers, react to them and learn from them, but 
now it is in real time, making it a job for the whole business. From 
the customer service department through to the IT team, everyone 
represents your business now because communications has been 
 fl attened out. If there is someone in your market research team who 
has been treated badly by the CEO, a few tweets or blog posts later 
the whole world may potentially know the situation. In modern 
brand building, the whole business is responsible, and this requires 
the business leaders to have a fundamental understanding of why 
and how. We can no longer rely on packaging and design to create 
salience in the supermarket aisles, when people potentially have a 
constant stream of information being delivered to them about your 
business.

Douglas Rushkoff, arguably one of the most infl uential commen-
tators on digital culture believes that “the web is biased towards 
non-fi ction”—people are looking for facts and information on 
products, especially during a time of economic uncertainty when 
each purchase has to deliver on its promise. 

Take, for instance, the insurance industry in the UK where con-
sumer loyalty dropped to 20 percent in 2011.1 If you take this drop 
in loyalty, and map it against the volume of people using Google to 
search for advice and reviews around insurance products (around 
12 million monthly searches2), you can see that people are look-
ing for facts and information. If we then take this data and add in 
information in the fall of trust of brands from the 2012 Edelman 
Trust Barometer, you can see that searching for reviews and advice 
online has become a huge part of consumer behavior; in fact, 60 
percent of consumer journeys3 that end in purchase online, start 
with search. So this heady combination of changing consumer 
behavior, deference to brand voice and preference to consumer 
reviews makes search engines a large part of your business’s brand 
image. What makes this even more interesting is the way in which 
search engines like Google prioritize “social” search results— giving 
forums like MoneySavingExpert and MoneySupermarket a huge 
level of infl uence (they have a combined monthly reach of more 
than 20million users)—especially when you consider that in the 
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insurance industry, more than 30 percent of all conversations tak-
ing place in these two forums are direct complaints about brands. 
Your brand is being represented not by the advertising or messag-
ing that you promote, but by the product or service reviews that 
people fi nd when they search for your brand.

This obviously puts a huge emphasis on the product, not the 
brand. That is not to say that people do not still care about brands 
and storytelling, but unless your story is backed up by a great prod-
uct, people are not going to buy into both. In a world of absolute 
consumer truth, your search engine results are king. 

One of the major issues with this is that there is a tendency 
toward negativity in digital spaces—a negative experience is much 
more easily shared (due to the anonymous nature of much of the 
digital space) than a positive experience. This is a basic human truth 
(especially in the UK, where moaning is a competitive sport)—basic 
analysis of the major personal fi nance forums reveals that almost 
95 percent of conversations taking place are either neutral (mostly 
statement based) or negative (with 30% directed  specifi cally at 
brands). This makes for a challenging space for brand reputation—
the brand has to respond to customer issues for two specifi c rea-
sons: (1) to resolve a customer issue, and (2) to be visibly resolving 
customer issues (remember the 1:9:90 cliche, 1% of people cre-
ate content, 9% of people comment on it, yet 90% of people see 
that content—so each customer complaint is seen by potentially 
10,000,000 people)—leaving complaints unresolved is akin to 
refusing to answer customer complaints in the call center. With this 
in mind, huge above-the-line campaign amplifi cation campaigns 
merely paper over the cracks created by substandard products or 
services. A great example of this is when Orange, the telecommu-
nications brand, decided to launch a Twitter account for Orange 
Wednesdays (its fl agship entertainment campaign)—very quickly 
the Twitter feed was fi lled with customer service complaints—
purely because Orange decided to launch a brand campaign rather 
than deal with very direct business issues.

James Dyson, the creator of arguably one of the most successful 
brands of our times gave a talk at a Wired conference in early 2012 
called Disruption by Design at which he stated that the only word 
that is banned at Dyson is the word “brand”; “we are only as good 
as our latest product. I do not believe in brand at all.” Now this 
obviously generated a huge amount of discussion, most of which 
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pointed at the fact that Dyson spends a huge amount of money on 
advertising every year, but the product is what people care about 
and Dyson has a rich heritage of always focusing on the product 
benefi ts, rather than the brand story, much like Apple. 

With such an increasing focus on product benefi ts, what role is 
brand supposed to play? Well, with brands such as Nike and Coca 
Cola, the story becomes an integral part. 

There is a fantastic parable in Sun Tzu’s The Art of War that 
describes the role of the king and the villagers. Tzu says that the 
king who builds himself a castle and never walks among the vil-
lagers will always provoke revolt, yet the king who lives with 
the villagers and walks among them every day will always be a 
man of the people. We have lived for too long under tyrannical 
brands that have dictated our tastes and our buyer behavior—and, 
as with politics over the last century, technology is giving power 
back to people. Brands that listen to their consumers and employ-
ees, that are not just seen to care, but actually care, are fi nding 
themselves in strong positions. Those that play ignorant to their 
audience are starting to crumble, with few exceptions (although of 
course there are exceptions). Businesses that are tightly guarded by 
“brand guardians” and public relations agencies provoke intrigue, 
inspection and (mostly) invite critical examination—in fact the 
lack of trust that consumers have in these “brand guardians” has 
 continuously fallen since the late 1990s. Yet those brands that prac-
tice “open” and transparent behavior fi nd themselves in a much 
stronger  position—people understand that they listen, people are 
not fed the press release, they have conversations with real people 
from within the company. 

Take a minute to think about which employees, in your business, 
come into contact with the general public everyday. It is everyone. 
Unless you are running a business from the outer reaches of the 
Arctic Circle, without an Internet connection and employing only 
reclusive people, your employees are going to have their own social 
networks and through social media they have access (and people 
have access to them) far beyond the four walls of your business. 
Information about your business will be spreading through those 
networks as we speak. Networks are absolutely integral to under-
standing and measuring perceptions of your brand. 

Let us take an example, in Figure 1, the black dots are employees, 
the gray lines are relationships and the gray dots are non-employees.
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Business X has 30 employees, and each is professionally con-
nected to each other like the fi gure below:

Figure 1 Traditional hierarchical business network

Now, let us look at how they socialize with each other in and out 
of work (see Figure 2):

Figure 2 Actual social network within the organisation
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Now, let us look at their immediate social networks outside of 
your business (see Figure 3):

Figure 3 Social network outside of the organisation

It is easy to see how quickly a message could spread from 
inside the business (regardless of the department) to a much wider 
 network (see Figure 4)—which, when you consider that the socio-
logical theory of six degrees of separation was recently reduced 
to 4.2, indicates that within a matter of hours that  message could 
have traveled the globe. (The originators of the message are high-
lighted in light grey; the recipients of the message are highlighted 
in black.)

What is evident from this basic analysis is that what people know 
about your brand is not as simple as running an advertising cam-
paign or securing editorial coverage in a national newspaper. Your 
people are your brand, and the conversations that they have with 
their wider networks are how brand perceptions are built. If you 
can understand how your employees are connected to one another 
and understand their social graphs (networks), you can begin to 
understand your brand perception. 
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THE SINGLE BRAND

As you have seen, the concept of the single brand is diffi cult to 
attain. What used to be the domain of the public relations or adver-
tising department now rests across the whole business and this 
makes singularity of the brand message complicated. However, the 
problem that technology and networks causes is also the solution. 
If you can begin to understand how your workforce are  connected 
(outside of traditional hierarchical structures), then you can begin 
to understand how your brand message (or any message) is spread. 
While this sounds daunting, it is in fact relatively simple—analyze 
email logs. Speaking with the IT department and analyzing the 
email logs is basic statistical analysis, if you then take this data and 
run it through a simple graphing program such as Gephi then you 
can begin to match the social network of your organization against 
the formal structure of your business. This may seem like a very 
basic move, but very few brands have done this, one key example is 
the way in which IBM structures its core teams. IBM has a detailed 
database of employee information, explaining strengths, weak-
nesses and social connections—allowing it to construct highly func-
tioning teams that appease all client needs while functioning like a 

Figure 4 Flow of information within that social network
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well-oiled machine (due to their social structure, rather than their 
hierarchical structure). This type of approach breaks both hierar-
chical boundaries, while playing up to the most positive of group 
dynamics. This is the type of freeform team construction that is 
necessary for controlling (or at least monitoring) brand perception. 

Perception control in an age of ubiquitous technological access is 
diffi cult (I used to work with a major mobile handset manufacturer 
whose analysts used to respond to consumer questions on forums 
without permission from their line manager, the correct informa-
tion or tracking of the conversation—making leaks very diffi cult to 
track), however, there are a few simple principles you can adhere to 
in order to move toward a concentrated brand idea;

 � Create a central place for all brand information to be stored 
(available to everyone, without discrimination).

 � Create a set of guidelines for conversations that take place out-
side of the workplace (frequently called social media guidelines, 
but more importantly seen as communications guidelines).

 � Analyze the social networks of each employee, in an effort to 
understand their personal networks (people attract friends like 
themselves, so a technician involved in research and develop-
ment is likely to have similar friends (at competing brands))—
this can be done through either Facebook, Twitter or through 
in-bound link analysis on their blog (however, arguably, Face-
book will prove more reliable as the majority of people on 
the network have higher barriers to “friend” status than on 
networks such as Twitter or a personal blog).

 � Communicate regularly—this is often overlooked. Brand vision 
can (and should) change regularly, but it is important to com-
municate and discuss this just as frequently. As the founder, 
or managing director, you are expected to lead the business; 
however, feedback from employees (at the coal face of consum-
ers) is invaluable. Ensure that there is a feedback loop (be that 
a suggestion box (or email) or an internal social network—
there is a wonderful case study of American Express creating 
an internal social network in order to crowd-source ideas to 
reduce overheads—the best suggestion came from the janitor 
who suggested using timers on the offi ce lighting—and saved 
the business millions of pounds in overhead per year. Ideas 
come from everywhere).
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 � Be more human. Probably the biggest cultural change is 
destroying the hierarchical temperament of many businesses—
if you buy into Steven Johnson’s theory of the adjacent pos-
sible (and you should, it is biologically proven), then creativity 
(be it business or brand ideas) can come from any background 
or expertise. Having a very broad experience of business (and 
life in general) ensures that creativity fl ows—and creativity is 
the foundation of innovation. Listen to everyone, give every-
one a voice.

The main focus of this chapter is to reiterate that the concept of 
“brand control” through the public relations or advertising func-
tion is dead. With technology putting the focus onto products, the 
next chapter will address how businesses have started to deal with 
the change, and how they can move forward to make an even big-
ger impact by embracing offl ine and online convergence. 
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CHAPTER 2

Embracing Convergence

Technology has broken down the invisible constructs that we have 
spent centuries building—the “walls” of our business no longer 
exist, and the people within the business, our employees, are also our 
consumers, and other businesses consumers, and they are talking 
to each other. Right now. Sharing information, insights and opin-
ions through social platforms. The “network” is the population. 

My (admittedly, slightly butchered) defi nition of convergence is 
based on Henry Jenkins’ concept of media convergence, but with 
more focus on the individual. My defi nition is as follows:

Convergence: the seamless experience of seeing no boundaries 
between our online and offl ine lives—total integration.

(My defi nition (like many other borrowed terms throughout this 
book) may be loosely connected, but for the purpose of ease read-
ing this book, I would rather we agree on terms early on.)

There are two main factors that have come into play for busi-
nesses in the last ten years; technology and an increased exposure to 
the complexity of people. These two factors are by no means mutu-
ally exclusive—cheaper access to faster technology has empowered 
people and widened their personal reach in terms of communica-
tion and knowledge—but this means that we can now see much 
more of the rawness of people, the swings in their opinions and 
the totality of their experiences. People are becoming increasingly 
comfortable with technology in their lives—from becoming reli-
ant on Google Maps, to streaming their favorite television pro-
grams directly into their lounge through NetFlix—technology has 
become completely ubiquitous and most of the time we do not 
know that we are even using it. This is closing (and in many cases, 
has closed) the gap that previously existed between our offl ine and 
online lives—the two have converged. Yet business has been slow 
to adapt to this change in consumer behavior—we are still writing 

J. Hallam, The Social Media Manifesto
© Jed Hallam 2013
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our “digital” strategy and trying to shoe horn offl ine ideas into the 
online world, without realizing that they are one and the same, 
and then the same businesses desperately wonder why their train-
ing video has not “gone viral,” or why their Twitter account that 
publishes jokes all day only has 15 followers—because this world 
is so new to many senior business leaders, but so often oversold 
by media commentators and agencies, it can be immediately dis-
appointing unless your business is working with people that have 
experience in this space.

At the same time, as people become much more comfortable 
with technology and the two worlds collide, people are sharing 
more than ever. This has been massively accelerated through mobile 
technology—we are constantly connected and within seconds we 
can have shared what we are doing with (potentially) millions of 
people (there is even a psychological issue that is developing among 
people who spent a lot of time with their mobile phones, where 
when they have to switch them off, or they lose signal, they get 
withdrawal symptoms—with many psychologists suggesting that 
the strength of the withdrawal is similar to that of nicotine!). 

The best example of this naturally networked sharing in action 
is probably Instagram. Instagram, for those that are unfamiliar, is 
a photo editing and sharing social platform that is built solely for 
mobile phones. It allows you to take a photo, edit it using fi lters, and 
then share it to various social networks. So, if you ran a high-end 
cocktail bar in Dubai, it is quite feasible that one of your customers 
would take a photo of a particularly exotic cocktail to share with their 
friends when they returned home from their trip, except online and 
offl ine convergence takes it a few steps further. The customer takes 
the photo, adds a fi lter, uploads it to Instagram (the fi rst network of 
people to see the photo), they then choose to share their location to 
FourSquare (another network of people then sees their location and 
the photo), they also choose to share the photo to Facebook (which 
geo-tags the photo, which is seen by a third network of people) and 
Twitter (a fourth network of people!). Very quickly an offl ine experi-
ence that’s taking place (potentially) thousands of miles away from 
the customers’ friends has been seen by four different networks of 
people through social media. Then, if the customer chooses so, they 
can use one of the various Instagram printing services, and the photo 
can be turned into a mouse mat or fridge magnet (there is a whole 
cottage industry popping up around these types of service). This 
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is offl ine–online convergence at its best—true integration between 
what used to be two different worlds, in order to enhance your expe-
rience and share your life with your friends.

Instagram is a fi ne consumer example, but let’s take this one 
step further and a little closer to home; how about employees? 
Most people that work in an offi ce will have a phone that can 
receive emails, which from the business point of view is great—the 
BlackBerry single-handedly signaled the end of the 9–5 job, giv-
ing the business direct access to its employees at any time of day 
and over the weekend. However, the same advances in technol-
ogy also gave rise to social platforms such as Twitter and forums, 
places where your employees can talk with each other, people out-
side of your organization (potential customers) and (Gasp! Shock! 
Horror!) people that work at competitors’. So the same technology 
that has given you access to your employees, has also given them 
access to the rest of the world—and they are talking. 

Not all of these conversations are the same though, and I believe 
that the Internet divides these conversations into two neat types of 
network graphs. 

THE SOCIAL GRAPH

This is the network graph that depicts relationships between peo-
ple based on (usually pre-existing) friendships—from school, work 
or industry conferences. People that, mostly, we have met in real 
life and consider to be friends.

THE INTEREST GRAPH 

The interest graph is based on shared interests—so it’s the com-
munities that were part of both online and offl ine where we come 
together because we have a common interest thread. Think about 
book clubs, or parenting forums online. It’s regular for people to 
move between the interest graph and into the social graph, as we 
become closer friends. However, from an employee point of view, 
the interest graph is going to be of most immediate interest to your 
business, as this is where employees are most likely to be discussing 
work in a sensitive manner.

The information that’s being shared about your organization online 
and offl ine is having a direct impact on the perceptions that your 
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employees have about your business. Information that used to be 
held behind internal walled gardens is now (mostly) freely available 
online—disgruntled ex-employees, pseudonymous blogs and existing 
employees with little discretion are helping to shape the impressions 
of your employees—and this lack of control scares businesses. The 
best way to combat this loss of control, however, is to involve your 
employees in the fabric of your business—share information with 
them, address issues that have been expressed online, and understand 
that they could (if they had the motivation) fi nd virtually anything 
out about the business and share that internally and externally.

(I will be exploring internal communications in more depth in 
the Chapter 11.)

Convergence is diffi cult to adapt to because (usually) the leader-
ship function was born into a world where online and offl ine were 
divided, so the concept of someone living their live in a truly inte-
grated way seems alien. 

However, there is a much bigger problem at play than techno-
logically cultural differences between those in a leadership capacity 
of businesses and the so-called Generation Y, and the blame for this 
problem is planted fi rmly at the door of certain marketing agencies. 

The changes in the business and branding landscape over the last 
ten years have seen lots of new forms of agency spring up. Agencies 
that sell “mobile solutions,” SEO agencies, digital agencies, social 
media agencies, media companies that only buy Facebook advertis-
ing, agencies whose sole purpose is to run Twitter accounts—the 
list is endless. One of the challenges that all of these types of new 
agency have in common is that the type of work that they are doing 
should be much bigger than a simple addition to a marketing strat-
egy, yet they are frequently selling “add-ons” and “quick-fi xes” 
because they lack the education, experience or authority to explain 
how this new form of communications fi ts in to the clients business 
at a more strategic level, so the agency sells something smaller, and 
less costly, to get the initial business with the idea being that the 
agency can then “grow” to become more integrated and move fur-
ther up the business hierarchy—however, in my experience in this 
industry, this very rarely happens, and this has a number of effects:

 � Clients become used to “adding digital” on to campaigns.
 � Agencies fi nd it increasingly easy to sell, because clients fi nd it 

easy to buy.
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 � Agencies then try and “productize” these add-ons and scale 
them across all clients.

 � Clients struggle to measure or prove the ROI because the add-
on is not tied to core business metrics.

 � Agencies then struggle to fi nd a more strategic positioning 
because they have been unable to prove the ROI on previous 
projects.

It is a vicious circle.
Worse than this is that because “digital” is still growing as a mar-

ket, the barriers to entry (both for agencies and staff) are incredibly 
low—meaning that much of the “strategic advice” a brand receives 
is coming from someone without any wider marketing or business 
experience. In a book that I co-authored in 2011, The Social Media 
MBA, I explored the idea that the “digital” market was due to 
undergo a process that Hugo Hopenhayn called “The Shakeout.” 
This is the process that most emerging markets go through, in 
which suppliers (in this case agencies) fl ood the market place as 
demand booms, then, as the buyer (in this case brands) gain more 
experience and expertise, the market naturally shrinks by around 
10 percent, until there is an innovation spike and the market is 
rejuvenated and the process begins again. In 2012, if you compare 
the volume of agencies that were started to offer “digital” services 
against the volume set up in 2009, 2010 and 2011, as well as the 
volume of agencies that closed, you will see that this “Shakeout” 
probably took place. So, now the market has begun to mature, 
where do we go next? We have to innovate, and part of that inno-
vation is becoming more mature in the roll that we see for digital 
services and integration. The biggest challenge facing businesses 
today is that the people that have the most experience with social 
media are (usually) marketers. 

This type of advice and consultancy makes it incredibly diffi cult 
for a business to think in a truly integrated way—especially outside 
of the marketing function. For a business to embrace this offl ine 
and online convergence effectively, it has to see the wider business 
context, looking at where social technology can be implemented 
to create convergent departments across the whole business and 
understanding the implications and opportunities for cultural 
change within their organization. 
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Hopefully, this convergence will signal the death of the “digital” 
strategy. 

In essence, we need to see beyond social technology in market-
ing. We need to understand that the level of communication, data 
and insight social technology brings us is having an impact on the 
whole business (both with consumers and with employees), which 
asks the question “so what should our digital strategy be then?” 
Those businesses that share my vision of the future will not have 
a digital strategy, they will have social thinking and technology in 
their business’s DNA. Social technology will be used to improve 
the whole business, and these businesses will then be truly social 
businesses. 

It is all well and good me calling time on the “digital” strategy, 
but how can we move your business forward in a more integrated 
and innovative way, today? Well there is one more hurdle before we 
can move onto pragmatic advice, because becoming a social busi-
ness and using social technology to gather insightful data brings 
with it a new challenge—complexity.

The next chapter looks at how you can begin to understand how 
to embrace the complexity that arises from convergence and this 
mountain of social data, both from a consumer sense, from the 
point of view of your business’s employees and from the point of 
view of the business itself.
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CHAPTER 3

Embracing Complexity

I have always thought that the simplest route to understanding 
was to break everything into smaller pieces, understand each piece 
and then slowly put it all back together. Breaking complex systems 
into manageable, simple blocks. After I failed my Maths A-Level 
(it is a long story), I started to become quite interested in numbers, 
and in my fi rst agency job I spent a lot of time looking at how to 
break down complex systems to create algorithms which produced 
simple, understandable numbers—the perfect service for clients to 
purchase, as the concept of social media often terrifi es businesses 
because it feels so big and completely unmanageable.

Simplicity out of complexity, that is what people want, and 
that is what sells. It is easy to buy something that is very neatly 
packaged and that seems simple to operate. In fact, (and there are 
numerous, but as yet unconfi rmed theories) that this is how the 
brain  functions—by fi ling things into metaphorical “boxes.”

We see this in society and culture too; taxonomies for our beliefs, 
our morals, our looks, our friends, our sexuality, our jobs and our 
possessions. However, we know that life is just not that simple, and 
things do not tend to fi t into categories.

Categorising always produces reduction in true complexity.
Nassim Nicholas Taleb, The Black Swan

Anyone that has met me in person and stood and spoken to me for 
more than ten minutes will understand that my whole outlook on 
life has been shaped by the philosophical and economic theory of 
The Black Swan (and you’ll see numerous references to it through-
out this book). One of the biggest components of this theory is 
that we post-rationalize and force things into categories in order 
for us to be able to understand them within current accepted con-
structs. Except life, and more importantly in this context, business, 
is slightly more chaotic and random than our constructs will allow.

J. Hallam, The Social Media Manifesto
© Jed Hallam 2013
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There are simply too many variables.
John Maeda is (I think) the father of the simplicity versus com-

plexity debate. His book, The Laws of Simplicity, is a manifesto 
for the importance of simplicity. He explains how simplicity is the 
process of removing the meaningful from a situation and focuss-
ing on that. Creating singularity out of complexity and putting the 
focus on the core, rather than the periphery. Which is fi ne, except 
when we look for the singular meaning, we do so with our internal 
taxonomies in play. We look for meaning in the known knowns 
and we cast aside everything else. It is this type of template/ category 
approach that (I personally think) hurts business strategy.

There are very few brands that employ true, unrestricted inno-
vation, but this is human nature, we constantly view new ideas 
through our old experiences—everything has a personal context 
by which we judge it. We use empiricism to judge the future, and 
as Taleb would tell you, just because it has always been, does not 
make it always so.

The thinking behind The Black Swan concept originally came 
from David Hume, who said “No amount of observations of a 
white swan can allow the inference that all swans are white, but 
the observation of a single black swan can refute that conclusion.” 
If we always plan and innovate based on what we have always 
done, we will never do anything new. Instead we look for simple 
solutions that we can replicate because they provide comfort and 
reassurance, and more importantly, from a fi nancial point of view, 
they provide the potential for scale. However, it’s important to 
recognize that there are no templates, because the world is con-
stantly moving. Opinions change, star employees move jobs, the 
media’s political agenda switches, the cultural and social zeitgeist 
moves on. 

What works for one business is never guaranteed to work for 
the next, and what has worked in one market might not work in 
the next—and often what has worked in one town is not guaran-
teed to work in the town next to it. There are too many variables. 
Employee experience, customer base, media, economy, culture—
there are simply too many actors on the stage for a one size fi ts all 
approach to work. The challenge comes from the fact that a one size 
fi ts all approach is easy to buy (and sell) because it creates simplic-
ity out of complexity, comfort out of uncertainty, and branding has 
traditionally been seen as a way of making these template products 
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and services more desirable—marketing different products benefi ts 
at different segments, but for exactly the same product.

You can also see this in the way in which many marketing agen-
cies sell themselves too—they have forgotten why they set up busi-
ness in the fi rst place (to help brands either make more money or 
save more money). A huge multinational recently announced in 
trade media that it was planning on taking ideas from any agency, 
regardless of what category that agency fell into. It was a revelation. 
It made the front pages of all of the major trade press titles. Think 
about this for a moment; it made the front pages that any agency 
can have a good idea. The front page. This is very brave, many 
brands still defi ne their budgets and work by their agencies, rather 
than the ideas. While agencies reinforce this in order to stay safe and 
retain their budgets, they carefully edge their way into categories 
that get them onto rosters in order to win as much business from the 
client as possible, and then they become comfortable. “Well we have 
done some great digital campaigns, if it is not broken, do not fi x it.”

When thinking about this, I always come back to Taleb. Just 
because it always has been, does not make it always so. The world 
is complex and things change. Ideas are here and now, and experi-
ence was yesterday. 

This is a problem with wider business, too. The majority of busi-
nesses are eager to scale, so they build departments. Those depart-
ments then contain staff who each do a specifi c job (very Adam 
Smith) and each of those employees is then responsible for their 
role. Except it is more complicated than that and as the business 
starts to grow, more and more cracks appear. Everyone absolves 
themselves of responsibility for the bigger picture, “I do my job to 
deliver my outputs.” There is a culture of micro-business.

These expertise silo’s are to be expected in traditional business, 
you would not expect the head of logistics to be able to write the 
code for the brand’s website, and vice versa, the head of digital 
is not expected to understand the complexities of supply chain 
 management—a successful business requires people with differ-
ent skill sets, which is obvious—but as the business grows, scale 
demands more of those specialized staff. Staff that maybe used 
to spend one day a week on fi nances are now expected to spend 
fi ve days on them, and they become more specialized, where they 
were once measured on the performance of their whole department 
(because their scope of work was much broader), they become 
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measured on smaller more specialized jobs. This leads to employ-
ees having a three point scale of measurement; the company profi ts 
(the ultimate measure is if the business maintains and increases 
 profi tability—otherwise they lose their job, the ultimate measure!), 
their respective departments output (the output of their whole 
team) and their own output. However, this works on a sliding scale 
of personal importance—as most are measured by their line man-
ager, who inevitably works in the same department as them, giving 
a employees a much greater focus on their own output, as someone 
“more senior” is responsible for the whole department, and some-
one much more senior is responsible for the whole business. When 
employees are focused primarily on their own performance, they 
start to lose sight of the bigger picture. Their skills sets continue to 
specialize in order to hit those performance measures and anything 
additional to that skill set becomes of unimportance. 

This level of conservatism in business is hurting our organiza-
tions, but there are other factors aside from scale. In my opin-
ion, as well as scale and growth, there is also a combination of 
short-term thinking and fear of failure. The average tenure of a 
CMO is currently 18–24 months.1 Usually less than two years. 
Two years. There is obviously a huge amount of pressure to make 
an impact in a short amount of time, and so the temptation is to 
“short” your brand—hit short-term goals at the expense of long-
term goals. Then move on with your success to a new job. This is 
akin to the cartoon strip where the character crosses the lake by 
stepping quickly over crocodile’s nose’s—move fast enough and 
you will not get caught out, stand around waiting and someone 
will get eaten.

One of the things that John Maeda absolutely nailed was simplic-
ity in branding and communication (he gives a great TED talk on 
this too—a defi nite must watch). If human nature prefers to receive 
information in carefully wrapped packages, sell  people products in 
the same way. The iPhone. Google. Music. Home insurance. Gym 
memberships. Everything is made as simple as possible in order 
to make people feel like they are empowered and free (regardless 
of the complexity that lies behind the facade). But this has led to 
people “collecting” things. Because brands can  produce things en 
masse that appear simple, people want more things. Social media 
has also accelerated this. “I can have information neatly packaged 
and handed to me by Wikipedia immediately, so I want more.” 
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Except that information is much shallower and so we know less 
about much more.

This short-term, aesthetic approach is fi ne, until we hit a much 
bigger issue, at which point we try and rationalize complexity in 
a dangerous way (see almost any of the media coverage of the 
London riots in the summer of 2011).

One of my favorite examples of ignorance of these types of con-
structs and categories is children. Children approach life with such 
a lack of experience that everything is to be wondered at. In his 
essay “Painter of Modern Life,” Baudelaire said “The child sees 
everything in a state of newness; he is always drunk. Nothing more 
resembles what we call inspiration than the delight with which a 
child absorbs form and colour.” Those annoying moments when a 
child continuously asks the question “why?” are always massively 
revealing, because so frequently we do not have an answer and 
we answer “because it just is.” At what point do we stop (rightly) 
questioning the world and give in? When do we simply slip beneath 
the water and look for simple answers?

I think that (for many people) that moment is the moment that 
their creativity dies. When we give into simplicity and choose the 
easy life.

Ideas and inspiration come from confl ict. It is in clashing ideas that 
new ideas are born—when our brains drop all of the boxes of cat-
egories on the fl oor of our mind, we fi nally see something new. That 
is why the best ideas that we have are out of context—on the bus, in 
the park, in a restaurant—talking or thinking about something com-
pletely out of context (listen to Jon Steel talk about his ideal brand 
strategist for further proof2). Foucault said that inspiration came 
from the self-destruction and convulsion of our minds—so why do 
we try and force creativity into a process? If Steven Johnson’s idea 
of the adjacent possible is right, why are not we spending more time 
destroying the categories we have built in society (and inside our 
own minds)?

Process is, in my eyes, the antithesis of action. It is like organ-
ized fun. Nothing new comes from process, because process is built 
around empirical constructs. “It has worked before, so it will work 
again.” And it is probably true, if it has worked before, it probably 
will work again. But it will not achieve the same result, because the 
world will have moved on since then. Just because it always was 
does not make it always so.
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This also probably goes some way to explain our fear of death. 
Most people are afraid of death, they cannot comprehend it (unless 
they have specifi c religious leanings, in which case they have already 
simplifi ed death and given it a name) because they have not expe-
rienced it before and cannot liken it to anything else (or any other 
category). Why do we fear death? Because it is inevitable. But why 
do we not question what existed before we were born? Because 
surely it is the same? We knew nothing of life before we were born, 
and we will know nothing of it after we die. Empiricism and sim-
plicity falter at death.

I genuinely believe that we should embrace the chaos. We should 
rely on our ability to navigate complexity. You just have to look at 
the work of Hans Monderman and his traffi c experiments3 to see 
the value and benefi t of relying on chaos. Chaos and complexity 
saves lives because they force people to think more. If you cannot 
buy simplicity, you have to begin to unpick complexity. You are 
forced into thinking (there is an excellent article on the death of 
thinking in the New York Times4). 

This type of thinking has to be embraced within business; it 
stimulates creativity, it forces people to think about the job that 
they do, the function that their role serves, and how this has an 
impact on the whole business. By forcing everyone within your 
business to avoid simplicity, you are going to (1) spark innovation, 
and (2) highlight the different levels of complexity that have to 
then be distilled into product development so that we can create 
simple products and services.

Once we begin to understand the systems and life more intri-
cately, we can begin to accept our limitations, and this has never 
been so evident than in modern business. The levels of complex-
ity involved in business are mind blowing—every seemingly simple 
action has a massive knock-on effect (the butterfl y effect)—and this 
is at play both inside and outside the organization. 

I believe that there are three types of complexity that we must 
embrace in business to force creativity and enable simplicity in our 
output.

CHAOTIC NETWORKS

The people that we employ and the markets that we converse with 
on a daily basis are made up of complex networks—based on both 
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social (friendships) and interest (shared interest) graphs. As I dem-
onstrated in the chapter on the death of “brand,” these networks 
could give the most ardent sociologist a headache, but they are 
absolutely fundamental in creating order out of chaos, and the 
more that we ignore them, the more complex our organizations are 
going to become.

DATA

The level of data generated through technology is accelerating at a 
phenomenal pace—in 2010 Eric Schmidt (the then Google CEO) 
announced that every two days (in 2010) we created more digital 
data than in the entire lead up to 2003.5 That’s an incredibly com-
plex amount of information to try and devise insights from, but if 
we can focus our attention on the data that matters, we can use it 
to drive entire organizations.

THE CONCEPT OF “OPEN BUSINESS” AND LOSS OF 
CONTROL

If part of accepting complexity is loosening control, then it has come 
at the perfect time. Social technology, and employee and consumer 
expectations are forcing businesses to be much more open—while 
this may sound terrifying to the leadership function, it’s incredibly 
important in becoming closer to both employees and the markets 
which we wish to sell in and retain as customers.

In the next chapter I will be looking at the huge role that data 
plays in providing insight and innovation for business, and the level 
of data and analysis that can be generated from the social web is 
immense. Arguably more data than business has ever had access to.  
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CHAPTER 4

The Role of Data

One of the most commonly overlooked aspects that this new world 
brings is data. From capture, to storage, to analysis and action—
how can your organization make the most of all of the social data 
that is available and relevant to your business? And which of these 
data are reliable enough to make business decisions based on the 
insight they provide?

One of the biggest questions for the last few years in business has 
been how do we collect and manipulate this amount of data into 
something vaguely informative. Well the convergence of online and 
offl ine data has been paralleled by the convergence of offl ine and 
online data agencies (For example, Salesforce.com bought Radian6 
in 2011) and the ability to start mapping sales to conversations will 
give us the ability to 

 � Show return on investment on everything from new proposi-
tions to new creative campaigns.

 � Allow us to further personalize our work—giving everything 
the maximum opportunity to resonate with people.

 � We will then be able to switch this around and begin to cre-
ate Single Brand Touchpoints. (SBTs are, as mentioned earlier 
one of the biggest challenges to brands in a social, reactive 
world.)

In the new world, where outside connections with consumers are 
occurring across the whole business, the challenge is that when 
everyone in the organization is consumer-facing, how do we ensure 
there is a single brand message? Well, with this new level of data 
and tracking we will be able to track brand impressions (in both 
senses) and begin to trace back where each impression has been 
created—reverse engineering the perception of a brand and looking 
at where the business needs to focus its attention.

J. Hallam, The Social Media Manifesto
© Jed Hallam 2013
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Ultimately, the end result of better data analytics should be 
increasingly customer-centric strategies, and the way that we reach 
this more insight-driven world is through Big Data.

Big Data is a term used to reference the vast quantities of data 
available from the social web. Big Data from a social network such 
as Facebook could include any of the following:

 � Name, date of birth, address, email, mobile phone, IM, website/
blog etc.

 � Interests and purchase history.
 � Social graph (who the individual is friends with, tracked 

through online connections).

One of the most immediately interesting data sets above is the 
social graph—as that gives us an idea of the reach of an individ-
ual, and also their infl uence on their social circle—most effectively 
measured through a process developed by social scientists in the 
1960s called Social Network Analysis (which was originally used 
for tracking the spread of disease among small communities, but is 
perfectly suited to social platforms as we have the raw data to be 
able to calculate a number of different things—a basic example of 
social network analysis can be seen in the chapter on brand versus 
business). So we can use the connection data and try and build a 
picture of how people are connected to each other, and then use 
that to develop a social graph and start to build an accurate pic-
ture of how our consumers and employees are connected to one 
another. 

However, the limitations of this type of analysis on its own are 
numerous, Danah Boyd, one of the senior researchers at Microsoft 
Research and infl uential commentator on Big Data, believes that 
this sort of data is pretty meaningless when you try and compare it 
to traditional social network analysis (SNA) and traditional socio-
logical theories—as they add a lot more context into the analysis 
rather than a stand online graph that produces an “articulated net-
work versus a personal network.”1

Let us take my personal online network as an example; on 
Facebook I have around 600 friends. Four times the fi gure that 
Robin Dunbar believes is manageable. Of those people, I am only 
in semi-regular contact with about half of my “friends”—and 
of those, only half would make up any sense of social circle or 
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infl uence network offl ine. So that would leave me with 150 people 
within my social graph.

The major risk with this type of standalone analysis is that your 
data will then show many connections, from old school friends, to 
people I have met at conferences, none of whom infl uence anything 
that I do. So you will end up creating a very diluted social graph for 
your consumer profi ling. 

When using Big Data to develop business and consumer insights, 
context is king.

So, when we begin to combine that social graph data with exist-
ing customer insights (from the CRM department), as well as softer 
data points, such as interests, we can start to build a much fuller 
consumer profi le. 

This type of analysis is only going to become more important 
as businesses become required to be more responsive to customer 
needs—in fact, in a recent report on Big Data in The Economist, 
Craig Mundie, head of research and strategy at Microsoft said that 
“Data are becoming the new raw material of business: an economic 
input almost on a par with capital and labour.”2 

SO WHAT SHOULD YOUR BUSINESS MEASURE?

Since social platforms such as Facebook, YouTube and Twitter have 
started providing basic insights into usage of their technology, there 
has been a massive rush of people measuring what I call “vanity 
metrics.” These metrics provide a short-term burst of endorphins 
for marketing directors and agencies alike; “Hey David, we have 
got more than 50,000 fans on our Facebook page and the last video 
we uploaded has more than 100,000 views—we are social media 
stars!” This is dangerous territory to fi nd yourself in. This type of 
measurement is purely vanity driven and provides little insight into 
actual behavior, virtually no context into the return on investment 
of that piece of activity and worse than both of the previous points 
combined, it lulls the business into a false sense of security, as the 
business starts to believe its own social media hype, regardless of 
whether the tills are ringing.

Measurement should be based on core business metrics. As men-
tioned in previous chapters, if there are clear objectives set for each 
implementation of social media activity across the business, with a 
clear strategy, then you can begin to look at how this is measured and 
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what return you see in terms of core business value. For  example, if 
your customer service department starts to resolve customer service 
issues in forums where customers are expressing concerns and com-
plaining, then the metrics that they should be measured on should 
refl ect those that the “traditional” department is measured on; 

 � How many issues can you deal with in an hour? 
 � How many issues are resolved? 
 � How many issues are escalated? 
 � How many products are cross-sold? 
 � Then, it is possible to begin to add in measurements that only 

apply in the digital space; 
 � What effect does resolving these issues have on reputation 

through search engines? (You may fi nd that if there are large 
groups of people in forums negatively discussing your prod-
uct or service, that this starts to appear prominently in search 
engine results when people search for your brand, product or 
service, so if those problems are resolved, what impact does 
this have on the fi rst page of search engine results?)

 � How many people have responded to your customer service 
teams post? 

 � How many people have seen the post? 
 � How infl uential is the customer in their social footprint?
 � Does the complaint resolution spread to different platforms 

(IE, if the customer is happy, do they then write about it on 
their blog or Tweet about it? If so, how many people see this?)

However, these metrics are still effectively secondary business met-
rics. In this example, the core business metrics that should be being 
measured are simple.

 � How does our customer service function that operates on 
social platforms effect customer retention?

 � How does this activity improve reputation and brand trust?
 � Does this activity reduce the overall costs for our customer ser-

vice department (there is countless whitepapers that highlight 
that in the time it takes to resolve fi ve customer complaints in 
a call center, 50 complaints could have been resolved through 
social platforms—allowing a brand to potentially reduce cus-
tomer service costs by more than 90%)?
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For social activity to be properly integrated into your business, 
there are three aspects that have to be bullet-proof.

 � A set of objectives that match to core business objectives.
 � A clear and actionable strategy. 
 � A measurement and ROI model that is based on the core busi-

ness objectives identifi ed in the objectives.

Vanity metrics can still play a role in the measurement of activity, 
but businesses need to understand that they play a small part in 
building a bigger picture, and that the most important part of activ-
ity through social technology is being able to map that data back 
into insights that the business understands, and preferably that 
the business is already measuring through “traditional”  activity—
making the data instantly comprehensible to everyone within the 
business.

REAL-TIME MEASUREMENT

One of the benefi ts that social data can bring is real-time meas-
urement and campaign analysis—being able to track metrics such 
as dwell time, content engagement and seeing which content and 
activity sparks conversations and sharing gives a decent indication 
of engagement on a micro-level. When used in conjunction with a 
measurement and analysis dashboard, it can prove to be incredibly 
helpful for agile working. 

Agile working

It used to be the case that creative, campaigns and ideas would 
be developed for months at a time in a room held under lock and 
key, then released into “the wild” and measured on a quarterly 
or monthly basis through brand trackers—launching activity on 
social platforms means that this no longer has to be the case and 
anything that is launched can be done so on a Beta basis. The 
concept of agile is borrowed from programming and develop-
ment in the software industry, where the theory was developed 
that by launching when a product was 80 percent complete, a 
live user base could test it and then tweaks could be made—this, 
combined with lean production methods (reducing the number 
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of people, processes and barriers to launch involved in a product 
or service launch) means that the product or service reaches the 
 market much faster and then can be improved while its live—like 
the ongoing development of Apple’s iOS, or Google’s PageRank 
system for delivering search results. As a business, this requires 
two core components;

 � Understanding at a leadership level that products or services 
do not need to be fully complete before they launch.

 � A real-time feedback loop for improvements and  modifi cations.

If agile working can be ingrained into the businesses culture, the 
products, services and campaigns that the business launches can 
have improvements made to them over time, at a micro level, 
increasing reception and engagement with consumers and mak-
ing people feel as if they are a part of the fabric of the business. 
This is a true refl ection of actually listening to your customers, 
and reacting to their feedback, in real-time. There are, of course 
caveats to this, and not every suggestion made needs to be acted 
on, so whomever is in charge of the feedback loop and reviewing 
the data needs to understand the context around the suggestions 
and make educated decisions based on that context. As mentioned 
in the previous section, it is important to realize the limitations of 
real-time measurement—it is not an indication of overall campaign 
or product success when dipped into, more an indication of the 
types of activity or content that are working, so that they can then 
be tweaked. 

The dashboard

Having access to a live dashboard can give a business a massive 
boost in terms of acting quickly; there are plenty of off-the-shelf 
products that will help deliver these insights—SalesForce and 
Omniture both integrate sales information, digital data and social 
media data into their platforms. However, for those brands that 
require more customization, I would seriously recommend building 
a bespoke dashboard—that way reporting, analysis and new types 
of data that may be unique to your organization can be custom 
programmed into the dashboard and you can have much greater 
control of updates to the dashboard.
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COMPLEXITY AND ANALYSIS

With this breadth of data available, it’s easy to over-analyze, misin-
terpret or become over-reliant on the insight it provides. In Taleb’s 
Fooled By Randomness, he describes how short-term, micro- analysis 
of stock prices is incredibly dangerous and creates a huge opportu-
nity for mistakes. Imagine opening the Financial Times tomorrow 
morning, fi nding the list price for Coca-Cola and making a judgment 
on the whole company, its history and its future based on that single 
fi gure. It lacks context, yet this is how social media data is being 
used by businesses all over the world every day. I have been privy 
to numerous meetings with businesses where a digital agency has 
used changes in social data (such as sentiment, or peaks in “fans”) 
to justify fundamental changes to how the business is positioning 
itself online—most commonly, these types of conversations happen 
in what people like to describe as a “social media crisis.” 

As businesses and employees become more experienced with 
social technology, this is type of scaremongering is becoming less 
common, however the ambulance chasers still prevail and use the 
smallest of excuses to engage with a brand and help it to “sort out 
the crisis.” Mostly these crises are taken vastly out of context; usu-
ally a few complaints on a brand’s Facebook page is seen as a crisis, 
even when the said brand sells hundreds of thousands of products 
every day—again, context is king. Rushing into brash decisions 
based on a few complaints or a change in sentiment about your 
brand across the web is dangerous and can provoke a much bigger 
change in attitude from the thousands of customers that are happy. 

“Sentiment”

One of the most misused social metrics is sentiment. In theory, social 
media monitoring tools that measurement sentiment will give you an 
indication of the overall sentiment around a set of keywords (most fre-
quently your brand name, to refl ect how people feel about your brand 
online), however, the technology behind these metrics is severely lim-
ited, with error rates ranging from 40 percent to 80 percent—making 
accurate analysis virtually impossible. Currently, most tools will look 
through the social web for mentions of your keywords, then analyze 
the other words used in close proximity to your keyword. So, for 
example, if you were looking for mentions of “Gatorade,” the tool 
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would analyze the sentiment of ten words either side of the mention 
and make a calculation based on those words as to the sentiment 
of the mention. The main issue being that vernacular is complex— 
sarcasm, irony and profanity confuse systems like this and more often 
than not (40%–80% of the time) the measure is incorrect. 

Even with advanced computational methods of analysis such 
Bayesian Analysis (usually used to fi lter spam in email programs), 
Markov Chains (a very complicated method that you can use to help 
computers learn) or even Support Vector Machines (how “ premium” 
monitoring companies “teach” their computers to learn) there are still 
massive fl aws with computers trying to  understand what we mean 
when we publish content online. Plus, when I say “I love Washington,” 
do I mean the location, the actor (Denzel) or the cake? Or a friend of 
mine? Or a TV program?

The other problem is that our opinions and sentiment are tran-
sient. We’re allowed to change our minds and we frequently do 
(some of us more than others) and if our content is going to be 
analyzed, how do we do that? Do we create aggregate compound 
sentiment scores? Or do we display individual mentions? There are 
too many variables and potential complications for a computer, or 
most humans, to understand.

The only true way to measure sentiment is to purchase a tech-
nology that uses regular manual analysis (literally a group of social 
analysts who spend hundreds of painstaking hours analyzing 
each mention to manually score it for sentiment—the quantitative 
approach) or, alternatively, speak directly to those connected to the 
business (industry infl uencers, employees, customers, potential new 
customers) and take a much more qualitative approach. My per-
sonal recommendation is to use a combination of both, as the former 
has become much more cost effective through tools like Amazon’s 
Mechanical Turk and the latter helps to build stronger relationships 
with the community and a much more open business environment. 

Again, it is important to put everything into context, understand 
the limitations of the technology and only measure the things that 
make a difference to your business.

CONTEXT

There are a myriad of factors involved in the way in which a busi-
ness performs and is perceived—from the media agenda, and 
the cultural zeitgeist to the weather, and changes to the ways in 
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which people access information on your business. Trying to wrap 
all of this context into your analysis of data can be a nightmare, 
especially when most of the supporting information is diffi cult to 
 compute—we are reminded of Bachelier’s quote from his Theorie 
de la Speculation.

The factors that determine activity on the Exchange are innumer-
able, with events, current or expected, often bearing no apparent 
relation to price variation. Beside the somewhat natural causes 
for variation come artifi cial causes: The Exchange reacts to itself, 
and the current trading is a function, not only of prior trading, 
but also of it is relationship to the rest of the market.

When this level of complexity is presented, it makes context, analy-
sis and prediction impossible to calculate. What the business can 
do, however, is work across different parts of the organization to 
pull all relevant context into the dashboard—so for example, hav-
ing an RSS feed from the stock exchange and Reuters will provide 
additional context to data, while also having media monitoring 
across competitor activity will give a broader context to the data 
still. To narrow down the context, it is important to be presented 
with all information available, but it is also incredibly important 
to understand what cannot be measured, the “known unknowns” 
and then also to allow for “unknown unknowns.” By looking at 
the context of organizational data in this way, we are taking a much 
broader approach, but giving the business the best opportunity to 
react quickly to changes in the market and consumer behavior.

INTERNAL SOCIAL DATA

There are three sets of important data that can be collected from an 
internal communications point of view; email logs (based on whom 
is emailing whom, and at what frequency), social media informa-
tion from employees, and measuring internal perceptions of the 
business and brand (a more formal version of the suggestion box—
which I will go into further detail on later in the book).

Email social network analysis

As previously explored, one of the biggest steps to creating Single 
Brand Touchpoints is to understand how your employees connect 
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with one another inside the business, below the traditional hierar-
chical model imposed by the business itself. One reliable way to do 
this is to analyze who emails who (careful; not the content of the 
email, the frequency of which people email each other) and begin to 
build a social graph that shows the true relationships within your 
business. This data can then be used to understand how messaging 
moves between departments, who your infl uential employees are 
and how you can group teams together to get increase effi ciency 
and happiness (through combining mixed skill sets and friendship 
groups).

SOCIAL MEDIA INFORMATION FROM EMPLOYEES

One of the most frequent questions that comes up when talking to a 
business interested in understanding social media is how do we get 
our employees talking on our behalf more frequently. This is excit-
ing to hear as an agency, as the latent knowledge inside the  business 
is incredibly powerful, yet often diffi cult to trace and  analyze. If 
a business can understand which of its employees are talking in 
which spaces online and about what, they can then begin to work 
with them to build stronger connections to the world outside of the 
business. For example, I had a meeting with a new client recently, 
and through a small amount of desk research, we found that a 
number of its research and development team frequently write blog 
posts on their work (sans sensitive information, fortunately) and 
the whole team were active on Twitter, using the  network to speak 
to other people in the industry—which is fantastic, and should not 
be feared by the business. If you can engage your employees and 
understand who holds signifi cant infl uence (across any area) you 
can start to do a number of things;

 � Explore the concepts of the Adjacent Possible mentioned in 
an earlier chapter (if the CEO is interested in exploring a new 
market and an employee that works in HR has particular 
expertise in that space, they can add signifi cant value to the 
decision making process).

 � A business can begin to explore the connections that its employ-
ees have, looking at their social graphs and understanding how 
this information can be used to gather more social information 
and build better products and services.
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 � From an internal communications perspective, the business can 
begin to build a much more rounded picture of its employees—
understanding more about their motivations and interests.

Three incredibly powerful ways of increasing employee engage-
ment, through a simple collection of social data.

Measuring internal perceptions

The business suggestion box is an age old concept, but there are 
many modern adaptations of this that allow employees to feel like 
they can make a real difference to the business (and be rewarded 
for it), while also allowing the business to capture data on internal 
perceptions of the business. From simple data collection such as 
“what does our brand stand for?” to more detailed questions such 
as “how do you feel our last service proposition performed, and 
why“? Simple questions, carried out in an open way using social 
technology can reap real rewards.

SEARCH DATA

Over the last six years, I would say the most useful data for under-
standing human insights I have encountered has been the data that 
can be freely obtained from search engines. With Google being 
used by more than 80 percent3 of the world’s Internet users, it gives 
a pretty robust sample size from its search insights and analytics, 
and the types of inferences that you can make through its two pri-
mary tools (Google AdPlanner and Google Trends) can be com-
bined with data from almost every department at your business. 

Google AdPlanner

The AdPlanner tool is intended to be used to help target high-
volume keyword searches and low-competition advertising space, 
but equally it can be used as a tool for understanding how people 
search for your brand or product. It will help explain the types of 
additional words that people use when searching (as most people 
have become used to long tail search strings such as “smartphone 
4G HD screen” as opposed to just “smartphone”), it will also 
help highlight simple nuances in search behavior, such as using the 
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incorrect spelling of your brand or products. I spent six months 
on secondment with a research agency a few years ago working 
on a social project with Kellogg’s and the volume of people that 
searched for Keloggs far outweighed those that could correctly 
spell the brand name—this impact that this has is that the brand 
in question has to start collecting data from additional keywords, 
to ensure that all content is being collected (regardless of spelling 
mistakes).

The AdPlanner tool can also be used to fi gure out where infl u-
ential communities are around your brand, that might not be spe-
cifi cally referencing your brand. Using broad category terms as 
keywords, the tool will display related terms, which you can then 
use to create a much broader keyword list to input into your social 
media monitoring tool—which will quickly uncover a whole raft of 
new, infl uential communities that simple searches would not have 
discovered initially. 

Google Trends

Trends provides a timeline of search traffi c to certain keywords, so 
you can input a number of terms and it will display a graph that 
shows search volumes over time—which is particularly useful for 
tracking crises or new product launches. It provides an additional 
level of insight into public relations activities (if the campaign has 
been successful, there should be a peak in search behavior around 
the launch) and it also tries to connect infl uential pieces of content 
that were published around the same time to add additional insight 
into the increase in search traffi c. One way in which I have used 
this service before has been for watching rising trends, combining 
search data with increased activity across Twitter and Facebook—
so as a trend starts to take off, if you can correlate search volumes 
to conversations on social platforms, you can begin to plan content 
and ideas in a truly agile way—reacting live to consumer behavior.

THE CHIEF DATA OFFICER

So, with all this data fl ooding into your organization, how should 
it be managed? How should your business give it context, under-
stand it and then take action based on it? 

Welcome to the rise of the Chief Data Offi cer (CDO). 
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If Microsoft’s Craig Mundie is correct, then over the next ten 
years data is going to become an invaluable resource, and the 
source of most of it is going to come from insights gained through a 
mix of social technology and traditional data sources such as CRM 
and focus groups. This may sound didactic, but no business can 
afford to ignore the data available, it is going to help every busi-
ness transition from the old world of creating products en masse 
and then using advertising and marketing to create differentia-
tion, to, as John Willshire, of the innovation consultancy Smithery 
says, “Make things people want, not make people want things.” 
This role should sit neatly alongside the existing positions of Chief 
Information Offi cer (CIO) and Chief Technology Offi cer (CTO) as 
all three need to work together to produce the most effi cient sys-
tem to deliver data into the organization, however, the CDO will 
be responsible for external and internal data management from a 
more insight-driven position than the CIO, who is role is usually 
much more focused on the technical aspects of data and IT.

The Chief Data Offi cer should be responsible for the following:

 � Presenting data back at a board/leadership level.
 � Working closely with the CIO and/or CTO to develop infor-

mation fl ows and technologies. 
 � Collection of data from all sources, both across the business 

and externally.
 � Procurement or development of the dashboard.
 � Analysis and translation of the data in tangible information.
 � Reporting data back across the whole business, ensuring that 

the data is appropriate for each audience. 
 � An comprehensive understanding of the accuracy of metrics.
 � An understanding of the development of new measurement 

technology and machine-based learning systems.

CONCLUSION

Once your organization begins to integrate social technology into 
different departments, the fl ow of data between them needs to 
be managed, and analysis needs to be standardized, so that each 
insight that is derived from the data is of the same quality—and 
this process needs to be managed by a senior analyst (CDO). There 
is already a raft of information fl ooding into your organization, 
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but the process that I have outlined above will help to structure 
it and add additional raw information from social platforms into 
it. Even simple steps like combining existing information in the 
CRM system with simple social data should see an immediate 
impact—imagine the improvement it would make to the customer 
experience if conversations could easily fl ow from a platform like 
Twitter into the call center, completely fl uidly? Or if your product 
managers were having in-depth conversations with a journalist on 
a forum and that conversation then lead to the journalist visiting 
the research and development labs to trial new products and give 
immediate feedback? This type of data fl ow and communications is 
not going to happen overnight, but it will help your business move 
forward into the converged age, providing unparalleled insights 
into your market and helping to build stronger relationships with 
those outside of the walls of your business.

That is the business of the future.  
The theory, ideas and tools I have outlined above have all worked 

in practice, with global clients, but what I have found has been the 
most effi cient way to integrate these new data sets into a business 
is by creating a working group of people from across the business 
that understand analytics (both traditional digital analytics from 
tools like Omniture, as well as social analytics from tools such as 
SalesForce.com) and working together to help identify what can 
be measured, what each department would benefi t from and then 
developing a strategy toward achieving this goal. With the right 
group of people (that you could potentially recruit through run-
ning the email log network analysis) it is going to be possible to 
take the data locked away inside and outside the business and 
provide real, raw insights that the business can only benefi t from. 
The key thing to remember is context; in terms of additional data, 
not over-simplifying complex data and combining everything with 
wider business information. 
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CHAPTER 5

An Introduction to Social Business

So, in the previous chapters we’ve looked at how this new world has 
redefi ned the role of the business and its increasing importance over 
the role of the brand, how consumer and employee convergence 
between online and offl ine worlds is reshaping business, and how 
embracing complexity within your organization can help to create 
a much more simple business proposition—if done  correctly—but 
what name do we give to this new type of business? Well, in my 
mind, this new type of business is simply called a social business. 

Firstly, let us clear up any potential confusion that may arise 
based on the term “social business,” as there’s often confusion 
about whether the prefi x “social” is in relation to technology, 
people or corporate responsibility. My defi nition (which is by no 
means defi nitive, but for the purpose of the next 60,000 words it 
would probably be much easier if we both know what I’m talking 
about when I mention it) of social business is:

Social business: a business that has human insight in its DNA, 
enabled by technology.

The defi nition seems simple enough, in fact every business in 
existence could probably class itself as a social business, as being 
social is about communicating and communication is fundamental 
to the operation of a business. However, the way in which that 
communication takes place, and how we communicate outside of 
our  business has fundamentally changed and while all businesses 
could call themselves social, few could claim that they have human 
insight built into their DNA. 

Technology makes this easier. 
Technology enables everyone within the business to communicate 

with everyone else, both inside and outside of the business, and this 
is fundamental to driving innovation and retaining customers. In our 
hyper-connected world, this is already taking place, it is just that often 
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the leadership function does not know it is taking place, or understand 
how to utilize it and use it to increase profi tability, innovation and 
customer satisfaction. In the last book that I contributed to in 2011,1 
I highlighted three issues that stand in front of businesses today, and 
all three remain pertinent 18 months on. Those three issues are:

 � Increasingly empowered consumers and employees.
 � Businesses operating in silos. 
 � A lack of organizational agility or adaptiveness.

The past ten years has seen social technology provide a huge 
increase in the reach and scale of communication that  individuals 
have—and as you can see from the chapter on embracing conver-
gence, this new type of dynamic network is getting stronger as 
people become much more comfortable with technology playing 
such an active role in their lives. We are not necessarily becom-
ing more social, it is just that our social lives are becoming more 
visible because they are being documented and played out live, 
online. This is having a dramatic impact on the reach of word of 
mouth—the hyper-connectivity of weak tie networks also means 
that where we once used to reach smaller, stronger networks, we 
can now reach the same strong networks, but we can also reach 
much wider networks too. Simple online conventions like sharing 
Facebook statuses, retweeting tweets, or linking to a blog post give 
the six degrees of separation a huge accelerator effect. 

The effect that this has on businesses is obviously evident; a neg-
ative or positive experience that was once confi ned to the small 
network of friends we held can now travel around the world in 
a matter of seconds. Consumers have become empowered by this 
technology, the ability to share experiences of products and  services 
with their peers means that there is now much more accountabil-
ity put on the business. While businesses are fundamentally built 
on communication, this has, traditionally, been a very one-way, 
broadcast relationship—communicating information one way, en 
masse. However, now businesses are being forced to become much 
more open, transparent and social.

In the following nine chapters I’m going to explore how your 
business can become more social across multiple disciplines—not 
just marketing, but the whole business (and feel free to skip the 
chapters that are not quite right for you, this is not intended to be a 
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novel, instead more of a text book that you can dip into when the 
time is right). I’ll be exploring the role that social technology can 
play over the following business departments and disciplines:

 � Leadership (including strategic shifts that need to be made, 
strategy and planning, corporate control, culture, acquisitions, 
scaling and growth, competitor insights, new markets, and 
supplier strategy)

 � Marketing (including the case against campaigns, integrated 
marketing strategy, planning, creative, media buying, your 
business’s website, search engine optimization, in-store mar-
keting, mobile and experiential)

 � Public relations (including modern media relations, blogger 
relations, understanding newsfl ow online, investor relations, 
public affairs and advocacy, public information, spin, transpar-
ency and Wikipedia, corporate social responsibility, r eputation 
management, and crisis communications)

 � Sales (including customer acquisition, cross-selling, customer 
journey and experience, mobilizing the sales force, and channel 
strategy)

 � Research and development (including research, new product 
development, competitor research, sourcing expertise, human 
insights, “Labs” powered by social technology, identifying 
common product/service fl aws, testing and trials, crediting the 
community, open source your products, and understanding 
how to scale social technology)

 � Human resources (including employee conversation guidelines, 
social business mentoring schemes, workshops and training, 
monitoring, feedback and evaluation, internal communica-
tions, collaboration, change, crowdsourcing, community, 
 communications fl ow, recruitment, and IT)

 � Customer service (including getting started, recruitment and 
training, monitoring, regulation, channels, escalation process, 
internal integration, scalability and cost savings, amplifi cation 
of resolutions, and social customer relationship management). 

So, let’s explore how your business can become a truly social busi-
ness. The fi rst step, and the next chapter, is about strategic shifts that 
are going to have to be made by the business’s leadership function 
before the organization can move toward becoming a social business.
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CHAPTER 6

Leadership

Building a social business is not about having a Twitter or 
Facebook strategy, it is about stitching back together the constitu-
ent parts of your business that have become silo’d and disparate 
over the course of its history to create a fl uid entity that allows 
data and insights to fl ow freely across every department of your 
business. Social business is about relinquishing corporate control, 
and building an open culture, where anyone within your organiza-
tion can make suggestions and improve the performance of your 
business. It is about actually listening to and understanding your 
market, not from behind a camera listening to twelve people dis-
cuss what they do and don’t like about your products or serv-
ices, but about being present at 4 a.m. when a mother is asking a 
forum of her peers what to do because her washing machine has 
broken and it is leaking water throughout her home. Social busi-
ness is about getting so close to your market that they feel like 
a part of your business, because they are, your market is your 
business. Without them all you have is a building full of people 
in starchy suits showing presentations fi lled with graphs pointing 
optimistically upwards and making predictions about “what our 
core demographic” wants. These presentations are unnecessary, 
because your “core demographic” is telling you what they want, 
what they need, what they hate and why they hate it, it is just 
that your organization is not listening to them. Becoming a social 
business is about stepping back out from behind your desk and 
engaging with your employees, trusting them, encouraging them 
and making them feel like they are part of something much bigger 
than a nine to fi ve. The world has fundamentally changed over the 
last twenty years—we are in a time of economic uncertainty when 
people cannot afford to take risks on products or services that 
might not work, but fortunately for consumers technology came 
to the rescue, giving them access to their peers like they had never 
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know before. Those peers are leaving reviews of your business on 
TripAdvisor and pointing out that “while the description said it 
was in the middle of the city, it was actually a thirty minute walk.” 
They are tweeting about your rude customer service team. They 
are “Liking” your Facebook page to get the discount voucher 
and then immediately “Unliking” your page because they do not 
want their 2000 friends to think that they were endorsing your 
brand. The world has changed, and it is time for your business to 
change to.

In this new world corporate control is seen as overbearing by eve-
ryone except “the board,” but that is ok, because your employees 
are circumventing your fi rewalls and breaking your rigid “brand 
guidelines” everyday, between nine and fi ve. They are doing this 
because they are consumers too, and their online and offl ine worlds 
have collided, and they can see the benefi t of building empathy with 
the market by speaking to people as humans and that handing over 
the company “secret sauce” builds trust because it takes away the 
feeling of corporate secrecy. It does not matter that you think that 
“that social media is just a fad,” or that you see the Facebook IPO 
as the biggest sign yet that we are in the throes of another dot-com 
bubble—there are nearly one billion people using Facebook to con-
nect with friends, family and businesses that they love, one in six 
people in the UK are sending 140 character messages to each other, 
and they are talking about the latest celebrity gossip, the state of 
the current UK government, and that mobile that they bought six 
months ago that has all of a sudden stopped working. Social media 
is bigger than your business, but that is not to say that it is not hav-
ing a fundamental effect on it. 

Now is the time to act, to empower your employees, to listen 
to your market and to accept the complexity that technology has 
brought to your door. 

There are ten fundamental tenets that need the business  leadership 
needs to focus on to begin the process becoming a social business 
and stopping your business from being run by employees who do 
not care, trying to sell commoditised, undifferentiated products 
and services to people that do not want them. Just ten, and I will 
make a promise, and the leadership function will like this; if you 
integrate social technology into the heart of your business you will 
reduce operational costs, increase agility and responsiveness, help 
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create truly innovative products and increase both acquisition and 
retention fi gures. So, those tenets.

 � Focus on data
 � Feed your organization with social data from customers, the 

data is your market.
 � Data is not just external, use data to better understand your 

workforce.
 � Keep the data fl owing, that way your organization is always 

on, always learning.

Data is, as outlined earlier in this very book, the future of your 
business. It is the reason that Amazon has created a billion dollar 
company in a (relatively) short amount of time, it is the reason that 
Nike created Nike+, and it is the reason that Gatorade launched its 
“Mission Control” room for tracking social data and digital ana-
lytics. The level of access that we have to data through social and 
digital technologies ensures that we never have to produce a prod-
uct or service on “gut instinct” again—sure, the role of gut instinct 
will always be important, but now we can test the instinct, we can 
back it up and we can introduce the product of our gut instinct to 
the right people, at the right time. 

Feed your organization with social data from customers, and 
you can trust the data, it is not from a sample size of a few thou-
sand people, rather it is from a sample size of your entire market. 

IT’S THE MARKET DATA

So-called Big Data has been a big focus for many businesses for 
the last ten years, but few are implementing it across the business, 
with many organizations struggling to standardise the data to let it 
move freely from department to department. Another key area of 
growth is going to be internal data—not just sales and performance 
data, but understanding how your employees talk to each other, 
who infl uences who, and how you can use this insight to improve 
staff happiness and boost effi ciency and innovation. 

Pulling in the right data, analyzing not what you can, but what 
you should, and hiring a Chief Data Offi cer will enable you to 
match data from all over your business to core business metrics—
integrated measurement of this scale and breadth is complex, but 
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the insight that it provides will make your business unparalleled in 
your market. This data then allows you to start accurately bench-
marking your activity, not based on fl imsy statistics from individual 
departments, but from the whole of your business—highlighting 
areas of potential growth, potential problems and improvements 
and recommendations for innovation.

However, one important thing to remember is that conversations 
and opinions can be transient, so focus on keeping the data fl owing 
into your organization—have a micro-view, but analyze the data 
on a macro basis. It will enable your whole business to be more 
reactive and agile, and spot trends and potential new opportuni-
ties, giving you a serious competitive edge over other businesses.

 � Focus on being reactive
 � Listen to your market, learn how it moves and who infl uences 

it and then react to the changes. 
 � Customer feedback does not always need to be implemented, 

but it should always be listened to.
 � Cut down research and development time by using social data 

and testing, and create lean teams that are prepared to launch 
beta products.

One of the core benefi ts of becoming a social business is being able 
be agile and responsive to your market—the market moves quickly, 
tastes change, but if you can understand the network dynamics of 
your business, both internally and externally, your organization is 
going to be in a much stronger position to understand what has 
changed, why it has changed, how it effects your business and how 
to react to the changes. Understanding the infl uence that certain 
people have over these networks will help—these people need to 
be paid particular attention to as they set the agenda, spread mes-
sages and information quickly, and they can be massively useful in 
predicting trends and swings in opinion and sentiment. 

Throughout this book I have talked about listening as a core 
component of any social business, however, you will notice at no 
point have I decreed that every snippet of feedback should be acted 
upon, because it should not. Listen to what people think about 
your products and services, but knee-jerk reactions to niche opin-
ions and statements might disrupt an otherwise content  majority 
of the market. There is a difference between being lead by the 
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consumer to arrive at what can only be described as a Frankenstein 
product or service that satisfi es no consumer need (see the episode 
of The Simpsons in which Homer designs a new concept car for 
his brother) and using market insights to carefully select improve-
ments to products and services and new products to create greater 
value and have a much bigger impact on the experience that the 
market has with your business. 

This type of reactive business has many benefi ts, but one of the 
core benefi ts is the ability to reduce the overheads in the research 
and development department, driving innovation, and launching 
and improving products and services at much faster rate than ever 
before. This can be through using social data to concept new ideas, 
or testing new propositions using social focus groups—but what-
ever the specifi c use, the important part of this type of activity is 
being able to react. Data on its own, without any follow on is 
 useless—it has to have an impact—and for this to have the desired 
impact, research and development teams have to be lean, agile, and 
the business needs to be prepared (and be able communicate clearly 
externally and internally) to launch beta products—the promise to 
all concerned being that these products and services will evolve and 
improve through constant iteration and innovation.

Having a clear process fl ow from receiving live data, to anal-
ysis, to action—smooth working across departments and lean 
teams will help to increase the velocity of this process—being a 
reactive business is about reacting to the right things, at the right 
time, in the right way. You need to cut corporate bureaucracy if 
this is to happen—if a market is moving particularly quickly, the 
last thing that your business needs is either death by PowerPoint 
or to face the committee fi ring squad before a decision can be 
made. Plan for speed, by being lean and removing unnecessary 
barriers to market.

Everything is changing all the time; trends, data, market needs, 
cultural zeitgeist, stock prices, employees, politics. Embrace the 
constant state of fl ux in business, the market and your employees 
and trust change. You can prepare for change by knowing what 
you do know, and knowing what you don’t know, but sometimes 
you don’t know what you don’t know.

If your business is agile and responsive it is going to keep you 
ahead of your competitors and it will keep you in the heads of your 
consumers. Focus on being a great business for your employees and 
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your market, here and now. Forget yesterday, complexity brings 
with it an atmosphere for change, so embrace today. 

 � Focus on people
 � Your business is your people, whether they are your employees 

or your market. Give them your attention.
 � Create the right culture and your business will feel like a 

movement—both employees and the market will defend you 
and protect you.

 � Understand networks of people, how messages and informa-
tion move within them, how they change and how you can be 
part of them.

This is arguably one of the most important tenets to building a suc-
cessful social business. Businesses are founded on  communication—
the way in which we communicate our vision, culture and products 
to our employees has a massive effect on the way in which they 
communicate them to the market—but also, the way in which the 
market communicates its understanding of the business and its 
products back to the business is equally important, and the one 
constant in this process is people. Your people, be them internal or 
external, are your business. They make everything happen, they buy 
your products and services, and they talk to their networks about 
what they think of your business. Traditionally, “the corporation” 
has been a construct that moved the focus away from people and 
onto this metaphysical creation—social business brings the focus 
back fi rmly onto the people. Without them, your business will not 
exist, so pay them the attention that they deserve. Listen to them.

If you can, as a leader of your business, create the right culture, 
you can make your business feel like a collective of people, both 
internally and externally, working together to create more meaning 
from your products and services. “We are all in this together, to live 
easier, faster, more enjoyable lives”—this is the type of  sentiment that 
your business should be looking to generate by focusing on the peo-
ple. Everyone involved in your business, both the market and your 
employees, should feel like they are involved in something bigger 
than a business, it should feel like a movement—people should feel 
emotional when they discuss your business, then giving them infor-
mation about your brand becomes an entertaining process, rather 
than an arduous sell to someone without any emotional connection. 
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Ask yourself, when was the last time you “Liked” a business page 
on Facebook that you had little emotional connection to? Exactly.

The way in which you can start to focus on people is by lis-
tening, delivering on your promises and promise better things to 
come—exciting and embedding employees and the market into the 
fabric of your business.

The networks that we discussed earlier in the book will help 
your business to start to understand how people effect your 
organization—identifying which network’s “touch” your business, 
who is active within them, who is infl uential within them and how 
messages and information move across them will help you and your 
business understand how to be part of them. Far too many busi-
nesses take the arrogant approach of forcing their way into conver-
sations and communities, with total disrespect for the people that 
drive those conversations—listen to your people, act in a humble 
manner and add value. That is how a social business should behave. 

 � Focus on retention
 � If your business can keep its customers happy, they will become 

more embedded. They will tell your brand story, they will tell 
their friends about your products and services.

 � Not only is it cheaper to keep staff happy, but they will also 
build a much stronger bond with your business—having a 
revolving door will damage your SBTs.

 � The best acquisition strategy is a good retention strategy—cut 
churn, improve satisfaction, and boost profi tability.

A few months ago, I was talking to Graham, the creative director at 
VCCP Share, and we were discussing the role of social technology 
in retaining customers—and he used the phrase “The best acquisi-
tion strategy is a great retention strategy.” By focusing on keeping 
your existing customers happy, your business will obviously improve 
customer satisfaction and cut the customer churn rate, but more 
importantly (and more subtly), those happy customers will become 
advocates for your business. They will talk about your products and 
services with their friends, they will talk about the fantastic customer 
service they received upon fi nding a problem, or detail how they 
worked alongside your research and development team to make 
modifi cations to a service that they saw opportunities for improve-
ment with. These people will drive your acquisition strategy and, 
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as I am about to detail in the following chapters, the different depart-
ments of your business can then use this advocacy to capture leads 
much more effectively than cold calling and mass sales messaging. 

Social platforms and consumer empowerment ensures that 
this positive word of mouth spreads through networks quickly— 
reaching far more people with a trusted message (from peer-to-peer, 
rather than business-to-consumer) than your organization could 
ever hope to reach. A simple tweet about a great customer service 
experience can, in very few steps, be seen by millions of people, 
each of those people seeing your social business in action and lift-
ing consideration at the same time. Deliver fantastic products, and 
fantastic service to your existing customers and they will stay. Help 
them to tell their friends, and their friends will join too. 

Turn your existing customers into business advocates through 
great service, adding value and creating relationships with them 
through your employees—and this can this can be achieved through 
relatively simple means; empower your employees to really talk 
to the market, train them properly to deliver a fantastic customer 
experience, and, as a business, give to your customers—it is, after 
all, much cheaper to retain a customer than it is to acquire a new 
customer (in some cases it is fi ve times more expensive to acquire a 
new customer, than retain an existing one—yet if you retain more 
customers and encourage them to talk about products and services, 
the cost of acquisition falls even further!).

Never lose focus on your customers—they power your business 
through buying your products and services, feeding you the inval-
uable data that drives your business, and providing you with a 
 constant source of live feedback. 

Your existing customers are a key element on your journey to 
better products and services, new customers and a reduction in 
customer churn and acquisition costs.

 � Focus on being open
 � An open business is not some Silicon Valley idealistic, bean-

bags-in-reception type approach, it is allowing skills, expertise, 
and data to fl ow (unrestricted) through your business. The best 
people, and the best data, for the job.

 � Allow your market, your infl uencers and your critics into your 
business—they can only make it better. Open business is about 
transparency and honesty. 
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 � Stop pushing your “brand” and focus on delivering your 
“business”—a brand voice can sound disingenuous and corpo-
rate, giving your employees a voice will let the market see the 
humans inside your business.

The term “open business” has been used by marketing and man-
agement consultants in shiny suits for decades—the concept sold is 
usually around having “hot desks” and open plan offi ces, in order to 
drive a culture of being an “open business.” For me, being open as 
a business is much more literal. It is about letting your business live 
and breathe as an organism, it is about autonomy and integration 
across different departments, allowing people to work in mixed-
expertise groups to collaborate on ideas and projects, breaking 
down departmental silos and standardising data to allow data and 
insights to fl ow between different teams in different departments, 
it is about giving people the freedom to see the whole business, 
and letting the whole business see them, allowing for much greater 
understanding of business vision, the roles and responsibilities of 
different departments and understanding the different  skill-sets and 
expertise across the whole business. It is most certainly not about 
posters in the bathrooms fi lled with empty-sounding promises and 
pre-meditated job-swaps once every 12 months. If your business 
can master this, it can become an open, social business, and you 
will see the benefi ts almost immediately.

However, this is not just about the inner-workings of your 
organization—it is also about being open to the outside world. 
Your most vocal critics can be your most useful tool, so bring them 
into the fabric of your business, let them speak to the customer 
service team leader, show them your product or service develop-
ment roadmap for the next 12 months—trust them. Transparency 
and honesty is key to being open—and secretive businesses prompt 
suspicion and investigation, people wonder what a business has to 
hide. More importantly, let your market and those that infl uence 
them into your business—let them speak directly to the manag-
ing director, give them information that they cannot fi nd anywhere 
else, tell them how your business works—the worst that can hap-
pen is that they tell other people, in which case your business story 
becomes widely known. Do not worry about losing competitive 
advantage by being open—if you are using social data from your 
market and driving innovation through each and every component 
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of your business, you have nothing to lose and trust, understanding 
and loyalty to gain.

Avoid the common trappings of corporate speak and press release 
regurgitation—people buy people, they don’t buy faceless corpora-
tions that hide behind shiny stock imagery and stationary. If you 
can create a culture that is human and open, your employees can 
talk to the market with a voice that it trusts, a voice that’s honest. 
Humans make mistakes, they say the wrong thing, and they make 
bad decisions, but people forgive them because they are human. 
Your business does not need a single point of view, it needs thou-
sands of them, from your employees, united by a single theme—
and that single theme should be your businesses mission statement.

Overall, great relationships build great businesses; be more open 
as an organization and put all your focus on building great rela-
tionships with your employees, your market and your partners, 
and the great business will follow.

 � Focus on culture
 � Culture cannot be created, it must be guided and it can only 

come from your employees—having training days paintballing 
is a sticking plaster on your organization’s culture, fi x the fun-
damentals.

 � Your culture needs to refl ect your ambition to be a social busi-
ness—let people talk to each other, learn from each other and 
enjoy what they do.

 � If you follow these tenets, you are more likely to create a culture 
of pride—when people work to create products and services 
that make people’s lives better, they feel proud of what they do.

Culture is another of those terms that has become embedded in the 
vocabulary of over-excited management consultants for a long time 
now, but it is an incredibly important aspect of creating a social busi-
ness. The culture that you try to guide your organization toward has 
to come from the way in which the leadership function behaves, and 
how you structure your business for change. Culture comes from the 
collective understanding of your employees and the market of your 
business vision—but this is not delivered through a weekly mail-
merged email, it has to be embedded in every word and action that 
your business carries out. Your people need to see that your business 
is becoming a social business for it to become a social business. By 
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following the processes I have outlined throughout this book, your 
business can become more social, but you have to communicate this 
and demonstrate it wholeheartedly for that to become ingrained in 
your organization’s culture. A simple rebrand to “organization2.0” 
is not going to convince your own employees, let alone your market, 
that anything has changed. A board of suits do not create a culture, 
the people that it employees do. Share your vision with your employ-
ees and they’ll share it with you and with the market and with their 
friends and with anyone that will listen. Demonstrate positive change.

This is obviously harder than it sounds, changing your cor-
porate culture is never going to happen overnight, but then this 
book is about long-term success, not get-rich-quick Ponzi schemes. 
Communicate the changes that are going to be taking place, explain 
how the organization will be moving forward, show the difference 
that this will make and your employees will feel the change. The 
point that I made earlier about creating the same sense that a move-
ment has is how that culture is born—and if you can follow the route 
to that sense of “oneness,” letting people discuss the changes and 
improvements, opening up the organization, and breaking down 
the barriers of the business, people will start to take pride in what 
they are involved in—whether that is employees or the market, peo-
ple will want to promote their association with your business. They 
will feel a sense of achievement in making  people’s lives better.

Then, and only then, will a culture of social, open business 
breed through your offi ces and market place. However, the impact 
that this will have will be incredible—everyone will feel like they 
are working toward something much bigger, they will feel like 
the role that they play in the success or failure of this change is 
 fundamental—people will feel like they are the change, and this will 
have a huge impact on whether or not your objective of becoming a 
social business is achieved. Build a culture around these ten tenets 
and your business will become truly social—driving innovation, 
customer acquisition and cutting costs. The bottom line of your 
fi nance sheet depends on this cultural shift, so do not take it lightly 
or leave it until the last minute.

 � Focus on innovation
 � Your business is only as good as its last product and every time 

you get ahead of the game, another business is going to be 
working harder to beat you—never stop innovating.
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 � The opportunity for innovation can come from anywhere or 
anyone, but it has to be granted to employees through culture 
and trust. Trust your employees.

 � If your organization gets complacent and stops listening to the 
market, you will lose market share, you will lose your best 
employees and, ultimately, you will fail.

Innovation is what keeps the market moving forward. It used to be 
that innovation was thought to exist in a vacuum, with white-coated 
research and development employees sitting in laboratories for 
weeks on end creating “new and improved” versions of your prod-
uct and services lines—but that is not the case anymore. Research 
and development has moved outside of the lab and into the everyday 
work place, and those sparks of genius are no longer just coming 
from your research and development team, but from every employee 
and from the market itself. Ideas are not the preserve of the creative 
classes and, if history teaches us anything, it is that great ideas can 
come from anywhere. From the perspective of your business, this 
is a great situation to be in as the market is becoming more and 
more demanding on products and services meeting their needs—and 
these needs change. The complexity in today’s markets means that a 
simple change in dynamic can signal the need for change across an 
entire product line overnight—and if your business is reactive and 
agile, these new needs can be met. Just because something is the way 
that it is today, does not guarantee that it will be the same tomor-
row. Things change and empirical evidence stands for nothing when 
your market share goes into decline—nobody cares that your busi-
ness was “the world’s leading” yesterday.

ACT LIKE A SHARK, NEVER STOP MOVING FORWARD

This notion of the need for constant innovation, coupled with the 
fact that ideas can, and should, come from all over your business is 
of positive benefi t to your business. Creating a culture of innovation 
and openness, and trusting your employees to work  outside of their 
own departments on problems will fuel effi ciency and creativity.

Innovation is not limited to the research and development team’s 
work on new products and services either; innovation should span 
your whole business, from the way in which pay checks are printed, 
to the production of new logos—innovation has to be systematic 
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across your whole organization for it to truly make a difference. 
Promote a culture of involvement and your employees will give 
you these great ideas because they understand how your business 
works and they want to be involved in the success of your organi-
zation, they want to feel like they are making a difference. 

I will go on to talk about it in more detail in Chapter 10, but you 
can, and should, involve your market innovation. The people that 
buy, use and review your products and services everyday will give you 
great ideas because they understand how your products and services 
work—they know what your business stands for, and they know how 
to make it better, because these types of innovation make their lives 
easier and them more likely to maintain loyalty to your business.

Having a lean and agile business culture means that you can con-
stantly tweak the formula to your business as well as your products 
and services—and by promoting honesty and transparency, you 
stem the potential negatives of getting things wrong—talk about 
trying to make improvements with your employees, the market 
and those that infl uence the market and they will appreciate your 
efforts. All in all, just try new things. The worst that can happen is 
that your business can just go back to the old formula, at best your 
business can improve on something everyday—driving sales and 
satisfaction with it.

If your business becomes complacent about its products and 
services, change will leave you behind, as will your competitors. 
Never stop innovating and use the data and insights that will (by 
now) be fl owing through your organization to drive this. A busi-
ness that focuses on being reactive to its market and employees is a 
business that is constantly looking to improve—if your business is 
agile enough to react fast enough, both your market and employees 
will remain content.

Remember, innovation does not happen between nine and fi ve—
embrace the always on culture—be fl exible with your employees 
and they will constantly be on. Be fl exible with your market and 
they will constantly be yours. 

COMPLACENCY KILLS COMPANIES

 � Focus on integration
 � If your business is going to be open and innovative, that is 

going to involve breaking down your organization’s silos.
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 � Integration is not just about internal communications, it is also 
about integrating with your market. Find your business’s role 
in the market.

 � Great ideas are not the preserve of the creative—creativity is 
everywhere, you just need to promote integration to unlock it.

Throughout this book (specifi cally in the next six chapters) integra-
tion plays a major role. If you want to become an outwardly social 
business, you must fi rst increase the “socialness” of your business 
on the inside, and integration across departments, collaborative 
working, and trusting your employees to contribute to any busi-
ness problem is absolutely core to achieving your objectives. 

There are three parts of traditional corporate culture that need 
to broken down before organizational integration can really take 
shape; (1) hierarchy—your employees need to feel comfortable 
discussing anything with anyone across your whole organization, 
by creating formal and overly structured hierarchies, you will be 
 slowing down innovation and response times, (2) departmental 
silos—this has been discussed (at length) in other sections of this 
book, but I cannot stress the importance of this enough—having 
communication blocks between any departments is harmful to 
the speed and progress of your business, as well as hindering the 
vast quantities of incredibly useful data fl owing between depart-
ments, and fi nally, (3) break down the walls of your organization 
to the outside world—integration is not only important internally, 
but also  externally. (4) Involve your market in your business, fi nd 
your business’s role in the community and allow your employees to 
establish a voice— singlehandedly this will drive trust, integration, 
 innovation and loyalty. Four key components of any social business.

Integration is notoriously hard to achieve, and few businesses 
see the benefi t, but if you can demonstrate the value it will have 
to your business, and the leadership function can give it enough 
focus and attention, your business will become a social business in 
a much shorter space of time.

 � Focus on your business
 � If your products and services are not delivering the right value 

to your market, no one will care about your brand.
 � A two-page spread in the Wall Street journal on your business 

is great, but never forget who pays the bills.
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 � Focus on fi xing your business fi rst, do not rely on a great 
“brand image” to paper over the cracks. Social technology is 
like make-up remover.

We have already extensively labored over the switch between the 
importance of your brand and your business, but this honestly 
cannot be more important to recognize. In an age of enforced cor-
porate transparency, if your business, or products and services do 
not deliver what is expected, people are going to complain and 
discuss this failure with their networks. At this point, redemp-
tion becomes a much more diffi cult task, so focusing on delivering 
the best possible product or service to the market, and iteratively 
innovating it, based on insights and feedback is going to prove 
invaluable to building a business that people trust—promoting 
your new brand relaunch with matching eloquent story about the 
founders does not count for anything if the products and services 
that you deliver are inadequate. However, once you have started 
to build trust between your business and the market, you then 
have permission to start talking more widely about your brand—
people will want to hear the how, where, why and what of your 
business—they will actively buy into it, be entertained by it and 
share it with their friends, but only once you have delivered on 
your product and service promises. Even if you are the life of the 
party, if you stand your friends up one too many times, they are 
not going to care why, because you have damaged your reputa-
tion on delivery, and that is the most important aspect of your 
business; deliver the products and services that people want, then 
wrap around the beautiful narrative.

Social technology is the business equivalent of make-up 
remover—if your business is hiding a terrible skin condition, peo-
ple are going to fi nd out. Be honest about your business and never 
“spin” or marketing your way toward a lie, because people will 
fi nd out. Focus your energies instead on fi xing the underlying 
issues, ensuring that your business is as great as it possibly can be, 
then use the “brand image” as the cosmetic last touches. Do not 
paper over the cracks in your business.

One of the most common trappings of the successful business 
is complacency—both internally and externally. It is easy to reach 
the position of market leader and then feel like you can stop for a 
breather, but you cannot. This is the most important time in your 
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business’s development and every time you stop for a rest, a com-
petitor is gaining on you to steal that market lead. 

NEVER STOP

That interview with the chief executive in the national trade maga-
zine is great for promotion among your competitors and the con-
fi dence of your shareholders, but unless it is going to have a direct 
impact on the bottom line, it is almost meaningless. Do everything 
for a reason, and always make that reason providing better prod-
ucts and services for your market. 

Focus on making your business the best it can be and while ever 
your organization is making things people want and reacting to the 
market, competitors won’t make a dent in your armor.

 � Focus on the meaningful 
 � So few businesses give a true focus to the meaningful—learn 

what makes a difference to your business, and improve it.
 � Avoid vanity. At all costs.
 � Your business needs to create meaning for employees and the 

market—that can only come from understanding what those 
two groups fi nd is meaningful.

It is far too easy to address the short-term wins in business, but this 
does not necessarily mean addressing, or understanding the aspects 
of your business that truly make a difference, or fi xing the serious 
issues. If the leadership function can identify the core components 
of the business that have a genuine impact on its employees and the 
market, then it can focus on improving these aspects and paying 
less attention to detail on the secondary and tertiary aspects that 
make little meaningful difference. Hiding behind bureaucracy and 
red-tape is the coward’s way out—address the issues, focus on the 
meaningful. 

Learning what makes a difference to your business can be derived 
from the sum of the total social data across all of the departments 
we are about to look at—using the totality of that information 
to gather macro-insights is the fastest way to fi guring out how to 
make serious strides toward becoming a social business. 

Businesses that have implemented basic and early-stage social 
media projects and campaigns often fall into the trap of vanity 
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metrics—looking at the types of data that give the board an imme-
diate endorphin rush, rather than the more long-term view on 
what effects the bottom line—avoid this type of measurement and 
analysis at all costs and look to build reliable and robust measure-
ment systems that integrate clearly with the all departments (where 
appropriate)—this is how your business will start to locate truly 
meaningful insights into your employees and market. And please, 
please, any consultant or agency that promises you that 500,000 
views of a YouTube video alone will affect the bottom line, thank 
them for their time and order them a taxi to their next meeting. 
Social business is about business—know what makes a difference 
and know what does not.

What is meaningful does not come from anecdotal information 
from the CEO’s wife—it comes from solid social data that can be 
used to defi ne need states and desires—it has to be based on the 
market, rather than focus groups or intuition. The market and 
your employees are your business. 

Locating the meaning in your business and market also has a 
dramatic effect on brand trust—if you can demonstrate that you 
understand what makes a difference (to both employees and the 
market), then those two key groups will start to trust your busi-
ness and your vision. They will loyally follow you anywhere, they 
will tell their networks about the work that you do, and they will 
defend you in times of crisis. This type of relationship with employ-
ees and the market is the nirvana of modern business-building.

If you can implement and adhere to those ten fundamental ten-
ets (all of which are powered by social technology), your business 
can become a truly social business, and the same social technology 
that helps to resolve the washing machine disaster by delivering 
real-time advice on stemming the fl ow of water can also support 
the leadership function in directing the business, highlighting new 
opportunities, enabling growth and improving operational aspects 
of your organization. 

Social technology affects the whole of your business, so treat it 
that way.
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CHAPTER 7

Marketing and Advertising

With such a large shift taking place in consumer behavior and 
brand structure, the DNA of marketing has been fundamentally 
altered. Businesses used to rely on agencies to build their brand 
through huge broadcast programs that reached millions of homes 
every night, and now, those same advertising campaigns are being 
fast-forwarded or skipped. How does an industry founded on the 
medium of broadcast innovate and move itself forward? I believe 
that it takes the work that it is been doing for decades and makes 
it media neutral—an idea that works on television will not neces-
sarily work in a digital space, but why limit your idea to a single 
medium? The primary objective of these campaigns has always 
been to increase awareness and consideration, ideas should not 
be built around the medium and no campaign should lead with 
a script, instead ideas that people talk about should be the core 
focus, regardless of how they are received by the consumer. 

What is most interesting is that there is a new breed of creative 
and planner moving through the ranks of agencies—people that 
cannot remember a time without mobiles or access to the Internet—
and these people have truly integrated ideas, because they know 
no  different. They create media agnostic ideas that work across all 
channels and talk to the consumer in a way that they want to be 
talked to. The idea of focus groups, ethnographic studies and  testing 
has fallen by the wayside and what has moved into that gap is real-
time, iterative testing. Testing propositions, creative and ideas live. 

CAMPAIGNS VERSUS ALWAYS ON

The economy and the rise of social technology have brought about 
two major challenges for marketing and advertising. 

 � Consumers expect to have an ongoing conversation with a 
business.

J. Hallam, The Social Media Manifesto
© Jed Hallam 2013
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 � Campaign cycles and on/off media laydowns are going to 
have to be rethought—advertising has the opportunity to cre-
ate ideas that people talk about, share and dissect for months, 
if not years after the advertising spot has aired—just look at 
VCCP’s work with Compare The Market on the Compare The 
Meerkat campaign for how creative ideas can populate popu-
lar culture, and stay there for years. 

 � There are no defi nite start and fi nish points for ideas and 
conversations—once it is online, the idea takes on a life of 
its own and the agency and business have a responsibility to 
engage with how that idea develops and moves into different 
conversations—this often forces the brand to become more 
social and look at how the whole business operates in social 
space, because as the idea moves through different networks, 
people add further context to it—when Orange, the UK mobile 
telecommunications carrier launched Orange Wednesdays 
(a 2 for 1 cinema ticket scheme, on Wednesdays), it launched 
a Twitter feed to promote the idea, and it got a lot of trac-
tion online (it is a great deal, after all), but it also attracted 
customer service queries from Orange customers, which the 
business was not in a position to deal with (on Twitter)—
preparation is key.

 � If a great brand has a great idea and great products, great (and 
sustained) conversations will follow providing it is executed in 
the right way and the business is prepared.

 � Marketing budgets are being increasingly scrutinized in order 
to get the maximum return on investment.

As global economies continue to be in a weak position, consum-
ers are putting much more focus on minimizing risk in their pur-
chasing behavior, as such, businesses have to work much harder 
to acquire and retain customers. This obviously has a knock-on 
budget and all budgets come under much stronger scrutiny from 
the Chief Financial Offi cer (CFO). 

There is also the added pressure of many people in businesses 
believing that activity on social platforms is free and completely 
measurable—it is neither of these two things. The resource that 
has to go into engaging with your market online takes man hours, 
if not agency fees too, and unfortunately there are few business 
functions that provide perfect measurement of effectiveness. As we 
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discussed in the chapter 2 on embracing convergence, cheap sales 
tricks and snake oil salesmen in agencies have made our bed, but 
now we must lie in it.

As a result, we have to do more for less. We have to stretch crea-
tive work from 12-week cycles to 52-week cycles, communications 
planning has to be integrated across multiple platforms, and the 
effectiveness of our work is under more scrutiny than ever. 

So, once again, a combination of the economy and the increasing 
role of technology in consumers” lives means that another business 
function has to work harder, be more integrated and have a solid 
comprehension of the bigger business picture. 

INTEGRATED MARKETING

Integration in marketing communications planning can be diffi cult 
to achieve, especially when different agencies look after different 
channels and functions. However, a simple way of approaching 
integration is by breaking down the different types of media and 
understanding their roles in the marketing mix and how they over-
lap with one another, and then producing a comprehensive chan-
nel plan for how each individual channel interacts with the other 
channels in a complimentary, and more importantly, integrated 
way. By planning in this way, you increase the chance of an idea 
spreading through different networks, while also providing a cohe-
sive customer journey through the sales funnel; from awareness to 
engagement to conversion—giving the CFO a little more evidence 
for their cost/benefi t analysis.

While this approach is going to seem simplistic, it is intentionally 
so in order to force the strategy to sit over multiple types of media 
and retain the big picture, and by breaking down the different roles 
for different media, it also allows the business to distribute budg-
ets based on the importance of the role of each media too (again, 
hopefully pleasing the CFO).

Owned media

Owned media covers anything that the brand has full control 
over—so the website, or blog, would be classed as owned media, 
because the business controls the content that is published there, 
as well as moderating any conversations that occur on the media. 
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Owned media also covers most traditional advertising and market-
ing functions, such as television advertising, direct marketing and 
on-pack promotions. 

Owned media can be a powerful way to stimulate conversations 
by publishing interesting content and sign-posting other types of 
media—it is also a great place to drive people to eCommerce, use 
cookies to track behavior and serve up advertising at a later date, 
as well as capture data. 

The challenge, however, with owned media is that it is likely that 
your website or blog is not currently the hub of your communities” 
conversations, which are more likely to be taking place on earned 
media space—it can be incredibly diffi cult to try and migrate a 
community away from where it is comfortable, so that you can 
host the conversation. Built it and they will come over, thanks to 
social technology.

Earned media

Earned media is any space where the brand has little control over 
the conversation other than what it publishes itself in that space. 
Places like forums, Facebook, Twitter, and blogs are classed as 
earned media, as the business has to earn the right to be discussed 
in these places, and has little control over the conversations taking 
place other than what it publishes itself. Earned media is a great 
way to drive people into owned spaces—hopefully showcasing the 
great content that your brand has to offer the community.

There is also obvious cross-over between earned media and 
owned media, as a brand effectively “owns” its Twitter profi le, 
yet to stimulate conversations in that space it has to “earn” them 
through conversations that it has little control over. 

The downside to earned media is that when used on its own, you 
have very little control over who can speak to you—the intended 
content and conversations a brand wants to have are likely to be 
different from how they are received—intention versus reception is 
a diffi cult challenge in earned media.

Paid media

Paid media is self-explanatory—paid media is bought media in spaces 
that sell advertising space, or sponsored blog posts/ advertorials. 
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This could be in the form of banner advertising, sponsored links in 
search engine results or promotional content in a magazine. This 
type of media makes for a great way to target certain audiences 
online (by smart media buying, and testing), and the paid media 
can then be used to drive people into owned and earned media. The 
major challenge with paid media is trust in it has fallen, and the 
industry average conversion rates of banner advertising and PPC 
is incredibly low—which means that the media buyer has to work 
incredibly hard to drive the right people through paid media.

Once you have started to plan which type of media is going to be 
used for what function, you can begin to build a channel plan. A 
channel plan is a lot like an electronics schematic—it shows which 
components are connected to each other, and how the electricity 
(or conversations, in this case) move between different components 
(social platforms). 

The key to successful channel planning is matching the content 
you are planning to publish to the right platform, and ensuring 
that there is a clear call to action from one platform to the next, 
with mutual links between those platforms where it is appropriate 
(for example a linked video from a business’s YouTube page may 
push people toward the business’s website, but the website may 
also embed video content from the YouTube channel on its blog—
these are the types of consumer journeys that need to be planned 
properly if you are to keep the attention of the consumer). 

Now this is where it starts to get a little more complicated. To 
ensure your marketing communications is as focused as possible on 
delivering business results, try and plot your channel plan over the 
sales funnel. There are two benefi ts to doing this; the fi rst is that 
it becomes easy to trim down on unnecessary components of your 
plan, and the second aspect is that it then allows you to build a KPI 
framework around each of the three different stages of the funnel. 

(A quick caveat: while most sales funnels have four phases (usu-
ally awareness, interest, desire and action), I am a fi rm believer 
that there is a lot of crossover between awareness and interest, and 
interest and desire, so I usually use three phases instead.)

AWARENESS

 � How do you plan to stimulate awareness around your content 
or creative? 
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 � How do you plan on staggering content or creative so that the 
awareness phase acts as a taster for consumers and provides a 
clear call to action to click into the next phase of the funnel?

 � Which elements of owned, earned and paid media can act as 
attention grabbers in visible spaces? The types of components 
to consider (among a myriad of others) are

 � Banner advertising on popular forums
 �  Blogger relations to secure editorial coverage on infl uential 

blogs
 � YouTube video content introducing the content or creative
 � On-pack promotions

 � How do you plan on tracking traffi c into the next phase of the 
funnel?

ENGAGEMENT

 � Once you have captured the attention of your audience and 
they are into the next phase of the funnel, what are you going 
to offer them to stimulate conversations?

 � Where do you plan to engage with the consumer? Is it a Face-
book page for your business? Or could it be over email? How 
do you plan to amplify the engagement that will hopefully take 
place to raise awareness? 

 � How are you going to encourage people to share content with 
their networks?

 � Do you have a calendar for ongoing engagement?

CONVERSION

 � If it is possible, how do you plan to incentivize the conversion?
 � Which data would you suggest is captured?
 � What is the next phase of engagement?
 � Where does this conversion take place? It could be through 

Facebook, or your own eCommerce site—it might even be a 
third-party retailer.

Once you have started to think about marketing communications 
in this way, it provides real structure and focus to your strategy—
through clear objectives and a cohesive user journey from aware-
ness to conversion.
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THE EMOTIONAL VERSUS THE RATIONAL

People use social platforms for a variety of different reasons; from 
keeping up with old friends to fi nding new music—the social web 
is what you want to make of it, and there is a community for lit-
erally everyone. The motivations for people using certain social 
platforms usually fi t into one of two categories, based on the con-
tent, network and usage of the platform. Those two categories are 
emotional and rational. 

Emotional spaces

The term emotional space does not necessarily correspondent to a 
state of emotion, more so the mindset of the person while they are 
using that social technology. For instance, Facebook is often used as 
an emotional space, because people are looking to speak to friends, 
share updates about their life, and more often than not, people are 
looking to be entertained, rather than sold to. This usually indicates 
that emotional spaces are great for business to tell the story of their 
brand and provide brand-based content that is not focused on the 
hard sell. A great example of this is the Tippex YouTube takeover 
that launched in 2011—a simple concept using interactive video and 
simple creative, users could choose different words and the video con-
tent would display different scenarios. While this inevitably increased 
awareness, it was an idea that played purely to the emotional, enter-
tainment space, rather than driving a rational purchasing decision. 

Rational spaces

Rational spaces refer to the types of places that people visit online to 
ask questions and seek advice from peers (not necessarily friends). 
These are spaces like forums and blogs were content is often lead 
by opinion and insight, rather than lifestreaming (as is more com-
mon in emotional spaces), and these spaces are usually lead by 
the interest graph, rather than the social graph. These are great 
spaces for businesses to occupy in terms of providing straight for-
ward content, advice and demonstrating product benefi ts. Usually 
people are in the frame of mind to make a purchase, so this is the 
perfect time for a business to avoid brand storytelling and focus 
on providing information and support. A fantastic case study to 
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look at for this type of activity is BestBuy’s Twelpforce, where sales 
staff where given access to Twitter at work and encouraged to help 
people asking questions on the microblogging platform—the team 
currently responds to around 150 questions every day.

There are obvious outliers to this theory, businesses that manage 
to fi nd a careful balance between emotional and rational spaces and 
capture the attention of consumers at the perfect time. Businesses 
such as BlendTec is an incredible example of a business that managed 
to create entertaining content that had the rational product benefi ts 
at the core of the idea—the Will It Blend video series on YouTube has 
had nearly 200 million combined video views across its channel. 

While BlendTec is a great example of a business that has made 
a huge impact by combining emotional and rational content, most 
businesses cannot  achieve the same result, and this is down to the 
nature of their business. Understanding your business’s role in 
these two very different spaces takes time and research, but it can 
be massively fruitful and helps shape the your business and brand 
marketing communications, giving your content the maximum 
opportunity to raise awareness, drive engagement and ultimately 
drive conversions.

Now we have covered off integrated marketing communications 
using social technology, let us look at how you can incorporate differ-
ent aspects of social technology into the various marketing disciplines. 

PLANNING

The planning function of any marketing agency usually bases all 
of its strategy and planning on insights—these are traditionally 
derived from ethnographical studies, research groups and quanti-
tative research, but now with the new raft of Big Data available, 
planners and strategists have a new arsenal of insights to draw 
from when building a case for their work. Most planners will work 
from three types of insight; the market, the product/brand and the 
audience, and social research can add to all three of these—with 
usually more robust and reliable data than traditional research 
methods. I have picked apart some of the potential applications of 
research using social technology below.

 � The market (understanding what the competitor landscape 
looks like)
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 � What are people saying about your competitors online?
 � What is the share of voice between your competitors? Does 

this match with market share? If not, why might it not?
 � What sort of social activity do your competitors carry out in 

social spaces?
 � What is the context of conversations around your competitors?
 � What is the sentiment around the mentions of your  

competitors?
 � Where do these conversations take place?
 � What do your competitors’ reputations look like through 

search engine results?
 � What type of search terms are people using to search for your 

competitors with?
 � Has there been any spike in search engine queries over the last 

12 months for your competitors? If so, why?
 � Are there any examples of best practice within the competitor 

landscape?
 � The product/brand 

 �  What is the existing volume of conversation around the 
product/brand?

 �  Where do these conversations take place?
 �  What is the sentiment of these conversations?
 �  What is the context of these conversations?
 �  Within the competitor landscape, what is your business’s 

share of voice?
 �  What does your business’s reputation look like through 

search engine results?
 �  Has there been any spike in search engine queries for your 

brand over the last 12 months? If so, why?
 �  What existing activity is your business carrying out in 

social spaces? Is it successful?
 � The audience 

 �  What is the size of the volume of conversations around this 
category?

 �  Which social platforms does this audience use the most?
 �  What is their typical behavior online?
 �  What content/messaging are they receptive to?
 �  What sort of terms does this audience search for in relation 

to the category?
 �  Who are the infl uential voices in your category?
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This list is far from exhaustive, but gives a pretty accurate depic-
tion of the types of insights that planners and strategists can gather 
from social data when working with your business.

CREATIVE

The creative’s role is to turn insights and strategy into an idea that 
taps into social and cultural consciousness—which makes the social 
web an invaluable resource for fi nding grassroots cultural phenom-
ena that can be used as inspiration, or added to by the business to 
create something of social and cultural worth that translates well 
into existing behavior and interests. These types of phenomena are 
often called “memes,” and are micro-trends that circulate at rapid 
speed through networks of friends—either by email, text or social 
communication. A few years ago there was a series of adverts for 
a milkshake brand called Crusha that featured images of animals 
that had been animated in a lo-fi  way, singing the Crusha theme 
tune—this idea was originally born online years earlier and took 
off at incredible speed. The creative used in the advert ran for more 
than three years and had incredible cultural currency. 

The social web also opens up a number of new routes for crea-
tives; from the bespoke video response work of the Isaiah Mustafa 
in Old Spice Guy adverts, to GAP crowd-sourcing the redesign of 
its ill-fated new logo through social platforms. As mentioned in 
previous chapters, the new breed of creatives rising through the 
ranks of agencies are creating ideas that are media agnostic—they 
create ideas that people talk about, regardless of where they have 
seen them.

There is also a big opportunity for creatives to test new crea-
tive propositions using social technology too. Simple mechanisms 
like closed Facebook Groups, or password-protected forums allow 
creatives to invite core customers and infl uencers within the cat-
egory to review new propositions, giving honest feedback, but in 
an environment that ensures the new creative work is kept away 
from the masses while it is still being developed.

MEDIA BUYING

While the role that social technology can play in media buying is 
not immediately apparent, in my opinion, it has the potential to 
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be one of the strongest uses across the marketing mix. In its most 
simple incarnation, media buying is about purchasing media for 
advertising and marketing creative that is seen by the right target 
audience, at the right time.

There is also a massive opportunity to combine media buying 
with social media outreach and infl uencer engagement—this can be 
seen as a multifaceted approach to driving awareness, engagement, 
and conversion. By sharing knowledge between the two disciplines 
and creating an integrated strategy we can target earned and paid 
spaces with both rational and emotional messaging— creating a 
two-pronged approach to building trust and infl uence from an 
emotional  perspective, while also serving rational, product-driven 
advertising in paid media in the same space. Let us look at an 
example: a breakdown recovery service is looking for people in 
need expressing issues in social spaces where it can offer advice 
and guidance, the team fi nds a forum thread fi lled with people 
having a similar issue, so the team replies to the thread offering 
advice and a comprehensive solution to the problems people are 
experiencing. Meanwhile, the media department has been notifi ed 
that this engagement is taking place, so that it can then approach 
the forum owner about purchasing media space alongside the very 
same forum thread—by solving the problems and providing valu-
able advice the business is positioning itself as a reliable expert, 
while displayed next to the forum thread is a direct response ban-
ner advertisement offering discount breakdown cover from the 
same business. The customer journey writes itself on this one.

Media agencies are already experienced in using agile and A/B test-
ing and digital advertising, but there is also another opportunity for 
testing this type of paid media—using information from the owned 
and earned space to analyze consumer behavior and tastes to help 
shape the creative being used in the digital display adverts. By com-
bining these two sets of data, you can begin to build a really accurate 
picture of how communities behave online in relation to paid media—
micro-testing, tweaking creative slightly and allowing the brand to 
focus all of its resources on advertising that drives conversions.

THE WEBSITE

For many businesses, the humble website is their fi rst foray into the 
online world, we have seen websites take the transition from the 
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1990s “brouchure-ware” websites, to eCommerce, to micro-sites, 
and now, fi nally, forward thinking businesses have begun to build 
socially integrated business and brand hubs. The importance of 
this social integration cannot be underestimated, simple tweaks to 
existing technology can allow consumers to log in to your website 
through Facebook, or Twitter, at which point you can personal-
ize their whole experience, based on their social data (Netfl ix is 
a great example of this when it delivers messaging such as “Your 
friend Peter recently watched Arrested Development”—powerful 
personalization and peer recommendation). It goes much deeper 
than that though, using that social data, your business can begin to 
build stronger profi les of people visiting your website—from their 
behavior on the site to their social graph—but you must provide 
something in return for this, this is a value exchange that most 
savvy online consumers understand, “I’m giving you my data, in 
return for what?” If you offer something of value, then you can 
begin to pair social data with existing digital analytics and A/B 
testing to drive really powerful user behavior insights—all of which 
can then be fed back into the organization and be delivered to the 
Chief Data Offi cer.

Your website can also be used to add a lot of context to your 
business and enhance perceptions of expertise and  understanding—
simple additions such as a blog will allow your employees to show-
case their knowledge of the category that your business operates in, 
and by encouraging your businesses bloggers to engage in the com-
munity, you can start to improve the infl uence of your employees 
and awareness of your brands knowledge. If it is done in the right 
way, your website can become part of the community that is your 
market—for evidence of this, look at businesses like Cisco or IBM, 
both of which have developed extensive online infl uence and com-
munity involvement through allowing employees to publish blog 
posts on their main business website. 

The fi nal aspect that I believe that no businesses website should 
be without is a newsroom and media library. Not only for journal-
ists and the media but for anyone looking for information about 
your business—from simple boiler plates to video interviews with 
key staff, this type of content can add a lot of value to people’s 
perceptions of what your business stands for. In the next chapter, I 
will also explore the role that digital newsrooms can play in a crisis 
communications situation.
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SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION

Search engine optimization is the older brother of social technol-
ogy, with search engines preceding social technology by at least ten 
years, but there is a natural kinship between the two because of 
the way that search engines use social media in their search results. 
Google announced in 2010 that it was going to start giving pref-
erence to social media content in search results, as well as (when 
possible) displaying YouTube content on the fi rst page (remember 
that Google owns YouTube) and this has had a massive impact on 
the way that search engine optimization teams work, with many 
now carrying out blogger and infl uencer outreach as well as paid 
search activities too. 

So social technology obviously plays a huge role in search engine 
optimization—but there are additional ways in which search spe-
cialists can use data from social technologies. When news and 
trends break online, the fi rst place that they tend to break is on 
Twitter (and in the Chapter 4, I outlined how you can use this 
data)—now if your business wants to be truly agile and they have 
value to add to news or an emerging trend, one way to reach people 
is by buying pay-per-click (PPC) advertising on emerging terms—
we know that there is a correlation between emerging trends on 
rapid platforms like Twitter and increases in keyword search vol-
umes through Google—so if you can spot the trend, you can place 
the reactive PPC advertisement. 

From an organic search point of view, there is a lot of cross-
over between the public relations, marketing and search functions 
in terms of content creation—public relations seeds content with 
infl uencers, marketing produces content to distribute online and 
search produces content to impact on organic search—and in the 
majority of cases, this content is not shared between the different 
departments. However, if your business is to embrace this open 
culture, the fi rst step is getting departments that have obvious cross 
over to talk to each other and share departmental strategies— 
eradicating all-too-common situations like this.

IN-STORE MARKETING

Just because a consumer is in an offl ine store, does not mean that 
there is not a role for social technology. When consumers are in a 
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retail environment, sales and marketing staff have additional time 
to build relationships with consumers and make them aware of the 
digital aspects of the business.

Simple proximity and location promotions are a great place to 
start—you only have to look at the volume of bars and coffee shops 
that give away free products to the FourSquare Mayor of their retail 
store to realize the potential power of location-based social media 
marketing—in simple terms, to retain their Mayorship, people have to 
“check-in” to your store every time they are there, and every time they 
do this it alerts all of their network to their location. While FourSquare 
and Facebook Places may increase the chances of serendipitous meet-
ings, from the perspective of a business, it also generates peer review. 
If one of your close friends is repeatedly checking-in to a certain store 
or bar, it is going to pique your interest—at which point you are more 
likely to visit the store or bar to see why your friend spends so much 
time there, or at least talk to them about the store or bar.

As with almost all of the marketing disciplines, it is important 
to focus on providing a value exchange in return for this word of 
mouth and social data, but the potential rewards are high.

MOBILE

Along with experiential, mobile is one of the most exciting aspects 
of marketing (even though mobile can cross multiple business 
boundaries—from internal communications to customer retention) 
because it helps to demonstrate the converged world. More people 
have a mobile phone now than people have access to clean water; as 
depressing as this statistic is, it tells us that mobile is an incredibly 
powerful platform that cannot be ignored by businesses. There are 
numerous aspects of social technology that can help improve the 
mobile experience for people using the application or site—simple 
things like enabling people to sign in to the application using their 
social platform details (Twitter or Facebook are the most popu-
lar ways to do this), and allowing people to share content directly 
from the application with their social graphs. 

There are a few important lessons that we can learn from social 
platforms when it comes to mobile though.

 � Your mobile application must add value and not become a 
 me-too application—80 percent of iPhone applications are 
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used a single time and never used again, with branded applica-
tions suffering from this in particular.

 � Mobile is about here and now, and businesses should respect 
that—do not expect to build an attention-demanding appli-
cation that is full of sales promotion material and see usage 
beyond the fi rst 15 seconds.

Mobile should be an always on, hygiene factor that every brand 
understands—with more than 4 billion people with mobiles, 
and that technology increasing day by day, mobile is no longer 
a luxury—it is a necessity. And think beyond Apple, in fact think 
beyond the handheld device—think about tablets, think about peo-
ple without smartphones. Your mobile strategy should not really 
be a mobile strategy, it should be a mobility strategy—how your 
business can improve and enhance consumers’ experiences’ beyond 
the desktop computer, through technology. 

EXPERIENTIAL

Marketing campaigns that involve outdoor activity and events 
have always been fun to be involved in for the people actually 
attending the event, but with social technology we can now throw 
these events open to the world (or a select number of infl uencers, 
depending on the objectives of the event!). There are three ele-
ments of experiential activity that I feel social technology can add 
value to.

Live-streaming

Broadcasting your event live onto a social platform such as 
YouTube or Vimeo has been extremely popular with technol-
ogy businesses that have been launching new products or serv-
ices simultaneously in multiple countries over the few years—the 
actual event itself may only have a few key media from the 
host country in actual  attendance, but because the event is live-
streamed there is the opportunity for tens of thousands of infl u-
ential voices to witness the event. Some technology businesses 
even go as far to send full press packs to people watching the 
live-stream from home so that they feel like they are at the actual 
event. Of course, sometimes you would like your event to be 
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kept to a select number of people—for which you can provide 
login details to a protected live-stream—reaching the right peo-
ple across the world, but not exposing anything that is still to be 
launched to a mass audience. 

The best example of a business using this type of technology, 
for me, comes from the premium Vodka brand Smirnoff. In 2011 
Smirnoff launched The Smirnoff Nightlife Exchange Project. 
The premise of the project was simple, but executed fantasti-
cally well. Smirnoff wanted to give the best nightlife experiences 
from around the world to people in different cities, so in addi-
tion to recreating different cultural nightlives in different cit-
ies (Miami came to London, Italy went to Australia)—it would 
also  live-stream the whole event, one city after another, allowing 
anyone around the world to witness the event and experience 
the idea. 

Widening out invitations to online infl uencers

It is now widely accepted that many online writers carry as much, 
if not more, infl uence than many of traditional journalists. From 
Gawker to ShinyShiny, many of these online organizations’ reader-
ships eclipse those of many of the UK’s national newspapers. With 
this in mind, bloggers are increasingly being invited as key media 
to brand and business events—from roundtable discussions with 
the CEO of a business to London Fashion Week, online infl uencers 
are everywhere, and they are writing about it prolifi cally too, but 
not just for their magazine, also for the personal networks, using 
services like Instagram, Twitter and Vimeo to document their expe-
riences, to be shared with millions of people online. If you are not 
inviting online infl uencers to your events, you are missing out on a 
huge opportunity.

Random acts of kindness

Experiential marketing activities are not only limited to events, 
and a rising trend over the last few years has been using social 
data to provide people with random acts of kindness. The sim-
plest use of RAK is for a business to use social data to fi nd some-
one (either a customer or not) who is having a bad day, or who 
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deserves rewarding (for whatever reason)—the business then deliv-
ers that reward, out of the blue. One of the best examples of this 
type of activity was from Stella, when it launched its new cider 
brand, Cidre, in the UK. The marketing team located infl uential 
FourSquare mayors across the city of London and delivered crates 
of Cidre to them— however, the delivery was not just any old DHL 
delivery, the character from the television advertising hand deliv-
ered the crates in full costume and character. This is powerful mar-
keting that merges online and offl ine, and generates a huge volume 
of word of mouth. Great work from Stella.

CONCLUSION

One of the core tenets to this book is the convergence between 
the offl ine and online worlds, and in few places is it best demon-
strated than experiential marketing. From Instagram photography 
competitions, to live-streaming of product launches, experiential 
marketing is in a great place to demonstrate the power of our new, 
converged world. 

The way in which we market our business, products and serv-
ices has not changed fundamentally, but the additional access that 
we have to data through social technology has started to alter the 
way in which we view marketing. Remember Mr. Wanamaker’s 
quote about advertising? “Half the money I spend on advertising is 
wasted; the trouble is I don’t know which half.” Social data means 
that we can minimize the wasted money, we can narrow down on 
our target audience, we can test propositions and creative before 
we launch it into a mass market, and we can involve more people 
in what we do. 

As you can see from this chapter, there are few disciplines within 
marketing that are not going to see a positive impact from your 
business becoming social—everything else aside, having each 
department talking to each other more frequently will make a mas-
sive impact. The idea of integration within marketing has been 
a hot topic for years, coming in and going out of business fash-
ion, but regardless of fashion, it is important that each discipline 
understands what the wider department is doing—without this, all 
effort is going to be counter-intuitive to achieving core business 
objectives.
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There are fi ve fundamental rules that the marketing department 
in a social business should follow:

1. Put integration at the heart of every strategy
 Consumers do not see the departments of your business, they 

do not view your brand as a series of different teams, rather 
they see a whole brand, and your marketing has to overcome 
the complexity of organizational structure and communica-
tions to present a single brand. Integrating owned, earned, 
and paid media will help to present this notion of a single 
brand entity, enhance the consumer journey from awareness, 
engagement and on to conversion, and ultimately give your 
brand a much stronger chance of making sales using social 
platforms.

2. Understand how to use social data
 The role of social data in business is massive, it is a factor 

in every chapter in this book and for strategy and market-
ing communication planning it is equally as important, if not 
more important. Understanding the possibilities (and limita-
tions) of what sort and scale of data that can be gathered from 
social technology is going to seriously bolster business, brand, 
competitor, and audience insights in a way that your planning 
department has never seen before. Raw, unadulterated data, 
direct from your market.

3. Stay close to your audience
 One of the fundamental reasons for your business becoming 

a social business is that it can be more reactive and agile to 
consumers; if your marketing department can do this too, it 
sends out a strong signal to your customers, competitors, and 
employees that your business is listening to the market, and 
reacting accordingly.

4. Use social technology to widen participation in your 
business

 Every business has internal experts, people with decades of 
experience of working within the industry, people who know 
your business’s products and services inside out, but these peo-
ple exist outside of your business too, and if you can involve 
them and make them feel part of the fabric of your business, 
they can become very powerful advocates.
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5. Talk about your products and your brand story at the right 
time

 It is arrogant to think that social media is just about businesses 
selling products. It is not. It is, however, about old friends con-
necting, about learning new information, about seeing the far 
reaches of the globe from your lounge. Your marketing depart-
ment needs to take time to learn about your market, their 
behavior and how they use certain social platforms so that it 
can convey the right type of message at the right time. 

Follow these fi ve rules and your marketing department should 
see some short-term wins, live by these rules and your marketing 
 department will help your whole business to become more social.
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CHAPTER 8

Public Relations

Public relations departments and agencies were, arguably, the fi rst 
business department to really “get” social media—with early work 
from the likes of Edelman and Marriott Hotels taking place in 
2004/2005. One of the reasons I think this happened is that public 
relations practitioners focus on two things;

 � Creating ideas that get people talking (such as press stunts and 
crafting stories from dry statistics).

 � Shaping public opinion.

Now, in my opinion (in the old world), these two things fi t perfectly 
with social media. Good ideas are shared quickly between people 
because technology enables fast sharing (the KONY video hit 120 
million views in less than 48 hours) and public relations practition-
ers have direct access to the people that they are trying to reach 
through the traditional media. However, this has been  massively 
abused over the last fi ve years; from astroturfi ng to reputation 
band-aids on Wikipedia and mass email mailouts to bloggers. 
Social media quickly became used as a “quick fi x” with tangible 
(but empty) metrics that could be reported back to the brand. 

However, I believe that there is a huge opportunity for those 
with public relations skills to work alongside other disciplines to 
create ideas for businesses and brands that are based on things that 
people are interested in—traditionally public relations is a sink or 
swim industry for creative ideas, either the journalist likes the idea 
or they do not, so public relations practitioners have to understand 
their audience inherently, crafting an approach that is almost guar-
anteed to capture the interest of the journalist. This approach lends 
itself incredibly well to this new world; understanding the audi-
ence, crafting ideas that people are going to be interested in; this is 
the sort of collaborative, research driven approach that fi ts in the 
new world. 

J. Hallam, The Social Media Manifesto
© Jed Hallam 2013
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One of the great modern public relations practitioners (and my 
mentor), the late Mark Hanson, drew a diagram for me early in 
my career, he drew it on the back of scrap paper that I still carry 
with me to this day, it was a simple diagram, but explained the shift 
that the public relations industry has gone through over the last 15 
years perfectly. 

Since the early 1900s, public relations practitioners have gone 
through the following process to infl uence the public (Figure 5).

Business Influencer* Audience

(*traditionally a journalist)

Figure 5 A traditional communications fl ow

Business

Influencer*

Influencer*

Influencer*

Audience

Audience

Audience

(*this could now be anyone)

Figure 6 A modernised communications fl ow

Yet with the increasing accessibility of technology giving every-
one and anyone a voice, this process has changed (Figure 6).

It is a simple diagram, but yet so many public relations profes-
sionals fail to grasp that the concept of who is “the media” has 
changed. Public relations has undergone a huge shift over the last 
fi ve years as businesses have started to fi nally broaden out their 
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defi nition of who constitutes to an infl uencer—with launch events 
now fl ooded with a mixture of the mainstream media and niche 
bloggers. This is for the reasons highlighted in Figure 6: (1) the 
mainstream media has started to use social media increasingly to 
research stories and features, often fi nding content on niche blogs 
and forums and building on that information to build stories, (2) 
bloggers are often involved in high-profi le leaks on new product 
launches, usually because they have direct access to someone within 
the business and few respect corporate secrecy (why should they?), 
and fi nally (3) online media have a massive infl uence online, not 
just through readership, but also through search—search playing a 
huge role in the customer journey.

There is, however, a major challenge. In general, public relations 
does not currently have a seat at board level and the agency is 
often briefed on work after the advertising or media agency has 
produced the idea, so being so far downstream from where the 
strategic decisions are made makes it diffi cult for public relations 
people to have the impact they deserve. I speak from experience, as 
my career started in public relations and one thing that I can con-
fi dently say having moved into the advertising industry is that the 
different marketing disciplines need people with public relations 
experience to work alongside existing teams to ensure that ideas 
are going to stimulate conversations, that they will be talked about 
in bars and that people will sustain interest in them after the media 
lay down has fi nished. 

What follows is a breakdown of how social technology can be 
used across different parts of the public relations function, explor-
ing the changing role of the public relations practitioner and how 
social technology is having an impact on the everyday role of the 
public relations professional.

MODERN MEDIA RELATIONS

Over the last 20 years the role of the journalist has fundamentally 
changed—from the way in which news is reported, to the volume 
of work expected to be produced—and technology has played a 
major role in this. The workload has increased, the headcount has 
fallen, and journalists working in today’s newsrooms are expected 
to include different media in their work, so that articles can be 
published immediately online. This increase in pressure has been 
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paralleled by a rise in “citizen journalists”—everyday people armed 
with an Internet connection and an opinion.

Many people over the last fi ve years have called time on media 
relations, declaring that “citizen journalism” has overtaken the role 
of the traditional journalist—now, in my opinion, this is looking at 
media relations and the infl uence that the media hold the wrong 
way. The way in which news breaks has fundamentally changed, 
we just have to look at the way in which the Egyptian riots were 
reported in 2011 (with an almost complete media blackout in Egypt 
and a ban on foreign media reporting from the scene of the riots, 
the only way in which we knew that it was happening was through 
citizens capturing videos and uploading them to YouTube and peo-
ple using proxies to access Twitter and distribute short messages 
about what was happening). However, I would argue that the role 
of the professional journalist (those that are trained, regulated and 
balanced in their opinions) still hold a core position in society and 
have a responsibility to add context to news, to explore the differ-
ent aspects of stories and to add information that citizen journalists 
may not possess to provide the full story. In our role as consum-
ers of news, we need to be presented with the facts, and in far 
too many cases citizen journalists report from an incredibly biased 
position—they are not held to account, so how can the public rela-
tions function of a social business work with a modern journalist? 
As it always has, it comes down to understanding the needs and 
pressures of the journalist you are interested in talking to. 

It is not only businesses that have seen the impact of Big Data, the 
way in which journalists source stories has also changed—with data 
from social and digital sources now playing a major role in the news 
agenda. From tweets being read out on the evening news, to journal-
ists using search trends to predict potential high traffi c stories for the 
newspapers website—social data has fl ooded into the newsrooms, so 
much so many national newspaper newsrooms now display their own 
online data above the news desks. So, how can the public relations 
function of your business adapt to this modern media landscape?

Well, gone are the days when a press release in an email with a 
photograph attached would suffi ce, with journalists now expected 
to provide multiple media types (videos, numerous photos for gal-
leries, live chats with spokespeople, links to social platforms, info-
graphics, data, the list goes on) it is incredibly important for the 
public relations department to “package” news in a different way. 
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The art of public relations is now fi nding itself surrounded by 
people in lab coats with spreadsheets.

Working with the media has always involved understanding the 
journalist and know what they are interested in writing about, 
so your public relations team now has to start using the same 
techniques that modern journalists do to fi nd stories—watching 
for breaking trends, using RSS feeds from “feeder sources” (the 
sources that infl uence the media, such as the Guido Fawkes blog), 
and analyzing search behaviors to see what sort of topics are pick-
ing up steam. All of this allows the public relations department to 
spot the same stories that the media are spotting, and then quickly 
analyze where your business might be able to add value. 

One of the other major benefi ts that social technology has 
brought into the public relations department is the ability to forge 
stronger relationships with journalists and connect with them 
more frequently and less formally. When I started my fi rst role in 
marketing, it was in a public relations department, and I joined 
just as Twitter launched. Intrigued by hearing people talk about 
the service, I joined and started to “follow” a few journalists that 
I read regularly, and a few that I thought would be interesting from 
a professional perspective. Before long I was talking regularly with 
national newspaper journalists about everything from music that 
we had a shared interest in (electronica, if you would like to know) 
to what was in the news that day. This type of regular contact helps 
you to build relationships quickly with journalists and understand 
what makes them tick—I was six months into my fi rst job and my 
contacts list contained dozens of journalists from each of the UK’s 
national media! 

In today’s modernized media landscape, there are two things 
that are important; packaging up your news story as comprehen-
sively as possible with as much detail and media as you can, and 
using Big Data to understand what sort of stories might be hitting 
the news agenda soon.

BLOGGER RELATIONS

So, as previously mentioned, alongside the changing role of jour-
nalists through technology, we have also seen the rise of infl uenc-
ers online, building audiences, writing regularly, and breaking big 
news stories. These people are bloggers. What started as a term 
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to depict an online journal (which is why posts are mostly stored 
chronologically) has become a new form of media outlet—from 
Gawker and CNET to niche music blogs and photoblogs, bloggers 
are becoming media stars in their own right. One of the world’s 
most visited blogs, The Huffi ngton Post, was bought by AOL in 
2011 and regularly exceeds 30 million unique readers a month—
making it and thousands of other blogs incredibly infl uential (and 
this is without taking into account the effect that they have on 
search engine results). So, how does your business engage with this 
new type of media?

Well, blogger relations has many similarities to media relations—
you need to understand the author, what interests them, what they 
are likely to write about, and what value the information about 
your business or products can add to their post. There are hun-
dreds of examples of blogger relations done well, as well as done 
very badly; for best practice, see the Marmarati campaign that the 
agency We Are Social carried out in 2009. 

I have been involved in more than 50 blogger relations projects 
over the last six years, and hopefully some of the things that I have 
got right (and got wrong) can help your public relations department 
to successfully engage with bloggers. However, a brief caveat, blog-
gers are not regulated media and reactions to a business attempting to 
engage with a blogger can vary, depending on lots of different factors. 

Blogger relations: A simple guide

 � Identify the role that you feel blogger relations should play in 
your overall marketing and public relations strategy—is your 
objective to raise awareness by generating a large volume of 
coverage, or is your objective to select a few choice infl uencers 
to seed stories with that you know will then spread to offl ine 
media? Clearly defi ned objectives are the bedrock of any suc-
cessful strategy.

 � Identify the bloggers that you think will be interested in the 
content that you have—this can be done through simple 
Google searches around the category that your business oper-
ates in, or through a more sophisticated social media tool such 
as BrandWatch.

 � Research each blogger thoroughly. Just because they have pub-
lished content before, does not mean that they are going to 
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publish the same sort of content again. You need to understand 
how they write, what they care about, if they are receptive to 
engagement from businesses and what they are like personally.

 � Craft individual emails to each blogger—none of this “Dear 
Bloggers” activity, as that is sure to get your email deleted.

 � Speak to the blogger in a professional, yet informal tone—give 
up some details about yourself, build a relationship.

In addition to the guide above, there are a few basic rules that will 
help your public relations department avoid run-ins with bloggers.

 � Always research the blogger that you are planning on 
speaking to.

 � Explain who you are, where you work, and why you are get-
ting in touch up front—do not hide it at the end of the email.

 � Never treat a blogger like a second-class media citizen—they 
are likely to have a much bigger infl uence on your market than 
you think.

 � Never mass mail bloggers, or mail merge, or copy and paste 
emails—bloggers talk to each other, and they will fi nd out and 
then laugh at you (and probably publicly).

 � Avoid attachments like the plague.
 � Like in media relations, encapsulate the whole email in the fi rst 

few sentences—infl uential bloggers get between 100 and 500 
emails everyday.

Blogger relations can be incredibly benefi cial to your business; from 
the point of view of building a relationship with someone infl uen-
tial, to reaching a large audience that is your target market, to blog 
posts appearing search engine results when your market Googles 
you. If you get blogger relations right, it can produce a fruitful and 
meaningful relationship for the long term. 

UNDERSTANDING NEWS FLOW ONLINE

Once your public relations department has become a little more 
comfortable engaging with online infl uencers, we can start to apply 
a little bit more science to the art. News travels incredibly quickly 
online, through a combination of relationships between bloggers, 
RSS readers, Twitter and links between blogs, news can spread in 
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a matter of minutes. The effect that this hyper-connectivity has on 
business can be both benefi cial (when you have good news that is 
interesting) and harmful (say a product leak, or a crisis situation), 
so gaining a better understanding of how news travels through 
your online community can be incredibly useful. 

As mentioned in previous chapters, understanding networks is 
absolutely key for a social business. We have previously looked at 
how information moves in, around, and outside of your business, 
but how does information move around between the infl uencers 
in your industry? The same principles apply—if you can track and 
analyze the social data that surrounds the network, you can begin 
to form a much more comprehensive understanding of how the 
dynamics work, giving a much clearer indication of where new 
information usually comes from, how it spreads, how it reaches 
critical mass, and how it then spreads across the whole network. 

At my previous agency, I used to work with a technology com-
pany that often suffered from product leaks early on in the research 
and development stage that made announcements and launches 
stunted in nature, because most people already knew all of the 
details before the product had actually been fi nalized and launched, 
so I developed a simple system for tracking how news spread across 
the web using a combination of freely available social data, manual 
analysis and my relationships with the community. The system was 
basic, but helped to both visualize and understand how informa-
tion passed from one blogger to another, and it (usually) helped 
identify where the information originated. The system was far from 
perfect, but after running a series of sample tests, it became quite 
useful. Outlined below is the process that I developed to track the 
spread of information across online media.

 � Identify a unique keyword that would most certainly feature 
in all blog posts (or at least series of keywords that are in 
direct relation to the story)—in my experience, this was a new 
 product name.

 � Use Google to collect all of the content that has been published 
with this keyword in, across a certain timeframe (this is based 
on how long ago the story broke).

 � Use a free data scraping tool to pull all of the search results 
into a spreadsheet—the data scraper should be calibrated to 
create a separate fi eld for the “date published” data.
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 � Sort the spreadsheet by the “date published” fi eld—this should 
reveal the original source, however it is important to manually 
check this by checking the content to see if there are any other 
sources attributed to the post.

 � Then, using a simple script that a programmer can easily create, 
you need to analyze each of the blogs for outbound links— 
creating another spreadsheet that lists which of the blogs that 
covered the news story link to each other, and which other blogs 
(that did not publish content on the story) they link to as well. 

 � You can then use a free program like Gephi to turn this spread-
sheet into a network graph and see exactly how the news spread 
from one blog to another, and where it is likely to spread to 
next.

Once you have run this as a trial across a sample of four or fi ve sto-
ries, you can begin to build a feasibly accurate picture of how news 
spreads within you industry, and how regularly starts the spread of 
news, which is massively useful in terms of controlling links and 
fi nding infl uential people to start to build relationships with.

INVESTOR RELATIONS

Investor relations can be diffi cult to maintain unless your business 
is a huge corporation, but social technology enables your business 
to distribute key information about the organization regularly and 
informally (in co-ordination with the more formal aspects of inves-
tor relations). However, the most interesting aspect of maintaining 
a dialogue with investors through social technology is the level of 
additional information and context that you can provide. 

From live-streaming of investor conferences through social tech-
nology, to daily updates on business performance through a closed 
social network, you can bring your business’s benefactors closer 
into the organization and make them feel like they have much more 
visibility (if they choose so) on how the business operates. There is 
also the opportunity to use social technology to source ideas from 
investors, who may want much more hands on involvement in the 
direction of the business, by setting up weekly surgeries with inves-
tors (either on a one to one basis, or as a group).

The most important thing is to understand how involved your 
investors want to be, and what the most convenient method of 
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communication is with which to speak to them, but the opportu-
nity to help investors feel closer to the business should be exciting 
for any social business.

MAKING INFORMATION PUBLIC

Once your public relations team has started engaging with blog-
gers, your team is going to fi nd an increasing number of requests 
for information coming into the department, a simple way to deal 
with this is to create a section on the website that houses a library 
of content that people can access, and that appears in search results 
when people Google your brand. This reduces the amount of time 
that the department has to spend sourcing images, shooting videos 
and fi nding out information about the business to then distribute 
to people interested in the company (and potentially interested in 
writing about the business and its products). 

Your public relations department may already have a library of 
content stored offl ine, for journalist enquiries, or even a newsroom 
hosted on the website, but the important part of having this infor-
mation is allowing people to freely access it, including the public. 

SPIN, TRANSPARENCY AND WIKIPEDIA

Public relations professionals have, for a long time now, had a rep-
utation of “spinning” the truth and hiding negative aspects of news 
to help avoid them being aired publicly, this is partly down to the 
history of the industry, partly down to politics, and partly down 
to the industry having a dark side where a few unscrupulous agen-
cies lurk in the shadows. However, the rise in social platforms has 
also seen an increase in whistleblowers and the audience for their 
content—making spin a dangerous prospect for any business—
especially when your own employees could be potentially leaking 
information on social platforms (either intentionally, or uninten-
tionally). In my opinion, spin and the “massaging” of news indi-
cates that there are more important issues that need to be addressed 
inside your business before you can become a social, open business. 

“Openness” is about transparency, breaking down the walls of your 
business and inviting people in, even the media. The age of corporate 
secrecy is over, just check Wikileaks and see for yourself. This, how-
ever, is a good thing, and this type of radical transparency should be 
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embraced—if you have cleaned out your corporate closet, so to speak, 
then people (whether they are media, online infl uencers or employees) 
are not going to fi nd anything worth blowing the whistle on. 

As a side note, and before I move on using social technology 
to help support reputation management, I would like to quickly 
talk about Wikipedia, as many businesses still see the site as an 
opportunity to “shape” perceptions of their organization. While 
Wikipedia is incredibly visible (when there is a Wikipedia entry for 
the search term you have just typed into Google, Wikipedia is usu-
ally in the top four results) and people around the world (rightly or 
wrongly) use it as a source for accurate and unbiased information; 
you must realize that Wikipedia is a community-driven project, 
with thousands of editors and hundreds of thousands of contribu-
tors all over the world working together to provide accurate infor-
mation on all many of subjects—it is not a place for corporate 
speak, spin or squabbles. Your public relations department should 
defi nitely have an eye on the site, but they must not create entries 
on behalf of your business, edit pages under pseudonyms, or try to 
mislead people by removing or editing certain sections of entries. 
The one thing that they must absolutely do is read the rules and 
regulations for the site—there have been countless stories in the 
media of businesses being caught breaking the rules and then pub-
licly ousted for their troubles—if you have an issue with the con-
tent on a Wikipedia page that relates to your business or products, 
contact an editor and discuss it with them directly. 

REPUTATION MANAGEMENT

In a world where everyone can have a voice (and an immediate, 
trusting network of friends and peers), the reputation of your 
business can be incredibly diffi cult to manage—especially if your 
 business is in the wrong, or when there are misconceptions about 
your business that have been left unresolved. However, fi rst of all 
it is important to distinguish the type of source of any issue, as 
it may not be something that is appropriate for the public rela-
tions department of your business to try to resolve, and it may be 
an issue that can be resolved by the customer service department 
much more effectively. 

One of the fi rst steps to understanding how to deal with reputa-
tion management is creating a decision tree based on certain factors 
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that will help determine which department within your business 
is best equipped to deal with the issue—so a planning meeting is 
needed with the following departments to discuss the process for 
resolving these types of issues:

 � Customer service—most likely the issue has started from a neg-
ative customer experience.

 � Human resources—the issue may have arisen from an employee 
or ex-employee.

 � Marketing—the issue may be an issue with the brand or busi-
ness marketing function.

Once this decision tree has been agreed, the next factor to take 
into account with reputation management is the short-term and 
long-term effects of a negative online reputation. Most frequently 
these issues are expressed on blogs or forums (which are present 
in search engine results pages), or Twitter (which is not present in 
search engine results pages)—while negative comments on Twitter 
may spread quickly and reach a large volume of people, within 
days the comments have all but disappeared and the furore will 
have died down, blogs and forums, however, have a much longer-
term impact on brand reputation. With something as sensitive as 
reputation, the most important factor is resolving the issue fi rst, 
and then trying to ensure that the issue either fades away, away 
from sight of potential new customers, or that it is resolved in a 
very public way, so that if a new customer was to fi nd the content, 
they would also fi nd that the business has resolved the problem 
quickly and appropriately. 

The most important part of reputation management in social 
spaces is either response or resolution—where the business has 
been misrepresented, a response may be necessary, depending on 
the situation, where there is someone who feels genuinely wronged, 
a timely resolution is necessary. 

Reputation management in a negative situation can be incredibly 
diffi cult to deal with as it requires multiple departments to work in 
tandem to resolve the issue, but again, one of the main motivations 
for becoming a social business is so that this sort of collaboration 
can happen without barriers. As discussed in previous chapters, 
your business no longer operates within the four walls of your 
headquarters and there are both employees and consumers who 
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can help to provide balance in the case of your business being mis-
represented online—you just have to have an understanding of the 
network dynamics and the relationships to empower ambassadors.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Corporate social responsibility has developed over the last ten years 
from being an exercise in public relations to an absolute necessity 
for almost any business, due partly to lobbying from action groups, 
and partly due to businesses having to demonstrate that they have 
a positive role in society aside from providing jobs and paying 
taxes. We are currently in the age of the ethically conscious busi-
ness and the rise in access to technology now means that consum-
ers can fi nd out more information about your business than ever 
before—so creating fl imsy corporate social responsibility projects 
that project vanity, rather than ethical mindedness, are increasingly 
being exposed both online and in the mainstream media. 

It is important for the leadership team in your business to recog-
nize the risks involved to your corporate reputation if you choose to 
ignore the importance of corporate social responsibility. However, 
if your business can prove the value of its role in society and align 
its behavior with the expectation set by a variety of different stake-
holders, from customers and industry infl uencers, to the govern-
ment and your business’s investors, and communicate this clearly, 
it can become the best practice example for the industry and earn 
the stakeholder trust and reputational benefi ts that go with it.

There are a number of ways in which your business can use social 
technologies to help achieve this, from using social platforms to 
share information about your activity as socially responsible organ-
ization to engaging in conversations with infl uencers from a variety 
of backgrounds to help to shape government policy, encourage col-
laboration and enhance organizational transparency—bringing the 
walls down on your business.

CREATING AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO 
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

The leadership and public relations departments will, undoubtedly, 
already have plenty of information on the corporate issues that 
face your business—as part of both departments role, they have to 
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be prepared for the business to be interrogated by the media, action 
groups and regulatory bodies—and this is a great place to start to 
begin to build a picture of the types of issues that surround your 
business, as well as being able to use this information to create a 
corporate social responsibility strategy for how your business plans 
to either resolve these issues or help demonstrate the value that it 
adds to society. 

Using this information as a foundation, your business can then 
launch an online research project to determine the issues that the 
market believes face your business from a social or ethical point 
of view, establish an understanding of which action groups have 
identifi ed your business as lacking a corporate social responsibil-
ity, and identify potential partners and infl uential voices that you 
can work alongside to resolve any potential issues and demonstrate 
your business’s social conscience. 

This research project should look to determine the following 
information:

 � What do consumers associate with your business at a corpo-
rate level?

 � How do online infl uencers perceive your business at a corpo-
rate level?

 � What is the volume of conversation around your business at a 
corporate level?

 � Are your existing corporate social responsibility activities 
viewed as a success? What is the current sentiment around 
these conversations?

 � Who infl uences the conversation around corporate social 
responsibility in your sector? What size audience do they have?

 � What corporate social responsibility practices are your compet-
itors currently employing? Do they involve social technology?

 � What key themes emerge from corporate social responsibility 
conversations in general? What is currently in the corporate 
social responsibility zeitgeist?

 � Which organizations are currently demonstrating best practice 
in integrated corporate social responsibility?

The fi nal report will then provide support in establishing the objec-
tives and basic foundations for your business’s integrated corpo-
rate social responsibility strategy.
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CRISIS COMMUNICATIONS

We have already briefl y touched on the “social media crisis” in pre-
vious chapters, but let us now look at the wider context for crisis 
communications and how social technology can be used to both 
react to issues, and manage those issues with sensitivity. Crises can 
arise from offl ine or online situations, but both can have poten-
tially devastating effects on your business’s reputation (especially 
in search, as outlined above), so understanding how social tech-
nology can help to keep things under control and calm a potential 
crisis situation is critical to a business’s reputation. 

Many of the processes that I have outlined in this chapter can 
help to stem a crisis situation; from having strong relationships 
with your market and the infl uencers within it (both old and new 
media) to understanding how news spreads across the community; 
all of these play a role in understanding how to control and man-
age a crisis situation that spreads to online media. 

There are a few hygiene factors that we must clear up before 
getting into the actually process for managing a crisis. There are 
certain things that have to be created or set up in order to (1) be 
alerted to a potential crisis, and (2) understand who needs to be 
involved in the management process. The following are absolutely 
mandatory for any social business:

 � A combination of social media monitoring tools that collect 
data in real time and have the ability to report (either via email 
or text message) spikes in mentions or combinations of cer-
tain keywords being used—this is a way of creating a sort of 
Google Alerts of steroids system.

 � An escalation chart to understand the process and people that 
need to be involved in the event of an issue arising—this needs 
to be as lean as possible, as time is always of the essence in 
these situations.

 � A series of FAQ and Q&A documents that have been devel-
oped from the same traditional public relations documents, 
but that have been tailored to an online audience.

 � You must have a relationship with a number of infl uencers 
within your industry.

 � A place for your brand to publish content that can then be 
linked to from third-party platforms.
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Once these have all been created and put in place, your business 
is in a much stronger position to manage a crisis that spreads to 
online media. The process for identifying a potential social media 
crisis is as follows:

 � Potentially negative content is fl agged by your media or social 
media monitoring service, and immediately sent to a nomi-
nated member of the public relations department.

 � The content is then analyzed through a number of different 
factors:

 � Where does the content fi t on a scale of negativity?
 � What is the reach of the publisher?
 �  What infl uence is the content likely to have on search 

engine results around your brand?
 � Is there an appropriate response from the business?

 � Does the business have any relationships with infl uencers who 
may be able to help to defend the business?

 � The public relations team then identifi es the most appropriate 
owned media on which to publish a response.

 � Content is drafted, approved and then published—with the 
infl uencers your business have relationships with then hope-
fully linking to that content.

 � The situation is then very closely and carefully monitored.

There are no templates for managing a crisis through social media, 
but I have employed the process outlined above numerous times 
in situations of various levels of crisis. The most important thing 
to understand is tone of voice; if your business is in the wrong, be 
humble, if your business is being unfairly accused, be respectful 
but fi rm.

CONCLUSION

By this point you are going to be either terrifi ed about the public 
relations aspect of social business or excited. I personally hope that 
it is the latter. Having started my career in public relations, I know 
how daunting conversations with people that infl uence your whole 
market can be, but I also quickly realized that once you can iden-
tify the types of content and conversations that those infl uencers 
(either online or offl ine) are interested in, it becomes a much more 
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mutually benefi cial relationship. One of the main things to avoid 
as a social business is being worried about reputation management 
and crisis communications—both have bad press because of a few 
overblown case studies where brands have taken a beating online, 
but so long as your business is prepared (or at least as prepared 
as it can be) and it is adhering to the principles laid out through 
this whole book (remember how many times I have reiterated the 
importance of being open and honest as a business—this is why) 
then your business should hold steady whatever issues arise. 

The main point to take from this chapter is that there has been 
a shift in the types of media that infl uence your market—the tradi-
tional media is still incredibly important and valuable to businesses, 
it is just that social technology also adds in additional infl uencers 
to that group, as well as adding social data in that then drives the 
media agenda. 

Hopefully by now you will be starting to understand why 
becoming a social business and understanding social data is so 
important—when Big Data is effectively driving the national news 
agenda, and tweets are being read out on the evening news, it is 
time to look at the converged world and fi gure out how your busi-
ness can be part of it.
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CHAPTER 9

Sales

There are, frankly, too many bad examples of businesses trying to 
use social technology to sell products directly to consumers. From 
small businesses looking to make a quick buck and an easy sale, to 
massive businesses with an old-school and hard-sell sales team—
most social platforms now have their fare share of the Internet’s 
equivalent of the door-to-door salesman. However, in keeping with 
convergence, these sales people are bad sales people offl ine as well 
as online, and those that are the opposite can sell incredibly well by 
building trust and infl uence within relevant communities. 

Your sales force need to become part business ambassador, 
part expert in their fi eld and part customer relationship manager. 
Online communities react well to people that know their indus-
try and products inside out, and a large element of building trust 
with these communities is adding value. This value could come 
in the form of free advice, or a product trial, but the most impor-
tant thing is building trust. Once members of your sale force have 
started to build a reputation for being reliable and honest, that is 
when referrals and sales will begin. This is not necessarily a direct 
sales relationship, but a way into a peer-recommendation—which 
we know from research is more powerful than a direct approach. 

In my experience, there are two approaches to sales through 
social technology:

REACTIVE SALES

With millions of conversations taking place on social platforms 
every day, many of these mention brands, products and services 
directly—people looking for the best deal, advice, or additional 
information surrounding the product or service. These people are 
actively seeking help, not necessarily an immediate purchase, but 
they are already at the top of the sales funnel. If you sales force 
can fi nd these people (more details to follow), they can provide 
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assistance and advice that will help guide people toward the right 
purchase. It is important that your sales force has the most up to 
date information on your products or services possible, and that 
they are in a position to deliver advice that adds value to the cus-
tomer experience (there is more detail on this later in the chapter). 

However, it is also important to recognize that in an open and 
transparent organization, the right purchase might not be from 
your business—recommending an alternative is a sure fi re way to 
demonstrate trust and honesty—it might hurt the month’s sales 
fi gures and upset the head of acquisition, but in the long run it 
will build trust, and more importantly, it provides us with another 
data point—why was the alternative product more suitable? Is 
there something that your product development team can do to 
improve your product? Or, if your business is prepared to be agile 
and responsive, could you deliver the same product, but at a lower 
price or higher quality? Your sales force is on the front line of 
engagement with new customers and this is a great place to gain 
insights into your products or services. 

PROACTIVE SALES

Give your sales force time to embed themselves in communities 
online, allow them to talk freely about the category that your busi-
ness operates in and people will start to respect and value their 
opinions. Proactive sales are not necessarily direct sales, they could 
be referrals that travel quickly through the online networks we 
looked at in earlier chapters. Word of mouth online is easy to gener-
ate providing that you offer something of value. If your sales force 
is seen to be engaging regularly with a series of different people, it 
is demonstrating two things; (1) expertise within the category, and 
(2) a willingness to speak directly with the community. Two power-
ful tools that shine brightly in social spaces.

MOBILIZING THE SALES TEAM

Working directly with the sales team can be diffi cult, so starting 
to incorporate social technology into their regular routine will 
involve training, guidelines and guidance. The usual response to 
incorporate new technology into this type of department is that 
this is going to hurt their sales fi gures—but as we have previously 
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covered, you need to be able to demonstrate to the department 
that integrating social technology into the sales function can reduce 
overheads, increasing the volume of customers that your sales team 
can speak to, and reduce the cost-per-acquisition.

TESTING, TRAINING AND RECRUITMENT

Using social technology to make sales is not about closing down the 
call centers or stop sales visits to new customers, it is about looking 
at how you can trial the use of social technology to enable the team to 
build a case for it to be incorporated across the whole team. Start the 
process by identifying no more than 1 percent of your sales force to 
begin using social technology—this way overall sales are less likely to 
take a direct hit and the leadership team can see this as a soft launch, 
rather than a potentially detrimental wide-scale roll out. This also 
allows you to trial the receptiveness of your market to being sold to 
in different space—it might be that if you are selling high-end sports 
cars that there is a lack of trust in making large purchases through 
social channels, equally, you may fi nd that the market is much more 
receptive because they have more time to learn about your products 
and services, and the expertise of your employees.

If your business is to become truly social, then the employees 
recruited to be part of the social sales team need to be  experienced 
and senior—remember, you are trying to build a business case for 
rolling out social technology across the whole team, so try to avoid 
bringing in junior and inexperienced sales employees. A senior 
member of the sales team should be overlooking the social sales 
team and they are going to need a direct line of contact into an 
experienced social media manager who can provide advice and 
guidance on how to approach people online appropriately. 

After the team has been assembled, the whole social sales team 
need to be put through a formal social media training course to 
give them the confi dence and skills to be comfortable (and look 
comfortable) using social technology and communicating in this 
space. This should take between half a day and a day and the fol-
lowing topics are absolutely mandatory for the training session.

 � A general introduction to social media and technology.
 � An introduction to this specifi c project, outlining the objec-

tives, strategy and implementation.
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 � A detailed explanation of the guidelines that have been set, 
the integration process between other departments within the 
business, and the process for completing sales.

 � A guide to locating leads using social monitoring tools (with 
hands-on demonstrations of each tool that is to be used).

 � A channel guide (giving hands-on demonstrations of each 
appropriate social platform).

 � A guide to reporting.
 � Case studies of successful implementations of social sales.
 � Example scenarios and best case responses.

FINDING LEADS

There are a selection of free tools that can be run in parallel to 
capture comments made on social platforms that indicate a poten-
tial lead. While these tools will not guarantee that you capture 
every lead, they should be able to track at least the majority. These 
include (but are by no means limited to):

 � TweetDeck: TweetDeck is a simple desktop application that 
allows users to create multiple searches around keywords, 
the application then collects any tweets that use those key-
words. Be careful to carefully structure your keyword searches 
though so as to really hone down on tweets that matter to 
your  business.

 � Google Alerts: This service from Google will email you when 
certain keywords are found on new content. The service covers 
blog content, some forum content, and anything appearing in 
Google News—it is however, far from comprehensive.

 � BoardReader: This is a simple service that lets you search 
forums specifi cally using keyword strings, and then subscribe 
to an RSS feed of the search results, which update hourly, 
alerting you to any new content that is posted mentioning your 
keywords.

(RSS feeds are “pipes” of content that you can send into an RSS 
feed reader, such as Google Reader. The feed reader will then dis-
play all new content on a one-page dashboard—so instead of hav-
ing to visit multiple websites to check for new content, it is all sent 
to one place for you to read.)
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SCALE

As with all departments, scaling the social sales team is not going 
to happen overnight, and building the business case for investing 
more resource is going to have to be proven over time. However, 
once the tills are ringing and the cost reductions are becoming more 
and more evident, this type of social technology can then start being 
built into the whole department. This is an important marker in the 
process of becoming truly social as a business, but the potential 
rewards far outweigh the initial investment. Once your social sales 
team has started to feel comfortable in this space it can expect to:

 � Increase sales.
 � Increase reputation (through demonstrating expertise in the 

category).
 � Improve cross-selling, through stronger relationships with the 

market.
 � Improve the customer journey, through smart integration.
 � Identify new markets through research and insight.
 � Increase positive word of mouth.
 � Reduce overheads in the sales department.
 � Increase overall profi tability “per head.”

The last point usually has the most resonance with the leadership 
function, as sales departments can be incredibly, but are obviously 
an absolute pre-requisite to actually selling anything, so any signifi -
cant increase in sales or reduction in costs that can be achieved is 
going to have a profound impact on the business as whole.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Enhancing the customer experience breaches the boundary between 
many business disciplines; customer service, public relations, mar-
keting and research and development. Yet this is probably one of 
the most effi cient ways to improve a customer relationship and 
begin to cross-sell products through some basic thought-leadership. 
This is the point at which integration becomes massively impor-
tant, so it is important for an interdepartmental working group 
to be created to plot the true customer journey and understand 
how this maps back against the way in which your organization 
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is set up—rather than the traditional route of creating a customer 
journey based on your organization. Understand the behavior fi rst, 
then create the structure. 

TRACKING

Tracking sales made through social technology can be diffi cult—
there is not always a linear progression from, say, a conversation 
on Twitter between the sales force and a prospective customer, and 
a call that comes into the sales team a few weeks later. There are, 
however, a few ways to improve this.

 � When linking to content, always use unique trackable links—
there are professional versions of bit.ly, and your IT or digital 
department may also have a bespoke linking tool. These links 
can also be tied into analytics tools such as Google Analytics 
and Omniture, giving you a little more detail as to the behav-
ior of the prospective customer (while this can be a nightmare 
to track thousands of unique URLs, it can provide an incred-
ible level of insight into behavior, and the approach of the sales 
person—allowing the sales force to become much more agile in 
its approach to selling through social technologies).

 � If the sales force is building relationships with prospective new 
customers, a simple request for if they engaged with anyone 
within the organisation on a social platform will help track 
their progress through the sales funnel, and help attribute 
social technology’s involvement in that process.

 � As well as using unique URLs, tracking traffi c from social plat-
forms onto an eCommerce site will start to give an indication 
of the progress of the trial.

 � Finally, the sales force themselves can process the sale—taking 
a conversation either onto the phone or onto email—this is 
obviously the most reliable way of tracking sales!

CHANNEL STRATEGY

Choosing the right channels to use for customer acquisition can 
be challenging, as most people use different networks for different 
 purposes—but the most important thing is to focus on the conversa-
tion rather than the channel. If your sales team works with the Chief 
Data Offi cer and customer service department, then you can begin to 
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understand the behaviors of existing customers and build on that—
however, it is still incredibly important to look outside of the customer 
base for cues on which platforms are going to serve the best purpose 
for a sales message. With this in mind, there are certain data that can 
be collected through a small audit project. This can be carried out in 
co-ordination with the aforementioned departments, and a lot of the 
data should already exist, however the following should be addressed:

In terms of potential new customers:

Reactive sales
 � Which platforms are being used to discuss your products 

and services mentioned directly in a sales situation?
 � What is the volume of these conversations?
 � What is the sentiment?
 � How does the community react to these conversations? 

What is the general sentiment of the reactions?
 � What types of themes are mentioned around these 

 conversations?

Proactive sales
 � Which platforms are being used to discuss the category in 

which your products and services sit?
 � What is the volume of these conversations in comparison to 

reactive mentions?
 � What is the sentiment for the category as whole?
 � What is the share of voice among your competitors?
 � How does the community react to these conversations? 

What is the general sentiment of the reactions?
 � What types of themes are mentioned around these 

 conversations?

Once this project has been completed, the sales team will then be in 
a much stronger position to begin formulating a channel strategy 
that is based on pure insight, rather than gut instinct or experience.

READING THE SOCIAL SITUATION

Understanding the need states of your customers is obviously incred-
ibly important, but it is also important to acknowledge the social 
situation that they are currently in at the point of a mention of your 
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products or services or category. Understanding mood and con-
text is absolutely fundamental to approaching a new prospect and 
should not, under any circumstances, be misread—this may lead to 
an incredibly negative experience with your business. For example, 
if someone has just found out that their car has failed its MOT 
test and they are in an emotional state of distress, then it is prob-
ably not the right time to contact them regarding an offer that your 
business has on car exhausts. Selling through social technology is 
about being social and your sales team has to possess a certain level 
of social awareness. This can also be augmented with social data 
around the types of state that your market are usually in—whether 
they sit within an emotional or rational space—that will then help 
to build a sales message house that fi ts perfectly with the market. 

The days of sales people sounding like QVC presenters are long 
gone—the market is demanding honesty, openness and humanness 
and it is absolutely integral that your sales team understands this. 
However, when training the sales team in how to sell through social 
technology, allow them to create their own tone of voice—after all, 
their tone of voice is theirs, so that is how they are going to feel 
most natural talking to people, and that will help to build stronger, 
more long-term relationships with your market.

AFTER-SALES CARE AND ONGOING RELATIONSHIPS

There is a diffi cult cross-over between the sales team and the cus-
tomer service team in the sense that once a relationship has been 
built with a new customer, who inside the business, “owns” that 
relationship? This is where running an open business becomes inte-
gral to ensuring relationships have longevity. The sales department 
has to have an open and ongoing dialogue with the customer service 
department, as well as access to the social customer relationship 
management system (more on that later), and the social sales team 
has to be able to introduce new people into the relationship that 
are then involved in the after-sales care of each customer. This is 
not to say that the sales team must then disappear, on the contrary, 
it is then the responsibility of both departments to ensure that the 
customer is happy and content with their direct lines of communica-
tion into the business. No department should drop the relationship, 
instead work together, integrated, to give that individual relation-
ship the most attention and provide the most value possible.
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PROVIDING REAL VALUE

One frequent fl aw in businesses trying to sell products and serv-
ices through social technology is the rush to provide “social media 
only” sales promotions. I personally have two issues with providing 
real value through social media; (1) your sales promotion strategy 
should not have promotions that are costly just for social plat-
forms (see below), and (2) providing real value should come from 
expertise and advice fi rst, then sales promotions later. Too many 
businesses hide their expertise away, when this could potentially 
be massively valuable to the market—monetize your  expertise and 
give that away for free, then your business will be in much better 
shape to charge the correct price for its actual services and prod-
ucts. Do not sell your products and services short, instead use the 
expertise that you wrap around them anyway to demonstrate the 
value your products and services provide. 

GROUP-BUYING AND DEALS

Since the launch of GroupOn and similar group-buying services, 
businesses have been quick to look at the value and profi tability in 
these types of sales, however, there are two massive considerations 
to be made before doing any of this type of activity.

 � Is the activity aimed at awareness and trial, rather than profi t-
ability? Many of the businesses that use group-buying plat-
forms use them for raising awareness and “getting people 
through the door,” rather than a boost to revenue—and as 
such, the deals are usually loss-making. Those businesses that 
tried to alter their business model to deliver group-buying have 
been hurt, as the margins needed make profi tability (even at 
large scale) very diffi cult. 

 � Is the activity going to harm your reputation in the market 
and make your products and services look “cheap”? A fi re sale 
on your products and services may seem like a great way to 
raise awareness and generate trial, but should your business 
cut price points to do so? The psychology behind price points 
(as mentioned in Jonah Lehrer’s How We Decide) means that 
if you sell a product at a reduced rate and the experience is 
bad, the market will expect much more from your products if 
the price suddenly rises back to its original state again.
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There are countless examples of group-buying and discounting 
that have worked incredibly well, but always consider the strategy 
and objectives behind this type of sales promotion—it might be 
unnecessarily hurting your business’s reputation when giving prod-
uct trials to infl uential voices could potentially give you a much 
bigger (and more trusted) sales boost.

SOCIAL SALES PRINCIPLES

There are six principles that I believe a business should adhere to 
when starting to use social technology for customer acquisition:

 � If you want to sell through social platforms, your sales force 
has to know your product, business and category inside out.

 � Always act transparently, letting people know where you work 
and what you do early on in the conversation—the last thing 
that you want a community to think is that you are trying to 
trick them. The majority of the time, this can be easily done 
through including this information on a profi le page, or biog-
raphy section.

 � Tracking is absolutely integral to both making the sale and 
measuring the impact that social technology has had— helping 
to build an internal business case for selling through social 
platforms.

 � Do not see the fi nal sale as the fi nal goodbye—if you have built 
a relationship with a community, continue to communicate and 
add value—it will build your reputation and infl uence while 
also displaying an openness that most businesses are afraid of.

 � Reactive sales are the low hanging fruit, but proactive sales 
offer more longevity—receiving personal referrals from within 
a community is a very strong indication that your sales force is 
building a reputation online.

 � Provide value, advice and honesty at all times. This seems like 
such a simple principle to follow, yet it is the one thing that 
people get wrong time and time again.

CONCLUSION

It is important to avoid just letting sales people sell, instead a much 
more effective way of starting the sales process is by giving your 
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whole organization a voice. It may be that one of your most expe-
rienced employees does not work on the sales team, yet they can 
provide incredible insight into the category and products that the 
sales team could not provide—ensure that there is a direct line of 
communication between these people (who are likely to already 
have a reputation and infl uence online) and your sales team, that 
way once a conversation has been started that looks like it may 
end in a sale, the more experienced employee can make a smooth 
introduction to one of the sales team. 
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CHAPTER 10

Research and Development

For your business to make money, you must put people fi rst. Any busi-
ness that sets out to make people want its product rather than make a 
product that people want will wrap its organization in process, mod-
els, empirical research and economies of scale in search of millions in 
turnover, rather than enriching the lives of the people that are actu-
ally buying the product. If we put people fi rst, and enrich their lives, 
make things easier, or more beautiful, then profi ts will follow. This is 
the most important ethic of modern, successful business, and as we 
know, we can use raw data from social technologies to actually make 
products that people want to buy. So how should the modern research 
and development department start to integrate social data, technology 
and thinking into its every day practice? First, the department must 
learn to stop striving for perfection, as Taleb states in his collection of 
aphorisms, “We love imperfection, the right kind of imperfection; we 
pay up for original art and typo-laden fi rst editions.”1

The days of the research and development team being locked in 
a darkened laboratory are numbered.

RESEARCH

The role of the research and development team is to create new 
product concepts, or improve existing products and take them 
from concept to the fi nal product—both stages have, historically, 
employed traditional research methods to confi rm the viability, 
and then functionality of the concept, but then putting the prod-
uct or service into mass production. As with strategic planning in 
 marketing, we can use data from social technologies to improve 
this process, helping to uncover previously unknown insights 
from niche online media, listening to raw product feedback online 
through infl uencer groups, and testing the concepts as they move 
through the development cycle, gaining valuable feedback as the 
product gets closer to production. There are fi ve key areas of 
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research that I believe that the department could start generating 
insights from with almost immediate effect:

New product development

Creativity around new concepts does not have to be born in the 
research and development lab, as there are hundreds of forums 
and blogs around almost every industry that are fi lled with mem-
bers who are speaking about new ideas and product concepts every 
day. These people are experts within their industry and often come 
from the industry itself, academia, the media, or from the posi-
tion of super fans. This type of activity is most prevalent in the 
technology and science sectors, but the behavior is also replicated 
in fi elds as diverse as pharmaceuticals, right through to architec-
ture. Your business’s product development can spend time in these 
social spaces, either contributing or watching the conversations 
take place, gaining valuable insights and sparking creativity that 
may have otherwise been hidden.

Competitor research

While market research and competitor analysis is carried out at 
various levels of product development (from research and devel-
opment, right through to customer care and marketing)—the 
critical point for this research is before a product has been put 
into production. Using the same techniques outlined in the chap-
ter on marketing and advertising, it is possible to fi nd people 
 talking online about the industry and your business’s competi-
tors, and the research and development team can use this infor-
mation to improve existing products (where faults are exposed 
in  competitor pro ducts, the team can ensure the same faults do 
not befall your products), or build the feedback into the concept 
stage for new product development (as outlined above). 

Sourcing expertise

Regardless of the industry your business operates in, there are times 
when expertise at this critical level is diffi cult to source and sacri-
fi ces have to be made. However, if your research and development 
team are actively listening and participating in the types of conver-
sations outlined above, then approaching experts in those social 
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spaces is going to prove easy to achieve, and the decision to hire 
certain people can be made safe in the knowledge that they have 
demonstrated their expertise and infl uence in the online space.

Human insights

Outside of the expert and “super fan” spaces online, the rest of 
the web is awash with consumers discussing the different benefi ts 
and drawbacks to products and services across all industries. The 
department can work alongside the Chief Data Offi cer to start 
incorporating these mass human insights into the planning and 
development of new and existing products.

“Labs” powered by social technology

Lastly, for concept research and insights, is “Labs” powered by 
social technology. The idea behind the social media lab is  simple; 
you take a sample of your superfans (these can be sourced from 
anywhere, such as Facebook (the most engaged users), Social 
CRM (your most loyal customers who have a presence on social 
platforms), communities and forums (as mentioned above—the 
experts), infl uential media and bloggers (as identifi ed by the mar-
keting and public relations departments), there are a myriad of 
ways to recruit people), and test out different concepts and product 
propositions with them—asking both quantitative and qualitative 
questions and gathering insights on a daily basis. Most businesses 
reward this type of research, but most superfans will want to be 
involved in the project because they feel loved by the business. 
These sorts of projects can be run a number of ways, but a great 
example is the way in which Unilever uses Facebook in its VIP labs 
program—users register to be part of the program, and then they 
are asked for their opinions on any one of 11 different Unilever 
products (including brands like PG Tips and Persil). Consumers 
are then rewarded with early access to new products, discounts on 
products and invitations to events that Unilever is holding.

IDENTIFYING COMMON PRODUCT/SERVICE FLAWS

Through similar research methods outlined above, and again, work-
ing alongside the Chief Data Offi cer, the research and development 
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team can quickly discover consistent reports of fl aws in the prod-
ucts or services that it creates. Social platforms act as an early 
warning system for these types of issues as consumer, and if we 
can track where these types of comments are left regularly for our 
industry, we can resolve the issues (hopefully) quickly, and if not, 
we can announce a product recall before the mainstream and trade 
media has discovered that there is a story. Then, it is possible to use 
the same information contained in the complaints we found online 
to look at how the product can be improved.

TESTING AND TRIALS

Using focus groups and ethnographic studies to test concept prod-
ucts has been around for decades, however social technology now 
enables research and development teams to add to this research by 
using online infl uencers and existing consumers that are discussing 
the business and its products online and incorporate them into the 
testing and trials too. The benefi t of adding social data into the 
testing phase is that you can be highly specifi c when choosing who 
to invite into the test—so you can split test groups into minute 
detail, and use social platforms to talk to them on a daily basis—
giving the research group greater access to the test groups. The 
department can also (if it chooses to) begin to build a community 
of these testers, by inviting them into a closed group on a platform 
such as Facebook, or a password protected forum. 

As well as carrying out standard consumer tests, the research 
and development team can also choose to test with superfans 
and industry infl uencers too. By working alongside the Chief 
Data Offi cer, the marketing department and the public relations 
department, the team can identify use social data to fi nd brand 
superfans (for example, if you take the top 1% of engaged fans 
on your business or product’s Facebook page—these are the peo-
ple that are driving conversations on Facebook about your busi-
ness or product) and infl uencers (these are likely to be the same 
infl uencers that the public relations and marketing departments 
are inviting to events and sending products to already). This type 
of testing allows for a much broader set of results, and helps 
to include more people in the development of your  business’s 
 products—breaking the walls of your business down and inviting 
in the community. 
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CREDITING THE COMMUNITY

If your department has been working closely with a community 
of consumers which has been helping and advising on product 
development, even at a basic level, it is important to acknowl-
edge the community’s contribution to the development of that 
 product—especially if that specifi c feature or suggestion goes into 
fi nal production. The best way to think about crediting the com-
munity is to see the project as a KickStarter project. KickStarter is 
an America service that allows budding entrepreneurs and inven-
tors to “pitch” their idea on the KickStarter site—people can then 
choose to “back” projects by making a small investment (usually a 
micro-investment), then, once the idea has reached a certain level 
of investment it will go into production and everyone that chose to 
invest in it receives a product. So, while your research and devel-
opment team is not taking fi nancial investment to help develop 
products and services, it is taking a time and expertise investment 
from the community—and when you put this into a wider context, 
this is saving the business a small fortune in numerous product 
iterations, product research and testing—credit where credit is due. 

The way in which these ideas are credited, however, does not 
have to be fi nancial, or even based on sending the fi nal product to 
the people who helped develop it (although in my mind that is one 
of the best ways of crediting contributors). For many experts and 
infl uencers, a name check in a company blog post, or recognition 
at a launch event will be enough kudos to keep them happy—it is 
important to remember that many of these niche communities run 
on ego—being the fi rst to an idea, having the best idea, or the most 
innovative solution, is the social currency of choice for forums—
this is simple group dynamics, but everyone in that forum is look-
ing for peer recognition. If you recognize the contribution that they 
made, it is worth some serious social currency. 

OPEN SOURCE YOUR PRODUCTS

One of the most challenging concepts in modern product develop-
ment is the idea of having “open source” products. Until recently 
it was mainly used in software development, but this way of 
developing and launching products is fast becoming acceptable in 
lots of different industries (notably Pharmaceuticals and mobile 
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telecommunications). The concept behind the term is simple; once 
a product or service has been developed, it is launched and the 
“blueprints” of that product are released into the wider community 
for people to redevelop, improve on and learn from—effectively 
showing the world how you make your products and services. 

“Open source” as a concept has been around for more than a 
hundred years—it fi rst came to use in 1911 in America when a 
regulatory body broke up a monopolistic market that had formed 
around a certain type of car engine (the 2-stroke engine, in case 
you were wondering), the regulatory body then took the produc-
tion and design blueprints and effectively barred them from being 
patented, and encouraged car manufacturers to share more infor-
mation with their competitors—to massive success. 

The challenges that business’s face from having “open source” 
products today are numerous; not only is the business going to 
worry about competitors replicating its products, but it is also going 
to worry about consumers replicating them too. However, the ben-
efi ts behind “open source” products, in my opinion, far outweigh 
the potential drawbacks. Once your product has been launched, it 
is already on the market, so competitors will struggle to displace 
it if they simply replicate the production. If they begin to try to 
innovate the design, the responsibility lies with your research and 
development department, which should have already started look-
ing at how to innovate the product since its launch, and (if your 
business is truly a social business) the innovation will be coming 
from the community that is using that product or  service—keeping 
your business ahead of its competitors, even when you give them 
the blueprints to your products.

Where this type of production really comes alive is when you give 
product blueprints to your industry communities. The same super-
fans and experts that we discussed earlier will play around with 
the design, tinker with the genetics of your product and create new 
blueprints, splintering your product into thousands of variations. 
It is at this point that the research and development department 
can start looking over each of this variations and fi guring out if 
any of them make for viable consumer products. There are numer-
ous examples of this type of work from digital businesses such as 
Spotify, which has a section on its website dedicated to commu-
nity driven “hacks” that utilize the Spotify API (limited access to 
the product, but open source in a sense) and wrap new layers of 
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features around the original product—and Spotify  publishes all of 
the useful “hacks” on its website.  

SCALING SOCIAL TECHNOLOGY

One of challenges with testing new products and improvements 
made to other products is scale and budget—market research is 
expensive and can take time. Using social technology allows the 
research and development department to easily scale tests—with 
such a huge pool of potential test groups, multiple tests can run 
across different products and services at the same time, in differ-
ent closed communities, all sending insight and data through in a 
constant stream of feedback.

CONCLUSION

Research and development has always been insights-driven and 
steeped in consumer testing, and social technology does not need 
to change that, but it can add to it. The products and services that 
businesses sell need to deliver on consumer wants and needs, rather 
than sit in beautiful packaging waiting to disappoint a customer 
because they have bought into the brand, rather than the product. 
I have already mentioned it twice before, but when it comes to the 
future of product research and development, I’m reminded of John 
Wilshire’s fantastic quote:

Make things people want, don’t make people want things.

The point that John is making is that businesses now have so much 
access to data from, and conversations with our market that, as a 
business, there is really is not an excuse to be producing commodi-
tised, over-branded factory fodder any more. Even simple imple-
mentations of social technology can make a massive difference to 
a department such as research and development—this is the room 
where the butterfl y effect is really going to have an impact on the 
business, if the insights are wrong, it affects everything in the busi-
ness. I am by no means implying that by adding social data and 
insights into the process that every product is going to be a sell-out, 
but what I am trying to say is that by adding additional market 
data, that is, from the people that buy, discuss and already infl u-
ence your products, you are narrowing the chances of failure.
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CHAPTER 11

Human Resources

As your business starts to implement certain principles to become 
a social business, one aspect which is key to making the transition 
is human resources. Understanding how your employees behave, 
both internally and externally, is absolutely paramount to being 
able to build a stronger workforce that has a much deeper relation-
ship with your business, building loyalty, promoting knowledge 
sharing, and increasing internal understanding of what the busi-
ness stands for—ultimately, this should improve morale, employee 
retention, and your employee’s ability to sell your business to pro-
spective customers much more effectively. 

Creating an open, social business brings with it a lot of risk 
and empowering your workforce to speak almost limitlessly (and 
without corporate control) about your business can be a daunting 
 prospect for both the organization and employees. However, there 
are a few key things that your human resources department can do 
in order to minimize the risk for both parties. These include:

 � Employee conversation guidelines 
Almost all businesses will have a staff handbook that gives his-
torical background information on the company, details of the 
leadership team, product information, and so on. In a social 
business, this handbook should contain information on what 
being an open, social business means. It should include infor-
mation on:
� The principles that your business adheres to as a social 

 business.
� The different audiences online that matter to your business 

(with a link to download an RSS feed of their blogs/forums 
so your employees can read the content that these people 
publish about your industry).

� A comprehensive guide to how you can talk about your 
work, your colleagues and your employee online.

J. Hallam, The Social Media Manifesto
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� An escalation chart detailing who to contact when an issue 
occurs—make this as simple as possible.

� Information on legal matters relating to online activity (for 
the potentially serious issues around things like libel and 
defamation).

� Direct contact information for people within the business 
that can offer advice and guidance.

� A list of dos and do nots—keep these minimal, and pro-
mote common sense above anything.

� A link to the central social data monitoring system, with 
details about what the information means and how it can 
be used. 

� A collection of useful links that will help employees to boost 
their knowledge about being part of a social business.

 �  Ensuring employees have access to all business information 
(both internal and external)
� If your business is to communicate more effi ciently across 

departmental silos, then access to internal information and 
knowledge is key—having a central library or hub, held on 
an intranet will help this, but also sharing information about 
each other is also important. One of the aspects of IBM’s 
business that makes it so successful is its ability to create 
working groups of people with highly complementary skill 
sets and experience—your business can move toward this 
by sharing individual employee skills on an intranet, allow-
ing other employees that are in need of help the ability to 
fi nd someone within the business that can help, and fi nding 
them quickly.

� If your employees have an Internet connection, there is a 
strong chance that they will already be reading external 
 information that relates to your industry—from Googling 
competitors, to hearing rumors in forums—this type of media 
consumption is already taking place. One of the oppor-
tunities for the business is to encourage this—improving 
knowledge around your market, products and audience 
across the whole workforce can only be benefi cial, and 
encourage people to share the links and content that they 
fi nd useful—it may even be useful to create an internal 
bookmarking tool that allows people to “tag”  content 
online easily and then share it to a newsfeed displayed on 
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an intranet (there are numerous other methods for this 
type of sharing, including group email addresses, corporate 
micro-blogging tools like Yammer, and (very old school, 
I know) wiki tools).

 � Social business mentoring schemes
� As part of becoming a social business, there is going 

to be a certain element of helping employees make the 
transition too—as your business starts the transition, the 
leadership team should create a group of “social business 
mentors,” people that have experience and knowledge of 
working with social technology and are able to see beyond 
the marketing function. These people can then support 
 different members of staff, sharing experience and help-
ing your employees to see the role that social technology 
plays in both their role and how it affects the business as 
a whole.

 � Workshops and training
� Whether you work with a consultancy, or an in-house team 

of specialists to begin to make the transition to becoming a 
social business, one of the most important aspects is going 
to be training the whole workforce in how, why, when, and 
what to do with social technology in their day to day work, 
as well as explaining the business’s vision, and how social 
technology is going to help achieve that vision. 

 � Monitoring 
� As I outlined earlier, the role of the data in the business 

cannot be underestimated, it is the foundation from which 
we can build a social business. It also allows us to track 
employee conversations that relate to the business and 
industry in general. By reviewing which employees have 
social media profi les (it should be a voluntary decision to 
provide them, might I add) and combining this with online 
monitoring should allow you to comprehensively moni-
tor for any potential issues that might arise from empow-
ering your employees to talk on behalf of your on social 
 platforms.

 � Feedback and evaluation
� Understanding and skills sets for social technology are 

 constantly having to be adapted, with technology chang-
ing on a daily basis, with this in mind it is important to 
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 encourage ongoing learning within the organization and 
work this into employee evaluation and performance 
 feedback.

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS

Internal communications is an integral part of building a social 
business—communicating with your employees, helping them to 
communicate with each other, and communities outside of your 
business will all work together to help everyone to feel like they 
are part of the fabric of the business—to feel like they understand 
the business, and that they make a difference. There are numerous 
aspects to internal communications, and a book could be written 
about it alone, but what I have tried to outline below an approach 
for building an internal communications strategy and looked at dif-
ferent applications of social technology that should help in engag-
ing more effi ciently with your employees.

Building a strategy for communicating with your employees has 
to be done with the same rigor and attention to detail as commu-
nicating with your market—and the same type of approach can 
be applied that I outlined in Chapter 7. The communications plan 
needs to follow the same type of sales funnel, and while there is 
a different defi nition of Conversion, Awareness and Engagement 
retain the same defi nitions. Outlined below is a series of questions 
that will help your human resources department build an effective 
internal communications strategy.

Awareness—how can you raise awareness of information around 
your business?

 � How do you plan to stimulate awareness using content and 
information? 

 � How do you plan on using different platforms to distribute 
types of media? Which platforms do you plan to use?

 � Which elements of owned (intranets, content libraries etc.), 
earned (forums, blogs, wikis, etc.) and paid media (promo-
tional materials, posters, print-outs, etc.) can act as atten-
tion grabbers for your employees? 

 � How do you plan on tracking traffi c into the next phase of 
the funnel?
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Engagement—how can you stimulate conversations between 
employees and the business? 

 � Once you have captured the attention of your employees 
and they are into the next phase of the funnel, how do you 
plan to stimulate conversations between the organization 
and other employees?

 � Where do you plan to engage with the consumer? Is it a 
closed Facebook group? Or the discussions section of your 
intranet? How do you plan to amplify and reward the 
engagement to raise awareness among other employees? 

 � How are you going to encourage people to share content 
with other employees?

 � Do you have a calendar for ongoing engagement?

Conversion—how do you create business and brand ambassadors 
out of your employees?

 � If it is possible, how do you plan to incentivise the  conversion?
 � How do you plan to measure whether or not your employ-

ees have become ambassadors? Is it part of their appraisal, 
or could it be done through internal surveying?

 � What is the next phase of engagement and how do you 
maintain their status as ambassadors?

This type of approach allows you to focus your attention on creating 
platforms that contribute to an end goal, rather than creating dispa-
rate platforms that have little coherence with each other. It also allows 
for detailed tracking and measurement, and using basic analytics and 
conversion models, you can set realistic KPIs on the activity too.

The next section of using social technology in internal commu-
nications looks at fi ve different potential uses for social platforms 
and data within your organization, these are the fi ve Cs: collabora-
tion, change, crowdsourcing, community and communication fl ow. 
While each of the fi ve areas will increase engagement, it is impor-
tant to remember that these ideas may not necessarily work within 
your business—a lot depends on the culture of your organization.

Collaboration

Your business is fi lled with exceptionally talented people that have 
skills that most of your other employees do not even know about—
how can you promote collaboration that defi es departmental 
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boundaries and fosters innovation? Collaboration has been in the 
business zeitgeist for at least the last 20 years, as businesses try to 
utilize the different skill sets of their employees to create smarter 
thinking and better ideas, if we follow Johnson’s idea of the Adjacent 
Possible, then creativity thrives on both confl ict between different 
experiences and exposure to different ways of thinking. However, 
many businesses have tried to foster a collaborative environment 
by designing open plan working spaces, “hot desking,” and having 
corporate away days at which employees play rounders together. 
Collaboration needs to in the DNA of your business, it needs to be 
part of the everyday experience of your employees, rather than a 
once-a-year retreat to the countryside—and social technology can 
help to integrate this into the everyday.

Simple implementations of social technology can range from 
launching an internal forum where your business and its employees 
can post business challenges to be answered by anyone across the 
business, to creating an instant messaging system between  different 
departments so that they can quickly communicate and collabo-
rate on problems. However, if you would like to give this type of 
activity the optimum opportunity to succeed, there needs to be 
 motivation—whether this is in the form of rewards for successful 
ideas, or recognition for contributions, there needs to be a motivat-
ing factor that pulls people into the conversation.

Change

The importance of internal communication in a time of change 
within the business should never be overlooked. There is a natu-
ral tendency for people to fear change as it sparks fears about the 
future of the business, the future of their department, and usually 
(more alarmingly) the future of their job. At a time of change, the 
leadership function needs to communicate what is changing, why it 
is changing, how it will be changing, when it will be changing and 
how it affects each and every employee. 

There are simple ways to communicate these changes that avoid 
the trappings of cold, all-department emails, or fl accid brochures 
with stock images of happy employees on the front cover. At 
times of change, employees want to hear from the head of busi-
ness what is happening—messaging passed through management 
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structures far too often falls into whispers and rumors before 
reaching all of the employees, creating dissent and disinforma-
tion. If your business has a more than 100 employees, it is going 
to be a formidable task for the head of the business to talk to 
every employee in person. However, there are simple implemen-
tations of social technology that can resolve this problem, such 
as using a video livestreaming platform and enabling people to 
watch from all around the business, all around the world, and 
more powerful than this is the ability with most of these stream-
ing services to allow questions to be sent in instantly through the 
livestreaming tool itself—giving your CEO or Managing Director 
the opportunity to answer questions and appease concerns live, 
and completely transparently. 

There are, of course, obvious caveats to this and there will 
always be information that the business cannot disclose to the 
whole organization, but this type of change management can have 
a big impact on awareness and understanding, as well as loyalty 
and employee happiness.

Crowdsourcing

The term “crowdsourcing” (unsurprisingly) comes from the idea 
of sourcing ideas from a crowd of people, usually implemented by 
a business with its consumers or market, in order to fi nd sugges-
tions for new products, services or ideas—as covered in the previ-
ous chapter on research and development. This type of mass-idea 
generation has obvious applications from an internal communica-
tions perspective in terms of helping provide solutions to business 
problems (as outlined above in section on collaboration), but it 
can also be used as a tool for polling around different ideas. Let 
us look at an example; your business is currently undergoing a 
corporate “rebrand” and the branding agency has provided three 
different visuals for the rebrand. As well as putting the visuals into 
research groups and traditional testing methods, why not all so 
crowdsource opinions from your whole business? Your business 
is made of employees, but they are also consumers and (should 
hopefully) have a very fi rm understanding about what your brand 
stands for. 
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Community

We have previously discussed the role of personal connections over 
organizational hierarchy in Chapter 1 and these personal networks 
can be massively useful—both in harnessing existing connections, 
and in helping your employees to make new connections within 
your business. This can be achieved through simple community ini-
tiatives such as launching a company forum for people to speak to 
each other in. The benefi t of launching this type of activity is that 
it can both increase effi ciency in the workforce (by giving people 
a place to talk informally to each other, you are psychologically 
segregating that activity from other parts of the day when they 
may have spent time speaking to people in the communal kitchen), 
as well as increasing the strength of your workforce as a whole by 
making stronger bonds across different parts of your business—
which then makes interdepartmental work a lot easier, as the per-
sonal boundaries of not knowing people in certain departments 
disappears. 

It is important to defi ne what this community should be for; it 
may be that it is simply an informal place to discuss anything, or 
it may be that it is to share interesting information with the rest of 
the business. The decision comes down to the type of culture your 
business has, and the business objectives identifi ed when building 
the internal communications strategy. Whatever the objective, your 
community will need a moderator or community manager to stim-
ulate conversations and help avoid any negativity such as arguing 
with one another or bullying. 

There are a number of principles that your moderator/commu-
nity manager should follow:

 � Create a series of rules and regulations for the community to 
abide by.

 � Stimulate conversations, do not capsize them.
 � Make introductions between different people.
 � Help to scale the community, introducing new sections and 

areas as the number of users grows.
 � Help guide new employees through the basic guidelines and 

etiquettes of a community or forum.
 � Moderate content that is deemed offensive or abusive, but 

explain why the content has been removed.
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 � Capture, analyze and report usage data to the human resources 
department and the Chief Data Offi cer—using the data gath-
ered to drive further innovation and insights within the 
 business.

In the initial launch phase, and as the community starts to grow, 
this process should not be resource intensive. However, as the 
community grows larger (and return on investment is increasingly 
being proven), this will obviously become more resource intensive 
and will (eventually) require a full-time community manager.

Providing that your community fi ts within the wider internal 
communications strategy and that there are tangible benefi ts to the 
business, your organization should start to see some of those ben-
efi ts quickly. 

Communication fl ow

One common concern about adding additional internal communi-
cations channels into an already hectic communications structure 
is that the new channels are going to distract employees and gener-
ate additional workload, taking them away from doing their actual 
work. However, there are two factors that help debunk this myth. 

 � Most organizations suffer from “email bloat”—because there 
is only one channel for communication, everything is funnelled 
through that single channel. However, if you can create a hier-
archy of content and channel, you can massively reduce the 
strain placed on email inboxes across the business. This can 
be done on importance of content, urgency, or any other num-
ber of factors, but it basically helps to reduce the volume of 
Friday afternoon “funny cat” emails sent around the organi-
zation, allowing people to choose when they want to receive 
less-urgent, less-important communications.

 � The insinuation that improving internal communications 
and employee loyalty will be distracting for employees is, 
quite frankly, ludicrous. It is within the same frame as say-
ing that television advertising distracts consumers from 
making a purchase. It does not, it enables the purchase, it 
enhances the experience, and the same can be said for inter-
nal  communications.
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RECRUITMENT

Social platforms are a goldmine for both recruitment agencies and 
human resources departments—with platforms like LinkedIn, and 
professional blogs enabling people to present their skills and expe-
rience to a mass audience, a lot of the vetting process and fi ltering 
can be done automatically without having to manually sort through 
CVs and have fi rst interviews with people. The rise of social plat-
forms has also produced a negative type of behavior from recruit-
ment agencies and human resource departments—snooping on 
personal information. I am sure that anyone reading this book will 
be able to recall a story told to them by someone either looking to 
hire someone, or someone looking to be hired, of fi nding Facebook 
photos of the potential recruit looking a little worse for wear while 
on holiday, or having written an outrageous blog post years ago, 
and then not being hired on the back of the potential employer that 
information—with close to a billion people using Facebook and its 
privacy settings awkward to navigate, it is hardly diffi cult to fi nd 
incriminating evidence on even the most angelic candidate. There 
are numerous moral and ethical issues attached to this practice, 
and I could propose the argument against it for another 10,000 
words, but instead I would like to focus my attention on the reason 
you have purchased this book. 

This book is about building a social business, creating an envi-
ronment for both your market and employees to have a human 
conversation that is devoid of corporate speak and jargon, that 
relies on personal experiences and personality, rather than press 
releases and promotional marketing packs. The entirety of this 
book is aimed at making your business more human. So, when your 
human resources department refuses to hire a potential employee 
because they spent six months in Vietnam drinking and singing in 
karaoke bars and uploaded the photos to their Flickr account, this 
sets a precedent for your existing employees to become secretive 
about their activities outside of work, in case the same judgment is 
passed on them. A social, human business needs to be run by social 
and human people. 

Well, now we have covered the negative side of recruitment using 
social technology, let us look at the more positive side. Reducing 
costs through using social data and networks to recruit people 
into your business. Using a recruitment agency can be expensive, 
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especially when you are hiring at the senior end of the business, 
but much of the searching can be done through networks such 
as LinkedIn and personal online networks—then, once you have 
found a series of candidates, you can then use their professional 
profi les on social platforms and blogs to build a better picture of 
that person, before fi nally inviting them in for an actual face to face 
interview. This saves recruitment fees, reduces the chances of hir-
ing the wrong person and massively reduces the amount of time it 
takes to locate potential new employees. 

IT

Corporate information technology (IT) policies are usually notori-
ously stringent, which is usually driven by fears of security issues, 
potential misbehavior of employees, or an over-zealous (and dam-
aging) focus on productivity. If your business is going to become 
more open and social, it is going to have to realize that many of the 
fears mentioned above are a hangover from the 1980s— treating 
your workforce like children is going to encourage them to act 
like children, yet giving them responsibility and rewarding them 
will see improvements in employee/employer trust and loyalty. If 
you make your employees feel that they are part of the fabric of 
your business, dissent and abuse of the business should see a big 
reduction. 

Security fears have always been present in business—from keep-
ing documents in a safe, to underground bomb-proof bunkers fi lled 
with servers—corporate security is an incredibly important part of 
retaining competitive advantage and maintaining the smooth run-
ning of the whole organization. However, since the rise of social 
networking sites like Facebook and Twitter, over-zealous manage-
ment and IT departments have been putting these sites behind the 
corporate fi rewall to hamper any potential procrastination that 
employees might fall into. For a traditional business, with sin-
gle points of communication to its market, this makes complete 
sense, except “traditional business” no longer exists. Your market 
wants to talk to your employees, and they are going to do that 
either within working hours or outside of them, but the best pos-
sible approach is to encourage and harness these conversations, 
rather than punish them—they can be incredibly powerful for your 
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business, and rewarding employees for communicating with the 
market is much more effective than punishing them for it.

CONCLUSION

Implementing social technology into the human resources function 
can have a series of positive impacts on your business:

 � It can boost employee engagement.
 � It can create business and brand ambassadors of your 

 employees.
 � It can foster innovation and creativity.
 � It can help your business to recruit people with better skills 

and a better cultural fi t. 
 � It can help reduce recruitment costs, while improving retention 

of employees.

However, as always, the devil is in the details, and the human 
resources department of your business is going to have to adhere 
to certain principles if it hopes to achieve the objectives outlined 
above. These principles are simple in nature, but if they are not 
adhered to, it may hamper employee engagement, or worse, it may 
create friction your employees and the business itself. The princi-
ples are:

 � Do not force employees into surrendering their social media 
profi le information, encourage it.

 � Give your employees a structure within which to engage with 
the market online, and be tolerant of mistakes—we are trying 
to create a more human business, and humans make mistakes.

 � Reward and recognize those that actively contribute and col-
laborate, but do not persecute those that do not.

 � Use social technology to reduce the burden of email overkill 
for your employees, do not maintain the same level of email 
communication and add in additional channels too!

As mentioned in almost every chapter in this book, the key to suc-
cessful integration is avoiding making massive changes quickly, and 
making sure that the objectives, strategy and implementation fi t 
within the structure and culture of your organization—just because 
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certain implementations have worked at different organizations, 
does not mean that they are just as likely to work within yours—
remember Taleb.

Above all, ensure that the business’s leadership team under-
stands the implications of integrating social technology into the 
human resources department. In the next chapter, I will be looking 
at how the leadership function can integrate social technology into 
its everyday activities too, bridging the gap between the board and 
employees.
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CHAPTER 12

Customer Service

A socially enabled customer service team is one of the most obvi-
ous departments within a social business—with so many consum-
ers online discussing products and services (MoneySupermarket.
com and MoneySavingExpert.com have a combined 20 million 
unique visitors every month—and that is only the personal fi nance 
category), customer service issues are going to make up a large per-
centage of those conversations. 

The analogy that I used recently with a client that is interested in 
creating a socially enabled customer service team was that with the 
same number of customer queries being posted online as called into 
the call center (if not more, honestly), ignoring the online space is 
the equivalent of only answering half of calls in your call center—
which would be customer retention suicide. More important than 
this, is the fact that a phone call made to the customer care team 
is a purely one-to-one conversation, and if the problem cannot be 
resolved or they are left unsatisfi ed by the outcome, the customer 
may tell a handful of their friends later that day. A complaint online 
that goes unanswered or unresolved is not a one-to-one conversa-
tion, it is most certainly a one-to-many conversation that can be 
seen not only by the people within the complainants social graph, 
but by anyone searching for the terms contained within the post—
as you’ll remember from Chapter 7, search engines like Google 
prioritize social media in their search results—often positioning 
forums and blogs that frequently mention a business above the 
business’s own website. That presents a potentially massive reputa-
tion issue that can only be resolved by the customer service team. 

One of the most frequent complaints that I hear about customer 
service in general is that it is very rare for a customer service center 
to stay open much further outside of standard business hours, which 
has always dumbfounded me as most people work standard offi ce 
hours, so any issues have to be resolved while the customer is at 
work. One of the benefi ts of customer complaints online is that 
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they can be made at any time, and most customers will be forgiv-
ing if they receive a response the next day, or a few hours later. As 
I mentioned in an earlier chapter, the difference in how consumers 
prioritize their communications means that a customer complaint 
made over the phone is demanding on their personal time, and has 
to be resolved within the time frame of the call, where as a complaint 
made on Twitter can be responded to a number of hours later with 
little issue or stress, because the complaint is being made on the con-
sumers terms, rather dictated by the hours that the business keeps. 
This helps to take some of the potential sting out of a customer expe-
rience that is already starting from a negative point of view.

So, how should your customer service department start to 
become more social in its approach to customers? 

The fi rst step is to carry out a small piece of research to gauge 
the volume of complaints that are currently published about your 
business on social platforms. The data that your research should be 
looking to collect should be the following:

 � What is the volume of complaints made about your business 
online?

 � How does this break down across different products and 
 services?

 � Where do the complaints take place?
 � What is the sentiment breakdown of these complaints? This 

needs to be done manually (naturally), and scored on a scale of 
negativity, rather than a three category score (rather than posi-
tive, neutral, or negative) as the vast majority of complaints 
are going to be negative, but it is important to defi ne how 
negative, in order to start to understand how to approach cus-
tomer complaints in these spaces.

 � What is the average reach and infl uence of the complaints (how 
many people see them, and are they regularly republished and 
shared)? This will help to start to understand the actual impact 
of customer complaints in social media, as opposed to simply 
looking at each complaint as a one-to-one complaint.

 � How does the volume of complaints about your business fare 
against complaints about competitors?

 � What is the average time of day the complaints are made? This 
will help you to plan resourcing your social customer service 
team.
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 � What does the reputation of your business look like through 
search?

This research project will provide you with a customer serv-
ice “health check” for social media, an indication of the level of 
resource that will be necessary to start making an impact with 
social customer service issues, and a set of data with which the 
customer service team can benchmark itself by. Once this has been 
reported back into the business and resource has been budgeted 
for, the next step is to split complaints into two groups.

 � Reactive responses to complaints that existed prior to the social 
customer service team being created (with which a  decision 
will have to be made of which of the historic responses can still 
be resolved, but this is based on multiple business factors such 
as product lifecycle, customer lifecycle etc.).

 � Proactive responses to new complaints that have been pub-
lished since the social customer service team has been created.

As the data will already exist for the historic complaints (from 
the research project carried out prior to the creation of the team), 
the next step is to create a monitoring system for capturing new 
complaints—this can be as simple or complex a system as your 
team would like to work with, or can budget for. Initially, until 
the social customer service team has started to prove its business 
value, I would suggest using a combination of free tools that can 
be used manually and are easy to train employees on. Then, after 
the business value has been proven, the team can begin to use more 
complex, integrated systems such as those provided by SalesForce.
com and Omniture.

RECRUITMENT AND TRAINING

The social customer service team should be recruited from inter-
nally, and experts from the customer service department should be 
used to ensure that the customer service that is being delivered in 
social spaces is of the highest quality possible—remember the one-
too-many situations mentioned above, it is incredibly important to 
get this right, rather than moving junior or inexperienced customer 
service staff into a sensitive space. Overlooking the team should 
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be a senior member from the customer service team (preferably a 
head of customer service) and an experienced social media or com-
munity manager that can advise on how to approach people online 
appropriately. 

Once the team has been decided on, each member will need to 
go through formal social media training to ensure they are all com-
fortable operating in this space. This should take between half a 
day and a day and the following should be covered in the training 
session.

 � A general introduction to social media and technology.
 � An introduction to this specifi c project, outlining the objec-

tives, strategy and implementation (channel strategy—which 
we will come on to later on in this chapter).

 � A detailed explanation of the guidelines, the escalation pro-
cess, the integration process between other departments within 
the business, and the approval process. 

 � An explanation of the regulations (if any, but we will come on 
to that later) that apply to the category your business is in, and 
the limitations that this regulation puts on the activity of the 
social customer service team. 

 � A guide to monitoring (with hands-on demonstrations of each 
tool that is to be used).

 � A channel guide (giving hands-on demonstrations of each 
appropriate social platform).

 � A guide to tracking and reporting.
 � Case studies of successful implementations of social customer 

service.
 � Example scenarios and best case responses.

MONITORING

The same tools that were outlined in the sales chapter (Chapter 9) 
can also be used within the customer service function due to the 
nature of how the tools operate. As previously mentioned, these 
tools will not guarantee that you capture every complaint, but at 
least the majority. These include (but are by no means limited to)

 � TweetDeck: a simple desktop application that allows users to 
create multiple searches around keywords, the application then 
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collects any tweets that use those keywords. Be careful to care-
fully structure your keyword searches though so as to really 
hone down on tweets that matter to your business.

 � Google Alerts: This service from Google will email you when 
certain keywords are found on new content. The service covers 
blog content, some forum content, and anything appearing in 
Google News—it is however, far from comprehensive.

 � BoardReader: This is a simple service that lets you search forums 
specifi cally using keyword strings, and then subscribe to an RSS 
feed of the search results, which update hourly, alerting you to 
any new content that is posted mentioning your keywords.

 � YouTube RSS feed for tags: YouTube lets you create an RSS 
feed based on certain “tags” (another word for keywords), 
so that when a new video is uploaded where the “tags” you 
selected are listed, it will update you through RSS.

(RSS feeds are “pipes” of content that you can send into an RSS 
feed reader, such as Google Reader. The feed reader will then dis-
play all new content on a one-page dashboard—so instead of hav-
ing to visit multiple websites to check for new content, it is all sent 
to one place for you to read. Handy.)

REGULATION

Certain industry sectors are regulated by government  bodies on 
what they can and cannot say to consumers, to protect  consumers—
sectors such as banking and pharmaceuticals being two highly 
regulated examples. However, this should not stop your social 
customer service team from responding to complaints made in 
social spaces, it simply means that guidelines have to be drafted, 
responses approved and a set of stock responses signed off by the 
legal and compliance departments. I have personally worked on 
social customer service project with both GlaxoSmithKline and 
MORE TH>N, both of which are heavily regulated, but providing 
the right preparation has been done, there really are no excuses. 

CHANNELS

The research project that was carried out prior to launching the 
social customer service team will have indicated which platforms 
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consumers are using to publish complaints. Your customer service 
channel strategy should be based on this insight, rather than  choosing 
which network you think will be least resource intensive or the easi-
est to manage, as my fi rst boss would say, “fi sh where the fi sh are.”

There are, of course, a number of considerations to take into 
account before diving into certain channels. Below are the fi ve 
most frequently used channels for consumer complaints, with the 
considerations to take into account.

 � Twitter—the micro-blogging service has very few rules and reg-
ulations about business use, other than the threat of accounts 
being closed if businesses use the platform to spam users. For 
best practice, the O2 social customer service team does some 
exceptional work in the UK.

 � Facebook—with over half the UK population using Facebook, 
it is going to be a powerful tool for the social customer service 
team. However, be aware that the only complaints that the 
team will be able to respond to will be those made on your 
business’s Facebook page—Facebook will not allow businesses 
to respond to status updates, notes or anything on a user’s 
timeline. A recommendation (based on experience) would be 
to consider creating a separate Facebook tab called Customer 
Care to try and funnel complaints away from the timeline, as 
this limits the visibility of the initial complaint and allows the 
social customer service team to deal with the issue away from 
the very public timeline (as well as avoiding the complaint 
remaining on the timeline for all fans to see.

 � Forums—forums can be incredibly tricky places for businesses 
to navigate, and businesses that simply storm in and try and 
engage with the forum often fi nd themselves in trouble with 
both the forum users and the moderator of the forum. If in 
doubt, the social customer service team needs to read all avail-
able information on businesses using the forum and contact 
either the moderator or the forum owner to discuss the best 
possible approach before starting to engage—providing that 
the social customer service team is using the forum to resolve 
problems, rather than sell products or services, the majority of 
the time the response is positive. 

 � Blogs—bloggers can be a law unto themselves, so research 
on each individual blogger is absolutely critical. Track back 
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through old blog posts, read the bloggers about page, and try 
and fi nd as much information about them as possible before 
engaging—it may be that they react negatively to any approach 
by a business, or that they simply do not list contact informa-
tion (in which case, try to avoid leaving a public comment on 
the blog unless it is absolutely necessary).

 � Review sites—each review site has different rules surrounding 
businesses responding to comments—some, such as TripAdvi-
sor have come under intense scrutiny recently for being too 
relaxed about businesses using the platform. Review the guide-
lines (there are usually guidelines posted on review sites that 
aim to provide businesses with a list of dos and donts for post-
ing content and responses to complaints).

ESCALATION PROCESS

The social customer service team will need to have an agreed proc-
ess with the wider customer service team for escalating certain types 
of complaints to senior customer service staff. The best approach 
to this is a decision tree that provides the names of a number of dif-
ferent senior team members, based on the nature of the complaint. 

INTERNAL INTEGRATION

Once again, one of the fundamental principles of becoming a social 
business is departmental integration and freely fl owing information 
between different teams. Social customer service is likely to throw 
up situations where the social customer service team cannot respond 
because the complaint is not directly a complaint about a product, 
in which case it becomes a situation that the public relations depart-
ment is best equipped to respond to. Agreeing on a process for this 
type of information sharing will lessen the burden and stress when 
a situation such as this arises, it will also present the customer with 
a smooth process that will help to stem any potentially additional 
frustration at being passed between different departments. 

SCALABILITY AND COST SAVINGS

Scaling the social customer service team will take time, as (at least 
initially) the business case for investing more resource is going to 
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have to be proven. However, once this business case has been built, 
the department can start to build social customer service activities 
into the whole department, with the team receiving calls as well 
as responding to complaints posted on social platforms. This is an 
important milestone on the journey to becoming a truly social busi-
ness, but it is one that will reap serious rewards—in my experience 
(and unfortunately with this particular client, category sensitivities 
means that I cannot name the organization), successfully integrat-
ing social customer service into the whole department can have the 
following impact on the business;

 � Improve customer satisfaction scores.
 � Increase customer retention/loyalty.
 � Increase brand consideration.
 � Increase positive word of mouth and awareness (positively 

resolved customers will share their experience on social 
 platforms).

 � Vastly improve business reputation on search engine results 
pages.

 � Increase the number of customers that each member of the cus-
tomer service team can respond to (with the unnamed  client, 
introducing social customer service meant that the customer 
service team could deal with and resolve fi ve complaints for 
every one customer care call that came through on the phones—
this lead to a massive reduction in customer service costs).

The last point usually has the most resonance with the leadership 
function, as customer service departments and call centers can cost 
tens of millions of pounds a year to maintain, so any signifi cant 
reduction in costs that can be achieved is going to have a profound 
impact on reducing business overheads.

AMPLIFICATION OF RESOLUTIONS

Once the social customer service team has become comfortable 
working in this space, you can start to work with other departments 
in the business to promote complaints that have been resolved and 
the testimonials that have been received from satisfi ed  customers—
this data can be used across various marketing and advertising 
media, including; direct mail, the website, paid media, creative, 
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PPC (SEO), and media relations. Successfully resolved customer 
care situations often help convert the customer from a negative 
detractor of the business, to a high-praising ambassador—which is 
especially powerful in social spaces.

SOCIAL CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT

I believe that one of the most exciting aspects of launching a social 
customer service team is the ability to use the social data that is 
gathered to include in existing customer relationship management 
(CRM) systems—this is where integration can really prove its 
worth. Tracking complaints is a standard activity within customer 
service departments, it has to be, but adding additional customer 
social data to this system can have a number of benefi ts that can 
then have a positive impact on numerous departments across the 
whole business. The perfect social CRM system would track the 
following types of social data:

 � Social profi les (does the customer use Twitter, Facebook, do 
they have a blog, are they active on forums?)

 � Social footprint (how infl uential is the customer, what is their 
audience reach, how frequently do they publish content?)

This information could then be shared with the following 
departments:

 � Data
 �  What insights can we derive from this customer’s social 

information? 
 � Marketing and advertising

 �  How can we use the information gathered from the cus-
tomer’s social information to improve our strategic 
 proposition?

 � Public relations
 �  Does the customer have considerable infl uence? Can we 

add them to our infl uencer database?
 � Research and development

 �  Would the customer be interested in helping us to develop 
new products and improve existing propositions?
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 � Human resources
 �  Does the customer have any existing connections to an 

employee of the business?

Let us briefl y look at a scenario:

 � A customer publishes a complaint about the business on Twitter.
 � The social customer service team responds to the complaint, 

resolving the issue within an hour.
 � The complaint, resolution and social profi le data is then logged 

by the social customer service team.
 � This data is then fed through to the social CRM database man-

ager, who updates the customer’s records.
 � A few days later, the customer receives an email from the direct 

marketing team asking how their experience was with the 
social customer service team—providing a unique link to the 
business’s Facebook page where the customer is invited to take 
part in proposition testing with the research and development 
team because the business values their  feedback.

This is incredibly powerful integration that relies heavily on the 
smooth transition of data across the organization, but once those 
processes and systems have been set up, the effect should be imme-
diately noticeable as the business begins to present a single brand 
image, rather than four, fi ve or six slightly different brand images. 
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CHAPTER 13

Leadership (Redux)

After the previous six chapters, I think it is important to quickly 
revisit the ten tenets of social business, before we conclude on this 
book and we all move on to create stronger businesses (I hope).

Always remember:

 � Focus on data
 � Feed your organization with social data from customers—the 

data is your market.
 � Data is not just external, use data to better understand your 

workforce.
 � Keep the data fl owing, that way your organization is always 

on, always learning.

 � Focus on being reactive
 � Listen to your market, learn how it moves and who infl uences 

it and then react to the changes. 
 � Customer feedback does not always need to be implemented, 

but it should always be listened to.
 � Cut down research and development time by using social data 

and testing, and create lean teams that are prepared to launch 
beta products.

 � Focus on people
 � Your business is your people, whether they are your employees 

or your market. Give them your attention.
 � Create the right culture and your business will feel like a move-

ment—both employees and the market will defend you and 
protect you.

 � Understand networks of people, how messages and informa-
tion move within them, how they change and how you can be 
part of them.

J. Hallam, The Social Media Manifesto
© Jed Hallam 2013
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 � Focus on retention
 � If your business can keep its customers happy, they will become 

more embedded. They will tell your brand story, they will tell 
their friends about your products and services.

 � Not only is it cheaper to keep staff happy, but they will also 
build a much stronger bond with your business—having a 
revolving door will damage your SBTs.

 � The best acquisition strategy is a good retention strategy—cut 
churn, improve satisfaction, and boost profi tability.

 � Focus on being open
 � An open business is not some Silicon Valley idealistic, bean-

bags-in-reception type approach, it is allowing skills, expertise, 
and data to fl ow (unrestricted) through your business. The best 
people, and the best data, for the job.

 � Allow your market, your infl uencers and your critics into your 
business—they can only make it better. Open business is about 
transparency and honesty. 

 � Stop pushing your “brand” and focus on delivering your 
“business”—a brand voice can sound disingenuous and corpo-
rate, giving your employees a voice will let the market see the 
humans inside your business.

 � Focus on culture
 � Culture cannot be created, it must be guided and it can only 

come from your employees—having training days paintballing 
is a sticking plaster on your organization’s culture, fi x the fun-
damentals.

 � Your culture needs to refl ect your ambition to be a social 
business—let people talk to each other, learn from each other 
and enjoy what they do.

 � If you follow these tenets, you are more likely to create a cul-
ture of pride—when people work to create products and ser-
vices that make people’s lives better, they feel proud of what 
they do.

 � Focus on innovation
 � Your business is only as good as its last product and every time 

you get ahead of the game, another business is going to be 
working harder to beat you—never stop innovating.
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 � The opportunity for innovation can come from anywhere or 
anyone, but it has to be granted to employees through culture 
and trust. Trust your employees.

 � If your organization gets complacent and stops listening to the 
market, you will lose market share, you will lose your best 
employees, and ultimately, you will fail.

 � Focus on integration
 � If your business is going to be open and innovative, that is 

going to involve breaking down your organization’s silos.
 � Integration is not just about internal communications, it is also 

about integrating with your market. Find your business’s role 
in the market.

 � Great ideas are not the preserve of the creative—creativity is 
everywhere, you just need to promote integration to unlock it.

 � Focus on your business
 � If your products and services are not delivering the right value 

to your market, no one will care about your brand.
 � A two-page spread in the Wall Street journal on your business 

is great, but never forget who pays the bills.
 � Focus on fi xing your business fi rst, do not rely on a great 

“brand image” to paper over the cracks. Social technology is 
like make-up remover. 

 � Focus on the meaningful 
 � So few businesses give a true focus to the meaningful—learn 

what makes a difference to your business, and improve it.
 � Avoid vanity. At all costs.
 � Your business needs to create meaning for employees and the 

market—that can only come from understanding what those 
two groups fi nd is meaningful.
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CHAPTER 14

Conclusion

Hopefully by this point you have come to your own conclusions, 
but there is a good chance that the last 60,000 words could have 
fallen into a ramble or rant, so if you have not, I will summarize 
my thoughts now.

THE REVOLUTIONS CONTINUE

Over the last few hundred years there have been numerous rev-
olutions; industrial, cultural, technological; and all of them have 
brought us to where we stand today; at the start of the next 
 revolution. This decade started by the dot-com bubble, driven by 
enthusiasm for the brave new world, investors rushed to cash in, 
unaware that many of the platforms being built were made of straw. 
With the recent IPO from Facebook, many people are predicted a 
second bubble (at the time of writing, and the time of print, it 
will be far too early to predict whether this is happening—if Taleb 
teaches us anything, it is not to micro-analyze small shifts in share 
price), but from the perspective of business leaders, what we need 
to be looking at is not how much media attention social networks 
and media get, but instead how we can look at those technologies 
and use them to improve our business—and not just our marketing 
department. 

Too many people believe that social media is about technology, 
it is not; it is about people and the access that the technology gives 
us to communicate with those people. I reiterate, social media is 
not about technology, it is about people. I have been witness to far 
too many presentations where an agency has created a beautifully 
presented strategy that fails to comprehend this—you do not need 
a Facebook, Twitter or blogger strategy, you need to understand 
how people want to interact with your business, not your brand, 
your business.

J. Hallam, The Social Media Manifesto
© Jed Hallam 2013
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NO ONE CARES ABOUT YOUR BRAND

I am sure this will rile up the brand managers reading this, and it is 
a terribly didactic comment to make, but no one cares about your 
brand. It used to be that the “brand” provided the salience on the 
shelf, the differentiation between two almost identical products, 
but people have become more demanding and have greater access 
to information like reviews, advice and peer-support. If your prod-
uct or service does not deliver, the brand will not save it. If your 
product or service does deliver, your brand can enhance it, and 
people will want to hear more about your brand story—it is at 
this point that storytelling becomes important, because people are 
going to be much more receptive to it than if they have had a nega-
tive experience with your business in the past. 

I believe that this shift comes from two sources: the economy 
and technology.

With a weak economy (understatement of the decade) comes 
increased pressure on consumer spending—people are less likely 
to take risks and more likely to either stick to what they know 
works, or purchase things that are virtually guaranteed to be what 
they need. This type of spending is harmful to businesses look-
ing to launch new products without testing them in an agile way 
fi rst—but it could be massively benefi cial for businesses that listen 
to people, and produce products and services that they are cur-
rently asking, if not begging, for in conversations taking place right 
now. If a business can start to listen to this raw data, and process it 
properly, that business will set to make a lot of people very happy, 
and the shareholders ecstatic. 

Technology has played an incredibly important role for two rea-
sons: (1) it is now easier for people to fi nd out information about 
your products and services from other people that have used them, 
and (2) once someone has used your product or service, they have 
an immediate network with which to share their experience with—
creating a virtuous circle of sharing. It does not have to be a negative 
story businesses though; they can contribute to these conversations 
that take place (providing the business approaches them in the 
right way) and resolve issues, offer advice, share knowledge and 
loosen up a little! Constantly churning out corporate speak, and 
being defensive and secretive is a sure fi re way to have people react 
in a negative way against your business—just reread The Cluetrain 
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Manifesto (I will presume (and hope) that you have already read it 
at least once).

When you tie these two factors together (fear of risk and access 
to peer-review), you have the perfect storm for consumers becom-
ing less deferent to products and services. It is late 2012 and the 
Euro-crisis is in full swing—there is a strong chance that the econ-
omy is not going to returning to joyful boom times for at least a 
few years and businesses need to understand that these two factors 
are going to be the difference between an increase in profi tability 
and increasing retention of customers and employees and having to 
close up shop, leaving empty offi ces all over the world. 

EMBRACE COMPLEXITY IN YOUR ORGANIZATION

One of the important cultural challenges in business that opposes 
this is the tendency to lean toward simplicity, rather than com-
plexity, and nowhere else is this more evident than in demographic 
research. As previously explored, the concept of “demographics” 
as a means of mass marketing to certain segments of consumers 
has been shattered by the increasingly visible splintering of the 
very same consumer groups—with many businesses now spending 
tens of millions every year to try and isolate who their key demo-
graphic is; is it the Capitalist Eco-Warrior profi le? Or could it be 
the Dulwich Mum 2.0? This continuing disintegration of market 
segments is only going to continue as trends and lifestyles become 
much more fractured—again, due in part to technology, but that is 
a whole different book altogether. 

So how can your business shed the market demographic bag-
gage? Well, as discussed in Chapter 9, fi nding new customers is 
as straightforward as understanding their behavior, which can be 
done through fi nding the communities that they talk in. Then it is 
just a case of identifying who is actively looking to make a pur-
chase and starting to build a relationship with them. In terms of 
cost and scale, this is done by the sales force, and as with customer 
service, the volume of sales that you can make online far outweighs 
the volume of sales you can make either in person or even on the 
phone. So your sales force is making more sales, in less time and 
you are saving vast amounts of money on detailed market research 
and better than that, you are talking directly to your consumers—
the best market research there is, because they are your market.
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Speaking to consumers can obviously be a challenge, and as out-
lined earlier in the book, giving your employees a voice helps, as 
does defi ning your businesses voice online. However, businesses 
cannot escape from the idea of business intention versus consumer 
reception. Once a piece of content or an idea is out on social media, 
it becomes part of the community itself, and the reception it receives 
can have multiple outcomes—this exemplifi es why it is absolutely 
critical to ensure that the voice of your business and your employ-
ees is human. Even the most human of brands (think Innocent, 
or Ford) still encounter crossed wires and misinterpretation from 
time to time, but preparation is key and as long as you stick to sim-
ple principles, your ambassadors and advocates will defend you so 
that you do not have to defend yourself.

DIGITAL NATIVES ARE YOUR FUTURE MARKET

Of course all of this is going to be made much more simple as the 
next generation of business leaders rise through the ranks, with lit-
tle experience of life without an Internet connection—their entire 
existence to date has been converged, so they are going to expect the 
same of their workplace. Their ideas will be integrated, their busi-
ness thinking the same, and this is going to (over time) change the 
face of business. However, this is not an excuse to sit back and wait 
for someone else to do all the work, because as well as the future 
of your workforce existing in this converged world, your future 
market is going to be in the same world too—and they are going 
to expect change much faster. Mobile, digital, experiential, CRM, 
recruitment, media relations—the next generation of consumers are 
not going to see your brand in a traditional sense, they are going to 
expect it to be fully integrated. If they call to purchase a new prod-
uct, they are going to expect to be asked whether they would like to 
be contacted by email, phone or mail in the future, but also Twitter, 
or Facebook or instant messenger. You only have to look at the 
mountain of research that points toward text and IM addiction in 
people under 16 to see that communication is based on convenience, 
and a phone call, as my old boss Stuart Bruce used to say, is highly 
demanding on your time. It requires immediate action, whereas 
an instant message or a tweet allows you to respond in your own 
time—you might not agree with this approach, but the research is 
mounting up and these are your businesses future consumers. 
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BREAKING DOWN THE CORPORATE WALLS

When you combine this with rising consumer expectations of 
brands, it becomes evident that breaking down the walls of your 
business and becoming more involving with both consumers and 
employees is an important stepping stone to becoming a social 
business. With trust in businesses falling year on year (see the 
previously referenced Edelman Trust Barometer research from 
2012), businesses are going to have to combat this by being more 
open, more transparent, and giving the people within the walls a 
voice of their own that is free of stringent guidelines and restric-
tions, and devoid of any corporate buzzwords. People currently 
trust people like themselves, so if you pressure employees into 
talking like a press release, you are going to damage the potential 
strength of relationship that they can have with your market. Like 
the Sun Tzu parable in The Art of War explains, if your business 
is built like a castle upon a hill, the villagers are going to revolt, 
but if you live with the villagers your business will be the business 
of the people. Break down the invisible corporate walls, invite 
your customers in and let your employees build relationships with 
the market.

By opening the door to your business, you are opening the door 
to raw consumer insights—I used to work with SilverCross, a won-
derful pushchair brand steeped in heritage, and my fi rst project 
with them was speaking directly to parents on popular parenting 
forums NetMums and MumsNet. What started as an initial chat 
about its product range became an ongoing conversation, resulting 
in some of the forum members being invited into the factory to see 
where improvements could be made—this type of open approach 
is powerful for two reasons: (1) you are involving your market in 
product development, and (2) they are going to talk about this 
experience with their social networks. Primarily though, this is 
about involving your market, the secondary benefi t is that “word 
of mouth” kicks in and all of a sudden people begin to talk about 
your business as a social business—but you have to prove this 
fi rst, there are not vanity projects in an open, transparent busi-
ness, because trying to fake your way through innovation can have 
devastating consequences and cause huge backlash online—for evi-
dence of this, just look at Wal-Mart’s Wal-Marting across America 
campaign that was launched in 2006 that featured two seemingly 
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nonpartisan everyday people who had decided to take a camper 
van across America visiting (and blogging about) their experiences 
with different Wal-Mart stores—it was eventually uncovered that 
the two people were employed by Edelman, Wal-Mart’s public rela-
tions agency, and the fi rst “social media” crisis was created—with 
a riotous response from people online who felt that they had been 
taken in and made fools of by the campaign.

So transparency in your business is important, not only to avoid 
negative reactions and backlash, but to build trust with your mar-
ket. If people within your organization can build trust with the 
market, the relationship can be fruitful for both parties and the 
business can speak regularly to the market and ask questions. 
As mentioned in Chapter 10, Unilever is doing just that with its 
Unilever VIP program through Facebook. Mutual trust is an incred-
ibly powerful tool for a business and a community to possess, and 
it can help to build better products and services; better products, 
improved retention and, ultimately, smarter, more social businesses 
with better profi tability.

DATA-DRIVEN, HUMAN BUSINESS

There is a dichotomy that I am sure you have fi gured out already, 
but what I have suggested over the last few chapters is that you 
need to become a more human business, by using technology and 
data more effi ciently (or using it all). I appreciate this is a little 
paradoxical, however, remember that you are using raw human 
data to improve your business and become more human as a busi-
ness. The data will be the foundation that your business is built 
on, but it will allow you to open your doors and invite people in, 
to create a human tone of voice while giving your employees their 
own voice, helping you to create products and services that peo-
ple, humans, want. Without the data, just the human voice, your 
business will struggle to scale, with just the data and none of the 
voice, you will become a faceless (and, frankly) terrifying busi-
ness that cannot communicate with either employees or consum-
ers, but the right balance of the two will see your business soar. 
Just remember one thing; your business is making products and 
delivering services that people want, and your staff are delivering 
this as humans—it is the perfect combination to become a market 
leader.
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A SOCIAL BUSINESS IS NOT BUILT OVERNIGHT

This notion of “social business” is currently very en vogue, but 
most who pontifi cate about it are still looking at business as if it 
were just a marketing function. The fundamental aspect that most 
“social media ninjas” miss is that marketing provides a tiny frac-
tion of the business benefi t that being more social can bring your 
organization. Social business is about understanding your consum-
ers with the greatest depth possible—inviting them in to be part of 
the fabric of your business. There is only one way to achieve this 
though, and it has to come from the senior leadership function—
this is cultural and technological change at it is most grandiose, 
but also at it is most potentially fruitful. Everyone wants to work 
somewhere where people understand and value them, to produce 
products that people enjoy and to be part of something. It is in 
our biological nature to want to be part of something successful, 
and that can only be lead by those at the top table. Over the next 
fi ve years, you are going to have visits from countless management 
consultants and “evangelists” that are trying to sell two-day work-
shops on how to become a “truly social business,” but trust me, 
embedding social technology into your business’s DNA and under-
standing how to use that level of raw human insight is a cultural 
and technological shift that cannot be covered by a two-day work-
shop from someone who once read a copy of Fast Company and 
has a Twitter account with 5000 followers. 

It is also important for me to explain one of the potential neg-
ative aspects of becoming a social business—there is no turning 
back. Once you have started to build relationships with consum-
ers and employees, you cannot change your mind. Just remember 
the old adage, Go Big or Go Home, because that is never been 
as relevant as it is with social business. Once you have started to 
deliver the service that people are craving, and produce products 
that people adore, you are going to have to keep that up. And the 
expectation will grow, not because consumers will pressure you, 
but because they are going to tell their friends about this amazing 
company they have found, and then their friends will become part 
of the fabric too, then they will tell their friends, and on and on, 
until your business is the market leader, which brings with it a lot 
of pressure, but also a lot of happy employees and customers, and 
there are certainly worse situations to be in.
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The day that you start to make changes, there is going to be 
reactions—both positive and negative. Not everyone is comfort-
able being part of an “open business,” but they will, as time goes 
on and they see the benefi ts that it brings, people will embrace the 
new way. Having an open business is about fl attening out hierarchies 
and tearing away bureaucratic corporate culture—you do not have 
to become a business with a slide from the top fl oor to the reception, 
or beanbags in meeting rooms, but you do have to become a busi-
ness where everyone enjoys their job and feels part of something, 
part of something special, because if you can make ambassadors of 
your employees, when they inevitably talk about where they work, 
be it in a bar or on Facebook, they are going to do so with pride. And 
they will defend you.

ACCOUNTABLE AND INNOVATIVE BUSINESS

Change is hard, but open business also means accountable busi-
ness, whether that is understanding which ideas have or have not 
worked or understanding which employee has or has not deliv-
ered. By breaking down departmental silos we will quickly see who 
makes a massive difference to the business. My fi rst industry men-
tor, Tim Sinclair, the chairman of Wolfstar, told me on my fi rst day 
that all that matters when it comes to employees is “do you make a 
difference to my business?” and if you do, you will always be safe, 
and that has stuck with me for the last six years—it is a great man-
tra to have because it forces you to strive to always have impact. 
Once your business becomes open, and data can be tracked across 
every department, it will become evident who makes a difference. 

Through this level of fl uidity throughout business, and the rise 
of the Chief Data Offi cer, your business should also see an increase 
in its ability to be reactive and agile—moving on new information 
faster than ever before and being able to turn around new prod-
ucts and services within record time—after all, your staff are now 
hyper-networked and knowledge sharing is companywide, so every 
employee knows the best person for the job. As you can see, this 
becomes incredibly powerful, and the organization starts to live 
and breathe like an organism—my favorite analogy is of the centi-
pede and the ants; if you create a business culture of ants, everyone 
runs off to do their own thing, playing their own individual part 
but never sure of the end goal, whereas if you create a business like 
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a centipede then each leg moves toward one common end goal. 
Build a centipede. 

BECOMING EVERYTHING, TO EVERYONE

For the last two or three years digital and media commentators 
have been predicting the rise of “the social business”—and there 
are a few starting to crop up, but most are born from digital ideas 
that then move offl ine—businesses like Spotify—so social technol-
ogy is already built into their DNA. However, the real challenge is 
going to be making the cultural and technological shift inside an 
existing, traditional business, but it is going to happen, because 
the market is demanding it. What this will look like in fi ve years 
time is a diffi cult prediction to make (and again, theories of eco-
nomic fragility from both Mandelbrot and Taleb teach us not to 
make predictions) but hopefully we will have much more innova-
tive markets as different businesses develop multiple differentiated 
products that serve more niche, but multiple audiences, rather than 
single products aimed at the masses. The level of innovation that 
social data provides will allow for this, and by working with con-
sumers, businesses will acquire more customers than they could 
ever imagine—building products and services that people want, 
and retaining those customers because the business has become 
social. The managing director at VCCP Share (my current agency), 
Dominic Stinton, has spent the last 20 years working on some of 
the world’s most famous (and successful) advertising campaigns 
and there is barely a week that goes by without him telling me that 
“your brand should mean something different to everyone, but it 
should always have a voice, a point of view and a foundation”—
your brand can have variations on its products without diluting 
the brand—just look at Nike and its cultural, sports and leisure 
brand footprint. Every brand impression is different, and this is 
what makes Nike a global super brand.

This is the level of innovation that the market is coming to expect, 
and hopefully over the last few chapters I have helped explain my 
vision of how businesses can achieve that. 

Without wanting to turn the fi nal chapter into a manifesto for 
change (although now I have said it, it inadvertently is just that), 
I believe that there are fi ve guiding principles to becoming a social 
business. These fi ve points are the essence of everything that I have 
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written about in the previous chapters, and if you decide to recom-
mend this book to anyone, then perhaps save them some time by 
pointing to this page. My fi ve guiding principles are as follows:

1. Remember what hits the bottom line, a “Like” is meaningless 
without a purchase
The purpose of the last 60,000 words is to help integrate social 
technology across your business, to give you greater access to 
the most important asset you have—people. It is important to 
remember, though, that conversations on their own are mean-
ingless unless there is action—just like Elvis said. If you set clear 
objectives that are aligned to your business goals (whatever 
they may be) and work carefully to create an actionable and 
pragmatic strategy, then you will hit those business objectives. 
This goes for any department, and while marketing is currently 
le enfant terriblé when it comes to vanity metrics, it will not be 
long before every other department is playing the same game. 
Work toward integrating social technology into your business 
and avoid adding “something a bit social media” onto existing 
work. This will help to create a clear and accountable return 
on investment, and hopefully (in my experience) help your 
business to reduce costs, increase revenue and produce more 
innovative and in-demand products and services.

2. The world is converging, your business must do the same
The next generation of consumers cannot remember a time 
without a mobile phone or access to the Internet. Their lives 
are lived not online and offl ine, but integrated—the two worlds 
have converged and if your business is to keep the “open” 
sign on the door, your business has to refl ect this new world. 
This point remains for both consumers and employees—the 
important thing is that your ageing leadership function needs 
to understand (not necessarily live in, but understand) this 
new world and all the benefi ts that it is going to bring to the 
bottom line. The business arrogance of the 1960s and the 
rule of tyrannical brands are over. The walls of your busi-
ness are falling at an exponential rate (weirdly similar to 
Moore’s Law, eh?) and now is the time to act to ensure that 
your employees and consumers feel like they are a part of 
your business—because it is time to involve them. Let the 
walls fall.
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3. Always listen to the network, but you do not have to always react
Understanding both your internal and external network has 
never been so important, from infl uential pockets of employees, 
and analysts sharing corporate secrets on ZeroHedge, to media 
requests through Twitter and grassroots protests about your 
latest recipe for your most popular product— understanding 
these networks is probably the most important factor in becom-
ing a social business. Understand the network, the dynamics, 
the data and the information fl ow and the rest should follow. 
However, understanding and responding to are not the same. 
If a business responded to every single status update and user-
generated video, there would never be any time to produce 
products or deliver service—context is king, and always take 
into account the wider space. A handful of complaints about 
a product that sells millions of units every day deserve to be 
listened to, but changing the aspect that people are complain-
ing about runs the risk of upsetting the millions of consumers 
while only appeasing a handful. 

4. Do not shy away from complexity, instead, lean toward it
This is probably the hardest principle to stomach, as it stands 
against centuries of businesses trying to simplify everything 
from market research to factory production, except we have 
little choice but to embrace the chaos. In times of technological, 
societal and economic fragility, your business needs to present 
the face of simplicity, yet underneath be dealing with the com-
plexity. Dealing with it is not easy, but through embracing cha-
otic networks, Big Data and open business you will fi nd that 
your business becomes much more simple, just by  embracing 
the complexity within. 

5. Data is the new oil, you just need to know where to fi nd it to 
get rich
The currency of social technology is data—access to it, the 
opportunity to interact with it, and (most importantly) the 
opportunity to use it to build better products. This currency is 
easily translatable into market, competitor and human insights, 
beating focus groups hands down. Your market research just 
went from a sample of 1000 people across fi ve socioeconomic 
demographics to 4 billion people, across 4 billion different 
socioeconomic demographics. Use it wisely though, because 
every single one of those people might be watching.
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The future of business is social, whether we like it or not, and 
the leaders of tomorrow’s global businesses have to embrace this, 
not because marketing or management consultants instruct them 
to, but because their markets are instructing them to. Everything 
I have laid out over the last 14 chapters has been proven with 
 global businesses. So, if you try it with your business and it does 
not work, give me a call. Until then, all the best.  

The future is now, your business just does not know it yet, but 
it will do soon. 
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